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Hypothesis

Moodle can be successfully introduced into a clinical undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology curriculum with the aim to replace all large group didactic lectures.

Moodle may be used as an adjunct in the evaluation of student knowledge in undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology.

Moodle [Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment] can be used to identify underperforming students.
Abstract

'Medical education is a national strategic asset that reflects well on the country, attracts the brightest and best school leavers from home and abroad and caters for our health needs. We have not, alas, looked after medical education in a manner that allows us to reassure the public that all is well.'

Irish Medical Council, 2003

In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web, and within 10 years it had become a valuable learning resource for the field of medicine. With the aim of improving the undergraduate student experience, educators have experimented with a variety of information technologies for the delivery of medical education. Web 2.0 is helping students to ascertain their learning goals effectively.

Little evidence is available for the implementation of Moodle, a virtual learning environment, into an undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology curriculum. This thesis demonstrates the integration of Moodle into the course, and the added value as it developed. Moodle was used to deliver a comprehensive online undergraduate curriculum in obstetrics and gynecology, in a multi-site Irish medical school setting in order to optimize clinical exposure for students. There is a paucity of evidence on reliably identifying medical students who are academically underperforming prior to high stakes examinations. Moodle has consistently demonstrated the ability to identify these struggling students through comprehensive data analysis.

This body of work informs and empowers educators and students to develop their teaching and learning. This thesis provides a point from which future work may examine the learning styles and behaviors of underperforming students with a view to effective remediation.
The implementation and evaluation of Moodle was deemed not to require formal Ethics Board approval.
Chapter One

1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this thesis is to examine and document the implementation and use of a Virtual Learning Environment [VLE], Moodle, in an undergraduate blended learning environment at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology [OBGYN] at the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland [RCSI]. It demonstrates how the use of Moodle facilitated the reduction in duration of the OBGYN course from ten weeks to six weeks. It further aims to address the following questions:

1. Can Moodle be used to replace all traditional large group didactic lectures in the setting of an undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology curriculum?

2. Can Moodle be successfully introduced as an adjunct in the assessment of students in obstetrics and gynaecology?

3. Can Moodle be used to identify poorly performing students prior to high stakes final professional examination in obstetrics and gynaecology?

1.2 Why and How?

Obstetrics & Gynecology is that branch of medicine concerned with the study of women’s health and reproduction. The specialty encompasses medical, surgical, obstetrical and gynecologic knowledge and skills for the prevention,
diagnosis and management of a broad range of conditions affecting women's
general and reproductive health.\(^1\)

The time available to teach the medical curriculum in general and specifically
OBGYN is shortened due to expanding knowledge, and incorporation of new
educational modules aiming to a broader competence. As part of
semesterisation of undergraduate medical education at the RCSI, introduced
in 2005, the OBGYN clinical course attachment was reduced in duration from
ten weeks [including two weeks of formal large group didactic lectures, one
week of hospital orientation, and one week of revision] to six weeks in total. A
novel approach to ensuring students attained maximum benefit from the
hospital based teaching is described. Emphasis is placed on interactive,
student-centered E-learning.\(^2\)

\[1.2.1 \textbf{The Irish Medical Education Context}\]

The RCSI is one of five medical schools in Ireland that confers the degrees of
MB (Bachelor of Medicine) BCh (Bachelor in Surgery) and BAO (Bachelor in
the Art of Obstetrics).

RCSI runs four, five and six year medical degree programmes. The five & six
year programmes are primarily for school-leavers and the four-year Graduate
Entry Programme (GEP) is for those who already hold a degree in another
subject.
1.2.2 The RCSI Medical School Curriculum Structure

The curriculum is divided into cycles called Foundation Year (FY), Junior Cycle (JC), Intermediate Cycle (IC) and Senior Cycle (SC). [FIGURE 1] The Graduate Entry Programme condenses the three years and six semesters of the five / six year Junior & Intermediate Cycles into two years and four semesters (GEPJC1/2 & GEPIC1/2). Each cycle is taught over one, two or three semesters with the Senior Cycle being delivered over two years, Senior Cycle 1 (SC1) and Senior Cycle 2 (SC2).

Figure 1:

This figure graphically represents the RCSI Medical Programme outline [available from www.rcsi.ie]. It demonstrates the positioning of the Senior Cycle Semester 1 portion of the course in the context of the six, five and four year medical school programs.
Within each cycle, the content is delivered as modules which are largely based on the systems of the human body (systems-based). Each module integrates the biomedical and clinical sciences (integrated) and is defined by a series of learning outcomes (outcomes-focussed).  

1.2.2.1 Senior Cycle - Obstetrics and Gynaecology

During the Senior Cycle the development of integrated systems based modules is supported by the Curriculum and Assessment Board. This development was in line with the Bologna Process which focuses on the outcomes and facilitates movement within the European Higher Education Area [EHEA]*. Disciplines covered in the current Senior Cycle comprise:

- Medicine and Surgery
- Medicine and Surgery of Childhood
- Obstetrics & Gynaecology
- Neonatal medicine
- Psychiatry
- Family Practice
- Ophthalmology
- Oto-rhino-laryngology

During Senior Cycle One, the penultimate year of medical school, the

---

Department of OBGYN provides a 6-week core clinical rotation in OBGYN. Students participate in a variety of outpatient and inpatient women’s health care activities at one of the eight affiliated teaching units. [The Rotunda Hospital, National Maternity Hospital, Waterford Regional Hospital, St Luke’s Hospital Kilkenny, Beaumont Hospital, Connolly Hospital, Mullingar Regional Hospital, The SIMS Clinic]

RCSI medical students join the Department of OBGYN for a six-week intensive educational experience at one of two Dublin maternity hospitals or regional obstetric centers. The undergraduate experience in OBGYN for SC1 RCSI medical students includes dedicated time in the delivery suite, community obstetrics, gynaecologic surgery and neonatology. The Department of OBGYN acknowledges that the delivery of high quality healthcare is dependent on high quality medical education. There is in excess of 563 medical student graduates annually in Ireland. The RCSI currently produces approximately 250 doctors from its medical school in Dublin each year. The student body comprises a culturally diverse mix of Irish, European Union and Non European Union students, from both undergraduate and graduate educational backgrounds.

The Department of OBGYN at RCSI comprises two major Dublin Maternity units as well as six smaller regional units. It is supported by seven permanent academic faculty, 8 honorary academic consultants, Head of Department, 7 full time clinical tutors (trainee doctors), administrative staff and the dedicated
support of the patients and general hospital staff who facilitate the learning of
the student body.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis brings the reader on a five-year journey, on the implementation,
evaluation and delivery of a comprehensive undergraduate online curriculum
for obstetrics and gynaecology. The writer will demonstrate how Moodle has
informed the delivery of the course and how the virtual learning environment
has evolved.

Each chapter in this work builds upon the previous one, adding to the
evidence that Moodle is a useful adjunct in the education and training of
undergraduates in the field of obstetrics and gynaecology.

Chapter 2

A national and international literature review is discussed and relates the
project to the Irish medical education context, the international standards as
directed by the World Federation of Medical Education and World Health
Organization and in the context of the Bologna Process. [See Appendix 1] It
also addresses the learners’ context, education/ learning theory and briefly
illustrates the challenges in identifying the underperforming student. It outlines
E-learning and explains what Moodle is in the setting of advanced Internet
technologies.
Chapter 3
This chapter demonstrates how Moodle was initially implemented and defines the possibility of its use as an adjunct in the education of undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology course. A brief explanation of learning theory as it relates to the implementation of a VLE is given. A proof of concept observational pilot study is undertaken to demonstrate that Moodle can be integrated into the OBGYN course. The potential to identify underperforming students via Moodle is revealed. Moodle generated statistics are correlated with end-of-year examination results.

Chapter 4
Chapter 4 outlines the redevelopment of the course to facilitate the online delivery of the undergraduate curriculum by topic and associated quizzes. The outcome of the quiz and the Moodle online student activity is analyzed and related to end-of-year examination results.

Chapter 5
A pre-clinical attachment tutorial series of 11 topics was developed. The background and outcome of this is discussed. Results are correlated with the view to identifying poorly preforming students in advance of final professional examinations.
Chapter 6

In an effort to blend online learning with clinical bedside experiences an E-Portfolio was developed. The replacement of a paper-based logbook is outlined in chapter 6. Student participation and reflection on clinical interactions is correlated with end-of-year examination results.

Chapter 7

The final chapter attempts to answer the research questions and the overall bigger question “Can Moodle be used in Undergraduate Obstetrics and Gynecology?”. It draws on all the data previously discussed in chapters 3-6 in the context of a student feedback questionnaire. Future research areas are outlined and the limitations of the project are examined.
Chapter TWO - Literature Review

2.1 Search Strategy:
The following electronic databases up to October 26 2007 were searched: MEDLINE (1946-), EMBASE (1976-), ERIC (1982-). In MEDLINE the search consisted of a combination of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH; e.g. E-Learning, medical education) ‘or’ keywords (e.g. Moodle, course management system, distance learning) for disease. These were combined using ‘and’ with MeSH (e.g. undergraduate) ‘or’ keywords (e.g. educat*, teach* learn*) for intervention. This search strategy was adapted for use in the other electronic databases. A comprehensive database was constructed using Endnote X 4.0. No language restrictions were applied. Additional studies were identified by reviewing a) the bibliographies of studies and reviews found in the electronic databases, and b) Government Agency publications in Ireland and UK. [Details of the strategy are available in appendix 2] There is an absence of clear evidence for the introduction of a Moodle based VLE into an undergraduate OBGYN course. Comparisons were drawn from other healthcare care and educational fields.

2.2 The Irish Context
Medical education in Ireland should conform to international best practice. The advantages and disadvantages of merging technology and traditional learning methods, “blended learning” are well established. Blended learning’s potential to support and enhance meaningful educational experiences is well documented.
In a 2004 report the Irish Medical Council [IMC] drew attention to the fact that the teaching of medicine to undergraduates was often delivered by part-time and occasional teaching staff and that permanent staff relied for support on part-time and occasional teachers who themselves have many conflicting demands on their time. In the 2003 IMC visits to Irish medical schools, 30% 'no-show' rates for clinical teaching sessions were widely reported, predominantly due to simultaneous clinical commitments. It further reported that the increase in absolute numbers of medical students and the numbers of countries represented poses novel problems for medical schools. The pressures on part-time or unfunded clinician teachers are growing and contribute to this capacity problem.

The IMC expressed significant reservations regarding medical education in Ireland, stating that Irish medical schools are 'struggling with standards'. The IMC determined that teaching methods were disorganized with insufficient interaction and lack of student-centered learning. It provided a series of recommendations to medical schools, including the provision of integrated planning and delivery of education, and further development of electronic teaching and learning. The IMC urged the schools to introduce a menu of formative and summative assessment methods that more fairly and reliably tests student abilities and learning.
2.2.1 The International Context

The World Federation of Medical Education [WFME] is the global organization concerned with the education and training of medical students and medical doctors at all levels. By 2003 the WFME published its findings on medical education, stating that ‘the criticism has become commonplace that medical education has adjusted inadequately both to changing conditions in the health care delivery system, and to the needs and expectations of societies’. Public reports have described the necessity for radical changes and innovations in the structure and process of international medical education at all levels.

The World Health Organization [WHO] has long advocated the need for change in medical education. There is also increasing consensus globally that the education of health professionals is failing to keep pace with the scientific, social and economic changes transforming the healthcare environment. As a component of the WHO recommendation of ‘continuous process of renewal’ in medical education, the introduction of the new VLE-supported OBGYN programme was closely scrutinized. The WFME also feels that colleges should have "a mechanism of quality improvement in medical education....and...in the quality improvement of medical education, indispensable components are institutional self-evaluation...". In their Global Standards in Medical Education they state, “the medical school must establish a mechanism for programme evaluation that monitors curriculum and student progress and ensures that concerns are identified and addressed”. They
also suggest, "that student performance must be analyzed in relation to
curriculum". This is integral to this project.\textsuperscript{14}

Professional bodies such as the IMC, the Health Education Authority [the Irish
statutory bodies] and the WFME [which has produced voluntary international
guidelines on medical education delivery], act as watchdogs over Irish
medical education. These bodies have explicitly stated the need for appraisal
of teaching in medicine. The writer proposes that through self-assessment
and through other already existing avenues of review that a department can
truly evaluate, integrate, plan and deliver its curriculum.\textsuperscript{17}

2.3 The Student Context

The evolution of technology and its integration with the lives of so-called
'Digital Natives' was recognized. The majority of students currently attending
college consist of a generation whose lives are intricately connected to
technology - the NET generation. Medical schools need to adapt, develop and
innovate in the interest of student learning.\textsuperscript{18,19}

It is increasingly difficult to deliver a satisfactory level of instruction to
increasing numbers of medical students within the traditional system\textsuperscript{20}.
Individual instruction would be ideal but is unrealistic and not cost effective.
The evolution of WEB 2.0 (explained in detail below) technology and rising
student expectation means that embracing E- learning is a necessity.
Information technology (IT) adoption and diffusion has been studied in great
detail by researchers in the information system area.\textsuperscript{21,22} IT is being
incorporated into the teaching/learning process, not only through the availability of online courses, but also to support and assist student learning.\textsuperscript{23-25} The purpose of undergraduate education is to prepare the student for the practice of medicine.

Calls for reform in medical education are not new and have occurred regularly since the 1910 Flexner Report.\textsuperscript{26,27} Intelligence and expertise are acquired through a process of accomplishment, rather than being a matter of self-possession,\textsuperscript{28} yet clinical teaching and learning has been historically unplanned, haphazard\textsuperscript{29} and without structure.\textsuperscript{6} The reasons for this are indeed numerous, relating to the student, the clinical teacher and to the learning environment. Despite these and the setting of a busy hospital, it remains a unique learning forum.\textsuperscript{29} It is necessary to evolve away from the age-old apprenticeship model and toward the teaching of skills in a systematic and logical fashion.\textsuperscript{30} The traditional basis of medical student clinical education is based on formal large group didactic lectures followed by bedside demonstration of the skills involved in history taking and physical examination. It is not often possible to deliver these important facets within a timely fashion, in particular as student numbers continue to increase.\textsuperscript{20} Furthermore the geographic distribution of students may make it challenging to group them together in a single location. This results in a failure of students to grasp subtle concepts essential for the effective delivery of medical care. The absence of regular reinforcement results in the loss of many recently acquired skills. Patients may be unavailable for teaching purposes, especially in an era where procedures are carried out on a day
case basis\textsuperscript{31,32}. The implementation of the European Working Time Directive\textsuperscript{33} has placed constraints on the number of hours doctors can work thus curtailing their availability for student teaching.

2.4 What is Web 2.0?

Web 2.0 is a difficult term to clearly define. It refers collectively to a range of interactive Internet based activities cautiously centred on the notion that two heads are better than one.\textsuperscript{34} Giustini determined that “Web 2.0 brings people together in a more dynamic, interactive space. A user-centric design that encourages collaboration and personal interaction”.\textsuperscript{35} The premise of Web 2.0 is that the more we use, share, and exchange information on the web “in a continual loop of analysis and refinement, the more open and creative the platform becomes”.\textsuperscript{35}

“Social media use is on the rise, affecting all aspects of mainstream society”.\textsuperscript{36} Worldwide, a number of emergency physicians use Twitter, the online social media network. Educators in all specialties of medicine are increasingly “studying Web 2.0 technologies to maximize medical education”, and that “Web 2.0 and advanced informatics resources will be part of physician lifelong learning”.\textsuperscript{37} The Mayo Clinic (New York, USA.) found there was high-level interest in educating staff about Web 2.0. They acknowledged the enormous undertaking, requiring the “support of high-level administration”.\textsuperscript{38}
2.4.1 What is E-Learning?

E-learning is now an accepted part of mainstream third level education.\textsuperscript{39-43} Medical students and trainees are familiar with using computers and other technologies as part of their day-to-day life. E-learning can be defined as instruction delivered in a digital format via a computer that is intended to promote learning or facilitate teaching.\textsuperscript{44,45} This definition covers the use of technologies to supplement face-to-face teaching through to distance teaching opportunities in which teacher and student may never meet face-to-face such as with British Medical Journal (BMJ) Learning.\textsuperscript{46,47}

Besides the fact that the Internet is a vast source of information, there are some specific web-based applications that are conceived for use as a teaching resource. These applications (E-Learning platforms)\textsuperscript{24} allow educators to provide students with a variety of resources, as well as enabling interaction with them in real-time. They also allow teachers to follow the evolution of the learning process and to know the performance of each student in specific tasks. More and more students think of computers as standard tools for learning.\textsuperscript{48}

E-learning has much to offer the learner in any educational system and has huge potential. It is important that this creativity has a perceived usefulness, and is not implemented for the sake of innovation.\textsuperscript{47} There is little point in introducing a technology just because it is available.\textsuperscript{47,49} ‘The novelty’ factor can often cause us to be tempted to implement the latest and greatest
technology, sometimes without thinking carefully enough about whether or not this is actually going to result in meaningful learning.\textsuperscript{47,51,52}

In 1995 Bates\textsuperscript{53} said

"newer technologies such as computers...are not necessarily better (or worse) for teaching or learning than older technologies ... they are just different ... the choice of technology should be driven by the needs of the learners and the context in which we are working, not by its novelty."

A straightforward way to judge the potential value of a technology is to consider the Seven Principles of good teaching practice\textsuperscript{54} (explained in detail below) and to ask how the technologies might help in adding value, realizing the principles in practice and achieving educational outcomes that would not otherwise have been possible. Many clinical teachers are also responsible for simultaneously running a busy clinical practice.\textsuperscript{6} Putting these principles into practice may be more difficult in clinical settings than in a university setting where teaching sessions for groups of learners are clearly timetabled. Looking for answers to educational challenges will be more likely to result in the appropriate use of technologies.\textsuperscript{55} Appropriate utilization of E-learning may facilitate the necessary modernization of medical education.\textsuperscript{6}

\textbf{2.4.1 What is Moodle?}

Moodle (Modular Object Oriented Developmental Learning Environment), is synonymous with the term Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)\textsuperscript{56}. It is a
computer program that facilitates teaching and the so-called E-learning.\textsuperscript{44,45}

Such E-learning systems are sometimes also called learning management system (LMS), course management system (CMS), learning content management system (LCMS), managed learning environment (MLE), learning support system (LSS) or learning platform (LP); it is education via computer-mediated communication (CMC) or online education.\textsuperscript{24}

Blackboard and WebCT [taken over by Blackboard in 2006] are examples of commercial VLE\textsuperscript{57} while Moodle,\textsuperscript{58} Ilias,\textsuperscript{59} Sakai\textsuperscript{60} and Claroline\textsuperscript{61} are open source systems and free to download.

The most frequently used of all of these is the Moodle platform; it is easy to use, and offers a wide range of Web 2.0-enabled capabilities (chat, forums, questionnaires, etc).\textsuperscript{62}

Moodle is a VLE enabling the creation of flexible and engaging online courses and experiences.\textsuperscript{63} Moodle has been installed at universities and institutions all over the world.\textsuperscript{58} The original developer of Moodle was Martin Dougiamas as part of a PhD project in 2002.\textsuperscript{64} Current development of Moodle is undertaken by a global network of commercial and non-commercial users, led by the Moodle Company based in Perth, Western Australia.\textsuperscript{64} As of September 2012, 67,523 sites registered, in 220 countries, with 60 million users.\textsuperscript{58}

Moodle was implemented at the Department of OBGYN at RCSI in 2005 with the intention to support the delivery of a uniformly high standard of OBGYN
training within the confines of a multi-site clinical environment and expanding numbers of medical students. E-Learning was employed to ‘scaffold’\textsuperscript{65,66} students’ learning, through providing a common set of learning materials, links to library resources or by enabling group collaboration to occur without the need for teacher and learners to be in the same location, or work at the same time. Learners and teachers can work independently and communicate asynchronously through forums or email.\textsuperscript{64,67} Alternatively, teachers and/or learners may communicate in real time through instant messaging.

Opportunistic teaching\textsuperscript{8} and learning, which relies entirely on unpredicted clinical situations as they arise, may leave gaps in trainee’s experience and areas of overlap. Trainees, however, consistently rate bedside teaching highly.\textsuperscript{68} The challenge, therefore, is to maximise the traditional bedside learning experience with a comprehensive supportive learning environment.\textsuperscript{69}

\section*{2.5 The Learning Context}

How a teacher views learning affects how they teach. There is an accepted theory that students learn by integrating existing and new knowledge;\textsuperscript{56,70,71} however the unique context of the clinical learning environment is also acknowledged.\textsuperscript{29,68} There is good evidence demonstrating\textsuperscript{72} that the use of newer technology enhances learning.\textsuperscript{73} Appropriate use of technology,\textsuperscript{74} blended\textsuperscript{75} with a comprehensive approach to learning, can be beneficial for both student and teacher alike. Technology must take second place to good practice in education, hovering ‘shyly in the wings, ready to lend its power, but only as needed’.\textsuperscript{55}
The introduction of a VLE may be aligned with Chickering & Gamson’s\textsuperscript{54} Seven Principles of good teaching practice, the result of which
1. Encourages contact between students and faculty
2. Develops reciprocity and cooperation among students
3. Encourages active learning
4. Gives prompt feedback
5. Emphasizes time on task
6. Communicates high expectations
7. Respects diverse talents and ways of learning.

Moodle addresses each of the seven items either wholly or in part. Communication\textsuperscript{29,76} between faculty and staff is facilitated regardless of geography. Students may engage\textsuperscript{76} and reflect with the material at their own pace and on their terms.\textsuperscript{63} Feedback may be delivered privately and in a timely fashion. The Moodle platform provides a scaffold\textsuperscript{66} from which students with different learning styles and abilities can draw on.

In September 2005, the RCSI launched its new VLE, Moodle, for the undergraduate school of Medicine in conjunction with a new, more fully integrated\textsuperscript{77} undergraduate Medical curriculum. Adoption of E-learning platforms have transformed teaching and learning in undergraduate settings.\textsuperscript{78} The Moodle platform places greater emphasis on the student as an active participant in learning rather than as a passive recipient of teaching.\textsuperscript{58} The Moodle site facilitated the provision of a baseline uniform standard of
academic teaching, providing support to clinical sites that had been described as ‘less impressive’.⁶

It has been noted that in spite of the rapid expansion of computer-mediated learning technology, technological tools are being used inappropriately rather than in ways that will increase student achievement.⁷ There is limited published evidence on the implementation of a VLE within medical undergraduate programmes. The efficacy of this new technology must be formally addressed prior to its widespread implementation if the high standard of trained doctors is to be maintained.

2.5.1 E Learning and Learning Styles

Learning is described as the process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience.⁸ Learning style theory and its application has received considerable attention in the empirical literature. Many theories purport to better understand learning processes.⁹,¹⁰

Information processing as a learning theory considers personality theories and suggests four sequential stages during the learning process. These are based on Lewin’s Cycle of Adult Learning.⁸,¹⁰,¹¹ Lewin’s cycle describes a four-stage sequential cycle, commencing with a concrete experience, which is followed by personal reflection on the experience. This is then combined with previous knowledge (abstract conceptualization), and finally new ways of adjusting to experiences are explored (active experimentation).¹²,¹³,¹⁴
Kolb’s *Experiential Learning Cycle* is one theory based on Lewin’s work and is the most commonly applied theory for health professionals.\(^83,87\) Kolb supports the concept of personality traits influencing learning style. Questionnaires to capture the learning style of individuals have been in existence for over 25 years. The pioneers associated with them are David Kolb\(^83\) Peter Honey and Alan Mumford.\(^88\) They identified that each individual has preferred ways of learning and learn better from some activities than others.

Kolb’s learning style model which is based on Experiential Learning Theory\(^83\) looked at grasping experience as well as transforming experience. From this he devised four learning styles [Converger, Diverger, Assimilator and Accommodator]. Problems with the model have been identified ranging from the stages not reflecting reality to minimizing the complexity of knowledge and process.\(^86\)

Honey and Mumford adapted Kolb’s format for use with adult learners.\(^89\) Their learning stages include: having an experience, reviewing the experience, concluding from the experience and finally planning the next steps. These stages were aligned with learning styles directly as Activist, Reflector, Theorist and Pragmatist. A significant body of evidence suggests that these theories are persistently flawed. There is debate on basis for the use of learning theory debating the evidence was ‘highly variable’.\(^90\)

Though there have been some studies on the relationship between learning styles and the use of E-learning, evidence remains contradictory. Some findings suggest there is a strong relationship between student learning styles and attitudes to E-learning,\(^91,92\) whilst others suggest that no such relationship
exists.\textsuperscript{93}

E-Learning is seen as a new way of teaching and instruction that aims to educate graduates who are innovative, flexible, creative and effective problem solvers. It is also viewed as cost effective.\textsuperscript{80} In a 2009 review by Bird et al, they emphasize the lack of a conceptual framework for both learning style theory and measurement and conclude that medical educators should aim to teach a broad range of learning styles.\textsuperscript{94} There is no conclusive evidence to support the formal adaptation of learning material and teaching strategies to students learning styles in the medical education setting.\textsuperscript{75}

Nilsson\textsuperscript{75} [2007] found no evidence supporting that students’ learning styles influence the choice to use their web-based programme in a blended learning setting. This result is in accordance with those of Cook et al who found no association between scores and different web-based format preferences in medical residents.\textsuperscript{95}

Hall et al [2005] conclude that an impact of learning style theory on teaching and learning efficiency is unproven.\textsuperscript{95} However, they recognise that the learning styles theories may still be of importance to pedagogy; personalized education and students’ self-awareness (learning to learn).

Nilsson concludes that educators need not take learning styles into account for instructional adaptations of web-based learning and that web-based learning is a suitable learning tool for most medical students, regardless of
learning style or other characteristics.\textsuperscript{75}

2.6 Identifying The Failing Medical Student

There is a dearth of evidence in the literature on the early detection of under-performing medical students using a VLE. There is scant research on the prognostic possibilities of formative assessment.\textsuperscript{96} There are also limited data available on the effects of pre-assessment learning on final barrier examination results [summative assessment], albeit acknowledging that assessment drives learning.\textsuperscript{97} A correlation between medical students’ mean scores on formative and summative assessment has previously been described.\textsuperscript{88} However, no study has looked at this in OBGYN undergraduate students’ formative assessments in an attempt to identify potential failing students in subsequent summative assessments.

It is acknowledged that failing students contribute to “wastage” not only to themselves but to the medical school and society.\textsuperscript{15} Yates et al identified 10-15% of students, described as ‘strugglers’, i.e. those students who experienced difficulties with progression through the course.\textsuperscript{99,100} These authors looked at references, academic performance prior to medical school, race and age. However, no prospective assessment attempt was made to identify such students via a VLE.

In a systematic review from 2002,\textsuperscript{101} prior academic performance accounted for 23% of the variance in undergraduate performance. A further review in
2011 focused on the underperformance of ethnic minorities during medical school.\textsuperscript{102} The lack of documented evidence on how to objectively identify these underperforming students is addressed in this body of work.
2.7 Summary

There is a scarcity of literature documenting the use of Moodle\textsuperscript{58,103} in undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology. While Moodle has been used in other specialties,\textsuperscript{103-107} evidence tends to focus on discreet small student numbers and specific course topics rather than an entire subject curriculum. Medical education in Ireland is undergoing a process of reform, driven by national reports\textsuperscript{2,6} and international standards.\textsuperscript{12} Internationally, calls for reform are not new.\textsuperscript{26,27} Medical education has historically been unplanned and haphazard. The IMC has outlined significant improvements made and opportunities for development of Internet based educational technology.\textsuperscript{2,6} The WHO has advocated a continuous process of renewal in terms of medical education.\textsuperscript{108}

A millennial student body has high expectations of their educational experience. Technology is integral to their lives, and Web 2.0\textsuperscript{38} is an anticipated component of their medical education. Moodle, a virtual learning environment can help to address many of the deficits highlighted by national \textsuperscript{2,6} and international assessments of Irish medical education.\textsuperscript{109} E-learning, learning facilitated through use of technology, has been shown to be at least equivalent to traditional methods of teaching.\textsuperscript{35,73} It is grounded in learning theory,\textsuperscript{110} and promotes active student participation facilitating deep learning.\textsuperscript{50,111} Moodle, provides an opportunity to objectively identify the failing medical student prior to landmark final examinations.
CHAPTER THREE - Pilot Study

3.1 Aim:
To demonstrate that Moodle is a useful adjunct in the provision of an undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology course.

3.2 Hypothesis
Moodle [Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment] can be successfully introduced into a clinical undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology curriculum with the aim to replace all large-group didactic lectures.

3.3 Abstract
To determine the potential usefulness of a virtual learning environment (Moodle) as an adjunct in the delivery of an undergraduate OBGYN curriculum, and to determine its potential ability to identify undergraduate students who are struggling with course material prior to formal barrier examinations.

In implementing Moodle version 1.6, the writer provides initial evidence that the Moodle platform can be used deliver a didactic lecture series to undergraduate medical students. Student activity within Moodle was monitored, and that online activity correlated well with end-of-course examinations results. The data were prospectively collected through the virtual learning environment, Moodle, for the Senior Cycle Semester 1, OBGYN group from 2005 to 2006. This data-set was correlated with the
formal examination results as determined by the end-of-clinical attachment OSCE (objective structured clinical examination) and final examination.

The Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology at the Royal College of Surgeons Ireland (RCSI) has undertaken an assessment of its innovative Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), Moodle, and observed the correlation between online student activity and end of year final examinations. A positive correlation was noted between the students’ use of the Moodle based course formative assessments and the end of year final professional examination in obstetrics and gynaecology. This project provided the foundation for a more rigorous assessment of its use as an adjunct to the traditional course and an opportunity to exploit the development of exciting new technologies, in the delivery of consistent high quality healthcare education.
3.4 Background

Good evidence exists to suggest at least equivalence between traditional medical teaching and computer assisted learning across medical specialties.\textsuperscript{19,112-114} There has been no evidence to date for the replacement of traditional didactic lectures with a virtual course.\textsuperscript{115} Many studies suggest that the best use of computer assisted learning [CAL] involves integration or blending with existing traditional models of teaching.\textsuperscript{116,117} Undergraduate medical students perceive CAL to be useful and effective as a component of their undergraduate training.\textsuperscript{42} Some studies, while objectively suggesting equivalence in terms of knowledge acquisition, report that students perceive the learning experience to be inferior when compared to face-to-face learning.\textsuperscript{116,117} CAL and highly structured teaching sessions have been shown to be superior to lecture based teaching in terms of students subsequent performance outcomes.\textsuperscript{12,19,118} The modular nature of Moodle facilitates a structured CAL process.

International standards\textsuperscript{12} and national recommendations\textsuperscript{2,6} dictate that medical schools strive to provide a equally high standard of education to students across pre-clinical and clinical years. This needs to be provided irrespective of geographical location of their hospital rotations and using modern technologies that are founded in educational theory.

The delivery of education to students is increasingly determined by external factors. In the 2005-2006 academic year at RCSI the process of curricular reform\textsuperscript{119} was well under way. The time available to teach the medical
curriculum was shortened due to the incorporation of new educational modules aiming to a broader competence. The OBGYN course was actively being reorganized at that time; both the Irish Medical Council (IMC)\textsuperscript{2} and The World Federation of Medical Education (WFME)\textsuperscript{120} recommendations had driven the course duration from 10 weeks to 8 weeks, with the goal being compression the current 6 weeks\textsuperscript{5} in the subsequent year. These timeframes included incorporation of Neonatology teaching throughout the module. Students underwent a clinical rotation through affiliated teaching hospitals, encompassing gynaecology, obstetrics and neonatology. The curriculum requires that medical students have a large factual knowledge base, and as such teaching had previously been through lectures and rote memorization.\textsuperscript{121}

At the Department of OBGYN, students historically undertook a two-week didactic lecture course at the beginning of the academic year and subsequently were assigned into one of three groups. Each group of students would in turn rotate in series across at least two of five locations. This process was becoming a logistical challenge and curricular reform\textsuperscript{119} determined that the course was required to evolve into a more compact course in subsequent years. The intranet being used by the medical school at that time was incapable of meeting the needs of a technology literate student body.

The final professional examination for the degree of Bachelor in the Art of Obstetrics [BAO] is awarded after satisfactory completion of a nationally standardized examination that occurs at the end of the penultimate year of study in medical school. The Final Professional Examination is comprised of a
ten station [5 Gynaecological, 5 Obstetrics] Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OCSE) held on the last day of the six-week clinical rotation. The total maximum mark is 200. The 10 station OCSE accounts for 60 of these marks. A subsequent written examination, held at the end of the academic year comprises a 160 question Multiple Choice Questions paper, which accounts for 80 of these marks. This is followed by a Clinical Viva examination that was in and of itself a barrier examination, marked out of 60. The pass mark was 50%, however students could not compensate for a mark lower than 50% in the Clinical Viva examination.

There are no published data detailing the implementation or evaluation of Moodle in the setting of an undergraduate OBGYN curriculum. There is good evidence to suggest objective equivalence between CAL and traditional face-to-face learning experiences in terms of learner knowledge.\textsuperscript{42,116,117} Moodle and other CAL programs has been used across healthcare domains at undergraduate and postgraduate levels.\textsuperscript{107,122,123} The accessibility of CAL technology, an IT literate student body and international medical education standards mean that adoption of effective E-learning strategies is a necessity. CAL use and dissemination has been studied in detail.\textsuperscript{21,22} IT is being incorporated into the teaching/learning process to support and assist student learning.\textsuperscript{24,25,124}

3.5 Moodle Nuts and Bolts

Moodle\textsuperscript{58,124} has an adaptable array of methods for presenting educational resources to students [Appendices 3 and 4]. Moodle Resources and Moodle
Activities [Appendix 3] refer to a wide array of functions and features combining Web 2.0-enabled interactive functionality as well as static traditional components. These components are limited only by the concepts of the administrators adopting the software, as all users are free to develop and reconfigure the source code to meet their needs.

Moodle automatically records the activity of every logged in user within a given site as a component of a report system. The system records each user click within the site software and allows administrators and teachers to access the log files of each participant. These files can be exported as plain text files or as Microsoft Excel files. The logs files can be sorted by participant, activity or time. Teachers and administrators can filter the log file data to determine activity within a given time frame, on a particular activity, and even to the level of discriminatory and non-discriminatory questions within a quiz. The data may be represented as a bar chart or a Microsoft Excel file time stamping specific activities.
3.5.1 Moodle Data

Moodle collects a vast amount of data about students' usage of the platform. This information can be obtained for a single person, for an entire group of people or even for all the students at a global level.

On an individual basis, the teacher can determine all the activity carried out within the platform: number of visits, time spent doing quizzes and their scores. Quantitative data can be retrieved directly via the Moodle application itself or downloaded in a file suitable to be used with a spreadsheet application (e.g. Microsoft Excel, Redmond, Washington). This feature allows the teacher to extract useful information about the course. The facility exists to demonstrate activity for different days or given periods of time. Each user log is easily identified as the site is password protected and users have to log in to get access [User authentication]. All user sessions are identified to a particular user. This minimizes the amount of preprocessing usually associated with large databases.\textsuperscript{126}

Quizzes are a useful tool for students to test their level of knowledge.\textsuperscript{24} Moodle provides a variety of quiz types.\textsuperscript{58} For our first introduction to Moodle we adopted the simplest type of question: true – false. While the ability existed to impose deadlines and limitations on the number of attempts, we initially elected to leave the quizzes without any time restrictions to encourage maximum student involvement. The feedback settings were adjusted to provide immediate results and allow repeated attempts. A list of True – False statements in a plain text format were imported into Moodle to form the two quizzes. The instructions are available within the Moodle site [Moodle.com],
with explanatory notes for each technical step.

3.6 Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate the initial setup and analysis of a Moodle-based course for an entire course in a medical school.

3.7 Study population
All Students enrolled in the OBGYN course 2005-2006 had access to the online course and associated quizzes.

3.8 Methods
3.8.1 Setting up Moodle
The RCSI Departments of Medical Informatics and Information Technology supported the institutional setup of Moodle. The institutional Moodle site was hosted through the Higher Education Authority. Each individual course was assigned a catalogue number. Students were mass-enrolled at the Department of Medical Informatics administrative level. Uploading a Microsoft Excel™ [Redmond, Washington] spreadsheet of participant data enrolled in the course facilitated rapid course population. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS [Statistical Package for the Social Sciences] version 15.0.1. One-way ANOVA and Student’s t test for independent samples were used for data analyses. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were also used to describe associations between continuous variables.
OBGYN Department faculty administered the VLE component of the OBGYN course with technical support from the Department of Medical Informatics.

**FIGURE 2:** Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology 2006 Moodle website front page. This demonstrates the Gynaecology and Obstetrics topic folders, the instructions for students and an outline of the types of resources available.

As a component of a wider institutional review using the WFME standards, the OBGYN curriculum was mapped to the medical graduate profile.

Interactive, Microsoft PowerPoint™ [Redmond, Washington] tutorials were agreed upon and produced by faculty members. This resulted in mapping
each didactic lecture topics being covered by an individual Moodle-hosted tutorial. The aim was to support all topics in the curriculum through the VLE. Each of these tutorials was made available via the new Moodle platform. The content was divided into two separate folders, one each for obstetrics and gynaecology. Initially there was no absolute requirement for students to access or use these resources, but instead students were strongly encouraged to avail of their obvious benefits.

Each student was provided by email, with an enrolment key, which facilitated access to the password-protected site. Initially two associated quizzes were developed. These matched the knowledge outcomes for the associated online lecture material for two particular tutorials (Antepartum Haemorrhage and Diabetes in Pregnancy). These quizzes comprised of True – False statements, with non-negative marking, using the Moodle QUIZ platform. The questions were taken from the content pages of the two tutorials directly. A time limit of 60 minutes was arbitrarily allowed, multiple attempts were allowed, and there was no lock out time between attempts. Students were provided with instructions on how to take a quiz. [FIGURE 3]
Taking Online MCQs in Moodle

Please ensure that you have read and understand the instructions below. If you have any comments or questions please email - eclarke@rci.ie

General

- To navigate between the pages in an exam students must click on either 'next' or the next page number at the bottom of the screen.
- Do not use the "back" or "forward" buttons on the web browser - this will cause the exam clock to display incorrect information.
- At the end of the exam, before the time runs out, the student must click on "submit all and finish" to end the exam and then follow the on-screen instructions.

Timing

- Depending on the exam, the MCQ will be available for for a limited time only.
- Students MUST complete the exam within the time frame allocated.
- Once a student starts the exam a clock will appear on screen indicating the time left to complete the exam.
- Starting an exam late will place students at a disadvantage as the exam will close automatically when time is up.
- Online exams are timed by the server, not by the users computer.
- If a student runs out of time (is timed out) they will not be allowed to rejoin the exam on that day.
- Students who submit their answers after the time period has elapsed will be awarded 0 by the system SO STUDENT MUST KEEP AN EYE ON TIME

A clock will appear on each page letting you know how much time is left in the exam.

FIGURE 3: This demonstrates the explanation provided to students on how to take an online quiz.

A pilot project of these two sample course topics was assessed on line via multiple-choice questions (MCQ's). Marks from these two MCQ's were correlated with subsequent end-of-year examination results. The student online activity [number of logins, resource reviews, MCQ attempts, timing of activity] and MCQ results were also correlated with the end-of-course OSCE and overall final professional examination results. The details of
students' online activity were not available to the examiners prior to the final examination.

Course notifications were distributed via the Moodle-based OBGYN forum. The online course documentation provided tutorial topics covered in standard small group teaching. Students were informed about the availability of the two support quizzes via the forum and by e-mail. Students were automatically notified if any additional information was placed into the OBGYN course site as the default setting within Moodle automatically forwards a copy of the forum post directly to the students' medical school email addresses.

3.8.2 Quizzes

The two sample trial quizzes comprised of the salient facts taken directly from the tutorials available on-line. The two topics Diabetes in Pregnancy and Antepartum Haemorrhage were chosen ad hoc. [See Figure 4]
### FIGURE 4: Screen capture of the teacher view of the Moodle Quiz Engine

A Teacher view of the question bank and the Moodle function that allows teacher editors to create, edit and allocate questions to question banks within a particular Moodle course site. This demonstrates a question bank of 43 True – False questions, associated with the OBGYN Antepartum Haemorrhage tutorial (No. 3.7).

The quizzes were comprised of statements taken directly from the Microsoft PowerPoint™ Interactive Tutorials versions available to students. Students could mark these question statements as either true or false. The marks
resulting from the QUIZ were displayed immediately after the QUIZ was completed. MCQ 1 Antepartum Haemorrhage consisted of 40 true – false questions and MCQ 2 Diabetes and Pregnancy QUIZ consisted of 55 true – false questions.

The student Moodle login, obstetrics and gynaecology course view data, and QUIZ results were recorded and compared to end-of-year final examination results.

The display of the Quiz may be altered, [FIGURE 5] including number of questions per page view, whether questions are shuffled and for multiple-choice whether answers within questions are shuffled.
Students should attempt this quiz after studying the relevant course material.

FIGURE 5: Teacher View QUIZ Settings 1 This screen shot demonstrates the potential settings as seen by a course editor. A general introduction and QUIZ instruction may be provided. Details on allocation of time for the QUIZ along with specific timeframes and limits for students, as well as a time delay between subsequent attempts may all be tailored.
**FIGURE 6: Teacher View QUIZ Settings 2**

This screen shot image demonstrates the remaining QUIZ editing options available to teacher editors. The review options facilitated students determining their results immediately and reviewing the QUIZ at a later date to check answers.

The ability to shuffle questions reduces the potential for students memorizing question and answer pairings. Images were also facilitated within the quiz settings. [FIGURE 7]
Figure 7: Question Appearance

Screen Image demonstrating the appearance of questions relating to QUIZ 1, Antepartum Haemorrhage. It also illustrates the ability of the quiz engine to document the time taken to complete a quiz.

In this study, students were allowed unlimited attempts which facilitated measurement of the highest-grade mark being registered by Moodle. Additional settings such as feedback, and student access were also set as per figures 5 and 6 Moodle records each grade and attempt in a separate database. The yellow question-mark icon denotes a hyper-link to a Moodle explanation of that particular feature. [Appendix 4]
3.8.3 Evaluation

Moodle user activity logs: Moodle logs information on individual student participants as each participant is given a unique Moodle identifier number. Each page viewed within the OBGYN course is tracked and stored automatically within the Moodle interface. Designated faculty staffs are allocated ‘teacher’ privileges within the site. These logs correspond to page views within the OBGYN site. The activity logs are made available as a Microsoft Excel™ [Redmond, Washington] file generated by Moodle.

Final Examination Scores: All students were required to sit the examination in order to progress to the subsequent year of medical school. The examination is a standard format overseen by the National University of Ireland, and an examiner external to the RCSI. The end-of-year final examination is marked out of 200 and comprised of end-of-clinical placement OSCE (60 marks), written MCQ paper (80 marks), and clinical-viva (60 marks). The clinical-viva component was a barrier in itself that students had to pass, as there was no provision to compensate with marks from other components of the examination.

Two True-False style quiz results were analyzed and results correlated with number of Logins and Resource views. Quiz 1 refers to Antepartum Haemorrhage Quiz, comprising of 40 questions. Quiz 2 refers to Diabetes and Pregnancy Quiz, and is composed of 55 questions. The student Quiz results were divided by the total number of
questions in each Quiz, in order to ensure both had the same scale (Quiz 1 was graded out of 40, Quiz 2 was graded out of 55).

The questions were shuffled from question banks of 43 and 60 questions for Quiz 1 and 2 respectively. The top left corner demonstrates a countdown clock that followed the student as he/she progresses through the questions. This was set at one hour for the purposes of the study and no student took more than 30mins to complete the quizzes. Images were placed into the QUIZ to provide interest for the students but no questions specifically asked for answers directly relating to the image.

Quiz errors were noticed by students and reported to the faculty. These were corrected promptly, and the Moodle software automatically adjusted the scores.

3.9 Results
3.9.1 Moodle data

Raw data recorded by Moodle, exported in Excel file 119,010 data points relating to user activity in the new site. Details regarding each user ID, course ID, course views, Moodle views, forum views, QUIZ attempts and results were all exported to a Microsoft Excel™ file. The data was compared to the end-of-year final professional examination results. Student identities were excluded; a course ID number was cross-referenced with Moodle ID number.

The numbers of student Moodle logins were calculated by accessing the Moodle ‘Reports’ function; these were subdivided into Moodle logins and
OBGYN Tutorial Resource views. The latter determined the activity of students within the resources of the obstetrics and gynaecology course site.

201 students sat the final professional examination in June 2006. [see table 3.1] The final results ranged from 158 /200 to 82 /200 with a mean of 124. 162 students achieved at least a passing grade while 39 students failed the first sitting of the examination. Eleven students failed both the first sitting and the repeat examination.

153 students [76%] of the total 201-student group logged into the OBGYN Moodle site. The total number of Logins was 15,563. The maximum number of logins for a single student was 759, while 48 students failed to log in once. Of the students who did log into the site [n=153], the mean number of logins was 97 [Range 0-759], and the mean number of resource views was 14, [Range 0-113]. A total of 134 students [67%], attempted QUIZ 1, while 123 students [61%] attempted QUIZ 2. The mean result for QUIZ 1 was 33/55 [60%], range 4 -51, and 33/40 [82%], range 3-37 for QUIZ 2.

Of the students who failed the first sitting of the examination, only 43.6% [n=17], p=0.039, didn’t use the site once, while 50% [n=11], p=0.021, attempted QUIZ 1 and 4 attempted QUIZ 2, p<.0001]. The mean result for the failing group in both Quiz 1 and Quiz 2, was significantly lower than that of those students who passed. [31.18/55 v 38.23/55, p=0.015 and 32.76/40 v 31/40, p<.001].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TOTAL Number of Students</th>
<th>Students Who At Least Passed First Attempt</th>
<th>Students Who Failed First Attempt</th>
<th>p values for [At least passed] v Fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Number Students</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students who Logged IN</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Logins</td>
<td>15563</td>
<td>13149</td>
<td>2414</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Number of Logins per Student [of those who logged in]</td>
<td>101.7189</td>
<td>100.3740</td>
<td>109.7272</td>
<td>.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of logins by group</td>
<td>77.4278</td>
<td>81.1666</td>
<td>61.8974</td>
<td>.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Login Range by student</td>
<td>0-759</td>
<td>0-454</td>
<td>0-759</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students with ZERO Logins</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>.039*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Of group w ZERO Logins</td>
<td>23.8805</td>
<td>19.1358</td>
<td>43.5897</td>
<td>.045*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students who viewed Resource Content [%]</td>
<td>151 [98%]</td>
<td>131 [100%]</td>
<td>20 [90.91%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of student views of Resource Content</td>
<td>2220</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Views of Resource Content per Student</td>
<td>14.7019</td>
<td>14.6564</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>.017*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...BY GROUP</td>
<td>11.0447</td>
<td>11.8518</td>
<td>7.1794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views Range by Student</td>
<td>0-113</td>
<td>0-113</td>
<td>0-47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students with ZERO Resource content Views</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>.045*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students who Attempted QUIZ 1</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.019*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Logged In</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Total Group</td>
<td>88.7417</td>
<td>93.8931</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>.021*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.6666</td>
<td>75.9259</td>
<td>28.2051</td>
<td>.032*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Result of QUIZ 1 [/55] who attempted QUIZ 1</td>
<td>35.77</td>
<td>38.23</td>
<td>31.18</td>
<td>.015*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Result of QUIZ 1 [/55] for Group</td>
<td>16.087</td>
<td>19.89</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>.026*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of Results for QUIZ 1</td>
<td>4 - 51</td>
<td>4 - 51</td>
<td>8 - 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students who did not attempt QUIZ 1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.040*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students who Attempted QUIZ 2</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Result of QUIZ 2 [/40] who attempted QUIZ 2</td>
<td>33.12</td>
<td>32.76</td>
<td>31.00</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Result of QUIZ 2 [/40] for Group</td>
<td>18.87</td>
<td>17.56</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of Results for QUIZ 2</td>
<td>4 - 37</td>
<td>4 - 37</td>
<td>28 - 34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Students who did not attempt QUIZ 2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>.013*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.1:** 201 students sat the final professional examination in June 2006. The final results ranged from 158 /200 to 82 /200 with a mean of 124.
3.9.2 Failing students’ activity on Moodle.

Students who failed the repeat examination accessed the OBGYN Moodle site in a particular manner. They logged in more frequently but accessed the online course resources more infrequently. Only one student out of these eleven failing students undertook any quiz and even the mark attained in QUIZ 2 was below the average of those who passed the final examination on the first attempt. Of the ten students who failed the final examination and accessed the OBGYN site on more than 100 occasions they accessed the course resources on less than 7% of the time.

Data analysis suggests that the amount of usage of our E-learning resource, Moodle, correlated significantly with the in-course quiz results and with final examination scores. [SEE TABLE 3.2] We found a significant correlation between on-line resource [course views] participation and the on-line MCQ results as well as end-of-year result raw score. \( F = 3.97, r^2 = 0.513, p > 0.05 \). [SEE TABLE 3.3 for explanation of F]
**Table 3.2**

Correlation table demonstrating the stronger relationship between the MCQ results and Moodle resource views than between logins and MCQ results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th></th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCQ1AGAI</strong></td>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.722**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td></td>
<td>.313**</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.282**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCQ2AGAI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.460**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>.513**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td></td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOGINS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.282**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>.484**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.460**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VIEWS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.313**</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>.484**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.513**</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td></td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**.** Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**Table 3.3**

F Test: The test statistic for ANOVA is called F. F is the ratio of Between Group variation to within group variation as follows

\[
F = \frac{\text{Between Group Variance}}{\text{Within group variance}} = \text{Chance} + \text{possible difference between Means}
\]

The concept behind the F test is that if the Null hypothesis is true and all means are the same, between groups variance and within groups variance should both be almost the same. However if a difference between the means does exist, between groups variance will be larger as it includes possible differences between the means as well as chance variation, and therefore between groups variance will be a lot higher than the population variance. F will therefore be greater than one.

134 students attempted the online quizzes. Of the 39 students who failed the first sitting of the final Obstetrics & Gynaecology exam, only 28% (n=11) completed at least one of the optional interactive online MCQ quizzes. This is compared with 83% (n=100) of the Honors group who attempted the quizzes (F=6.38, p= 0.013).

134 attempted the APH QUIZ [1], the mean mark was 33, [60%] [range 7-92%]. 123 students attempted the GDM QUIZ [2], the mean mark was 83%, [range 10-93%].
Students who achieved an honors grade in the final exam \( [n=120] \) averaged consistently higher grades in the APH and GDM Quizzes (77% and 93% respectively). Students who failed the final examination, \( [n=39] \) averaged 48% & 81% in the APH and GDM quizzes respectively \( [F= 3.97, p=0.01] \). Of the students who subsequently failed the repeat examinations \( [n=11] \), only one student had attempted the APH or GDM quizzes prior to the Final Examination.

There was a correlation of 0.513, \( p=0.01 \) between the results of QUIZ 2 and the number of course views per student. There was a correlation of 0.46, \( p=0.01 \) between the results of Diabetes MCQ and the number of Moodle logins.

There was weak but significant correlation between the results of the APH MCQ and both the amount of course views \( (r=0.313, p=0.01) \) and the amount of Moodle logins \( (r=0.28, p=0.01) \).

Considering all those who failed the final exam and comparing their course Resource Views with those who passed the exam, using AVOVA, there was a significant difference in their course viewing activity. \( [F= 3.97, p=0.01] \) A further ANOVA analysis was undertaken to compare the three student groups:

1. Those who passed the end-of-year exam.
2. Those failed initial exam but passed the repeat exam.
3. Those who also failed the repeat exam.
There was a statistically significant difference between the number of course views between each group \([F= 3.12, p=0.04]\).

An ANOVA was performed comparing gender of participants with number of logins, and resource view, but no differences were observed \([p> 0.66]\).

Nationality did not correlate with logins and resource views \([p> 0.95]\) See Table 3.4 and 3.5

**Table 3.4**: ANOVA: FAIL FIRST TIME + PASS v Views

This Table shows the relationship between those students who failed the examination on the first sitting and those who passed first time and compares their respective total moodle views.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>F crit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>773.504542</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>773.504542</td>
<td>6.38159791</td>
<td>0.01376267</td>
<td>3.97581346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>8608.81053</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>121.208599</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9379.31507</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.5: ANOVA: FAIL/FAIL TWICE/HONOURS v Views
This Table shows the relationship between those students who failed the examination on the repeat sitting and those who achieved an honours grade first time and compares their respective total moodle views

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Column 1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>6.71428571</td>
<td>114.285714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column 2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>64.04444444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column 3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>145.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>F crit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>773.600783</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>386.800391</td>
<td>3.14628472</td>
<td>0.04915333</td>
<td>3.12768123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>8605.71429</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>122.938776</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9379.31507</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.10 Discussion

The Buttmer Report\textsuperscript{128} has provided a number of recommendations regarding undergraduate medical training stating that, "...Ireland must ensure that doctors are trained to a high standard" and that "... Innovations in the delivery of medical education and training ... are needed." Evidence suggests the implementation of Moodle at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology lives up to these recommendations.

Those using the Moodle platform regularly throughout the academic year seem to get better grades than those who rarely or never used it.\textsuperscript{24} This pilot study demonstrates that different student groups, as determined by their success or failure in the Final Professional Examination for Obstetrics and Gynaecology, may be evaluated through Moodle data. We have been able to differentiate between students who fail the examination first time and those who pass. Students were able to determine a sense of how well they recalled the lecture material, but the true goal of competency still appeared to be beyond the reach of the VLE.

Moodle logins as described above, however, do include students who just login to the system and for example check their instant messages as opposed to logging into their course. Course views may be a better estimate of actual logins to Moodle for study purposes as demonstrated by the better correlation between course views and final results compared to the correlation with the overall system login. MCQ2 demonstrated a stronger relationship with course
view (and Moodle logins) than MCQ1. It is possible that MCQ2 was more
dependent on information in the course content in Moodle. Additionally
students could have drawn on previous knowledge associated with MCQ1.

It can be said that the number of course views in each grouping is
'significantly' different to the others. There is a difference in the means of
these groups, which was expected, i.e. students with lower numbers of course
views will probably be grouped together.

The opportunity exists to identify failing students ahead of actual barrier
exams, facilitating remedial action accordingly. As demonstrated in the
analysis of the students who had significantly larger numbers of logins, but
whose end-of-year marks were among the bottom 10%, purposeless surfing
of the net does not improve learning outcomes.\textsuperscript{129} While interacting with our
Moodle site can hardly be described as 'open surfing on the Internet', we
acknowledge that some structure may be required for students to maximize its
potential benefits. What is needed is a framework for instruction in such
environments. As an instructional approach cognitive apprenticeship in a
blended learning environment frames this research.\textsuperscript{25}

\textbf{3.10.1 Limitations}

The writer acknowledges a number of limitations to the study. Firstly this was
the first year of the introduction of the Moodle platform to RCSI. Students may
not have been sufficiently knowledgeable with the IT infrastructure to feel
comfortable with using the on-line course material, given that the same
material was available from lecturers, and may have been distributed off-line among students, thereby eliminating the necessity for accessing the Moodle site. The quizzes were not mandatory; evidence suggests that students engage more with curriculum aspects that are part of a formal evaluation. Diligent students may naturally gravitate towards a novel on-line system and its additional methods of formative evaluation. Students were able to determine a sense of how well they recalled the lecture material. The data raises questions regarding what to do with students who do not perform to prescribed standards. The MCQs test predominantly knowledge recall and superficial learning; however this is an important part of medical education. Learning is a patchwork of both deep and superficial learning.

Some students may have had insufficient Internet access and no account was made for potential failures in internet connection that may have resulted in lower marks, but this effect should have been equal for all students.

It is recognized that only two quizzes were available and that the better correlation between QUIZ 2 and end-of-year marks is potentially due to a number of potential confounding factors. These include quizzes with unequal numbers of questions, potential differences in new and existing knowledge in topics and the accompanying tutorials were not standardized in any predetermined way. Notwithstanding these deficiencies there is a clear correlation between levels of engagement, QUIZ results and the end-of-year exam, which requires further exploration.
3.10.2 Study Significance.

This pilot/feasibility study is the first step in producing evidence for the use of Moodle at the undergraduate OBGYN level. This pilot project demonstrates the potential for the implementation of Moodle as an integral component in the delivery of an undergraduate OBGYN curriculum. The study also identifies the potential of the Moodle software in the identification of the poorly performing student early in the course of the OBGYN clinical rotation. It provides a potential map for the implementation of Moodle across other specialties, adds to the empirical body of knowledge on the implementation, and use of Moodle in undergraduate medical education.

Opportunities for Future Investigation

As expected, students who logged into the site and viewed the material more frequently, achieved higher scores in the on-line quizzes. This correlation was stronger for resource views. Chapter 4 looks at defining the feasibility of producing an entire OBGYN undergraduate course material on-line, ultimately replacing the didactic lecture course. While in this initial project quiz results compared favorably with end-of-year examination scores, they were not predictive. Chapter 4 looks at clarifying the ability of Moodle to evaluate students and reliably identify those students struggling with the curriculum, in advance of the final examination.
3.10.3 Conclusions

"The quality service provided to Irish patients is strongly influenced by the quality of education and training of the doctors delivering that service."\textsuperscript{128} The institution’s [RCSI] 2006 internal review, benchmarked against WFME standards demonstrated areas of weakness including matching curriculum content with its delivery, assessment and evaluation. ‘The lack of technical expertise in the construction and implementation of valid, reliable, and efficient assessments was also highlighted’.\textsuperscript{76} The Department of OBGYN determined that Moodle could prove a valuable tool in addressing these deficits.

Preliminary evidence of the potential of Moodle in the context of an expanding technologically literate student body, multi-site provision of high quality teaching is demonstrated here. E-learning complements more traditional methods of teaching and training in medical education.\textsuperscript{2} The use of Moodle was positively correlated with the results of the Final Professional Examinations in Obstetrics & Gynaecology. Moodle has a role in the development of ‘interactive student centered clinical learning in an organized manner.’\textsuperscript{131}

The ability to reproduce an interactive course with the aim of delivering a consistently high standard of medical education regardless of an individual student’s clinical attachment location\textsuperscript{6} is an attractive prospect for both learner and educator alike. Moodle has the potential to ‘monitor the OBGYN curriculum and student progress to ensure that concerns are identified.’\textsuperscript{6} This study demonstrates that Moodle has the potential to facilitate the replacement
of large group didactic lectures with an interactive on-line program, blended\textsuperscript{9,40,132-134} with a traditional clinical bedside learning experience.\textsuperscript{69}

There is a need for a suitably assessed, maintained and developed electronic learning platform. As the numbers of medical students continues to expand so too will there be a need to expand and develop our VLE for obstetrics and gynaecology. This preliminary investigation goes some way towards bridging the gap between understanding the capabilities of Moodle and the implementation of novel strategies for its optimal use. There is merit in maintaining efforts in an on-line programme with a view to identifying struggling students early, providing feedback for students and facilitating self directed learning.
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CHAPTER FOUR- Bye-Bye Didactic Lectures!

4.1 Aims:
To effectively replace a didactic lecture series with on-line virtual tutorials and associated quizzes.

To determine if students on-line activity relates to final examination scores.

To demonstrate the feasibility of providing an on-line tutorial series for an obstetrics and gynecology undergraduate curriculum.

4.2 Abstract

A large body of evidence exists in the literature about the feasibility of a virtual learning environment [VLE] in delivering aspects of an undergraduate medical curriculum on-line. There is little published evidence on delivering an entire course’s tutorial lecture material via a VLE, and replacing a didactic lecture course altogether.

The feasibility of replacing an entire didactic lecture series with an on-line programme delivered via Moodle, a VLE, is demonstrated in this chapter.

This study lends further weight to the contention that Moodle can support an undergraduate OBGYN curriculum, and replace traditional didactic lectures.

The student Moodle-based activity is correlated with final examination scores. Students that pass or fail undergraduate barrier examinations can be differentiated using their activity on the obstetrics and gynecology VLE.
However the Moodle-based course, based on quizzes alone cannot reliably predict those students who fail the final end of year examinations.

4.3 Background

The Department of OBGYN committed to reforming its delivery of the OBGYN curriculum, actively engaged in a World Federation of Medical Education [WFME] review process and the novel implementation of Moodle. The pilot project from the previous academic year [Chapter 3] provided data suggesting the potential for Moodle to support the student body as an integral component of a blended learning environment.\textsuperscript{9,40,132-134} The increasing student numbers as well as the integration of graduate entry program students, required that the faculty be able to support students with a broad range of backgrounds, spread geographically throughout the affiliated hospitals. This blended learning approach acknowledges that higher learning is not achieved in isolation,\textsuperscript{19} and the need to develop a scholarly community of learning. The pressure on the health services had diluted the enthusiasm of voluntary teaching staff in affiliated hospitals.\textsuperscript{6} Successful implementation of VLE has been described in other medical specialty settings,\textsuperscript{136} but has yet to be described in undergraduate obstetrics and gynecology.
4.3.1 Blended Learning

"Blended learning" refers to the incorporation of various teaching modalities for the same endpoint. "Blended learning describes learning activities that involve a systematic combination of co-present (face-to-face) interactions and technologically mediated interactions between students, teachers and learning resources."9,40,132-134

Previous research has found support for the use of blended learning.136 It has been demonstrated to be effective in terms of learning outcomes and uses a socio-constructivist approach to learning. This principle allows learners to engage at time when it suits them best,19,134 with comparable knowledge outcomes137 in a shortened face-to-face learning context.75,137. There is no statistically significant difference between student satisfactions of face-to-face learning versus blended learning.117 There is evidence to suggest that undue emphasis on individual learning styles is not warranted in the blended learning environment of a medical school.75

4.3.2 Learning Theory

Learning episodes may be described as intended purposeful learning activities - always purposefully undertaken by the learner. Purposeful learning comes from a sense of need; needs are externally identified, while wanting is internally identified.138 Motivation is described as a compulsion that keeps a person within the learning situation, and while it may be extrinsic, most adult learning is intrinsically driven by inner pressures.72 Prepotency refers to a concept where one need must be met prior to the successful integration of the
next. Motivation has been described as being more complex and goal-orientated, requiring that students or participants need to clearly identify with immediate goals. The implementation of a virtual learning environment for students allows these adult learners to control their own leaning pace. The online quizzes provide both external and internal motivators for the students. Students can prepare for subsequent bedside learning using the structured on-line course material, thus fulfilling the need to have a basic preparation and virtual briefing prior to applying it to a clinical setting.

4.3.3 Study Population
All students enrolled in the OBGYN academic years 2006-2007 had access to the on-line course and quizzes. A further analysis was conducted amalgamating the four academic years 2006-10.

4.3.4 Methods
The existing Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology Moodle site was duplicated to allow a new academic year site be formed. The existing undergraduate didactic lecture series was modified and mapped to the Medical Graduate Profile. The 50 tutorials were catalogued and grouped to facilitate easy manipulation and reference within the new on-line site. The tutorials were grouped into similar topics, with each topic having 4 -8 individual tutorials.
Tutorial Groups:

OG 1. Obstetrics Introductory Lectures
OG 2. Gynaecology Introductory Lectures
OG 3. Fetal Medicine
OG 4. Maternal Medicine
OG 5. Intra-partum and Post-partum Care
OG 6. Early Pregnancy Problems
OG 7. Benign Gynaecology
OG 8. Gynaecological Oncology
OG 9. Human Reproduction

Each tutorial was developed using Microsoft PowerPoint, [Redmond, Washington]. The presentation and layout of each tutorial were standardized.

[See FIGURE 8]
Each tutorial's layout was standardized to facilitate easy navigation for students. Tutorials were also catalogued to allow easy manufacture of their associated quiz. A tutorial OG number was developed to allow easy cataloging and to facilitate development of an associated MCQ bank.

In order to standardize the education experience for our students and to provide a common structure and familiarity with the VLE, all tutorials had the same format. Each tutorial was presented with a similar layout with initial sides outlining: Skills and Knowledge Objectives, Introduction. All tutorials concluded with a summary. Each tutorial was designated an individual webpage [FIGURE 9].
OG 4.5 Infectious Diseases in Pregnancy:

Objectives:

- Understand the hazards of prescribing medications to women at different stages of pregnancy.
- Be aware of examples in which the benefits of using certain medications to treat medical conditions during pregnancy outweigh the risks of medication use.
- Understand the maternal and perinatal impact of substance abuse during pregnancy and during breastfeeding.

Activities:
- Participate in the counseling of at least one patient reporting medication use during pregnancy, and at least one patient reporting substance abuse during pregnancy.
- Review Appendix 4 of the BMJ Manual and list the medications that are absolutely contraindicated during pregnancy.
- Review Appendix 5 of the BMJ Manual and list the medications that are absolutely contraindicated during breast feeding.

Figure 9

Each tutorial was designated an individual webpage. This figure demonstrates the catalogue number for a tutorial, the layout of the tutorial webpage, links to the tutorial, additional resource material, links to additional national and international published guidelines, and the associated quiz. Knowledge Objectives and Skills Objectives are clearly outlined.
Each topic quiz [See Appendix 5 for a complete List of course topics and associated quizzes] was presented in the same format described in Chapter Three. The adjustable parameters such as time allowed and interval lock out, were set as per Chapter three. The number of attempts was limited to 5, based on data from Chapter 3 indicating that 99% [n=200] of students attempted the quizzes no more than five times. The highest grade was used for analysis.

4.3.5 Developing the Quiz Question Bank

Questions were manufactured in the same manner as described in Chapter three. A substantial course question bank evolved, which was subdivided by topic to facilitate randomization within quizzes. Questions were assigned randomly, using the Moodle random question sampler, within a particular topic question bank. [See Figure 10 and 11]
### Figure 10

Screen grab demonstrating the random question population engine for

**OG 1.6 Postnatal History and Examination QUIZ**
Figure 11
This demonstrates the question sub-titles within the question bank, the nature of the questions (True-False), and the total number [n=76] of questions in the OG 3.6 Preterm Labour and PPROM Quiz.

Figure 12 demonstrates the ability to add additional random questions from different categories, if required. The course question bank totaled 3,066
individual questions, taken directly from the tutorials. The quiz questions focused on core knowledge, with the view that applied knowledge was to be tested later in the OSCE and written examination settings.

**FIGURE 12** demonstrates the organization of individual quiz questions and the ability to add additional random questions from different quiz categories, if required.

Each student is instructed to complete the online tutorials, and the associated quizzes. The student activity is measured through Moodle and their knowledge is quantified via a multiple choice / true-false online exam [MCQ]. Up to 5 MCQ attempts were facilitated.
4.3.6 Data available through Moodle

The Moodle software package automatically collected data relating to student logins, individual resource views, number of quiz attempts, grade of quiz attempts, and time taken for quiz attempts. These data were related to a unique Moodle identifier and were exported using the Moodle export reports function. [See Figures 13, 14] Means and standard errors are reported for all of the grouped data. One-way ANOVA and Student’s t test for independent samples were used for data analyses. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were also used to describe associations between continuous variables.
**Figure 13** demonstrates the administration access point where the reports function is embedded in Moodle. This is only visible to participants with teacher privileges.

**Figure 14** demonstrates the Reports function available to teachers. This function allows teachers to trace the logs of individuals, student groups or evaluate the activity for a given resource or activity.
4.4 Results

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS [Statistical Package for the Social Sciences] version 15.0.1. Final scores relate to Final Professional Examination 2007, and a combination of scores for 2007 – 2010. End-of-year final examination scores were marked out of 200 and comprised of end-of-clinical placement OSCE (60 marks), end-of-year written MCQ (80 marks), and end-of-year clinical-viva (60 marks). The clinical-viva component was a barrier in itself and students had to pass this component, with no provision to compensate with marks from other components of the examination. An honours final score was defined as >60%, Pass> 50%, and Fail <50% in the final professional examination.

For the 2007 academic year 188 students completed the final examination, 42.5% Male, [n=85] 51.5% Female [n=103]. 24 Nationalities were represented, with Norway [11% n=22], Canada [13.5%, n=27], Ireland [21%, n =42], Kuwait [10%, n=20] and Malaysia [14.5%, n=29] representing 70% of the student group. 85 Students achieved an honors final score, 77 students achieved a pass mark, and 31 students failed the first sitting of the exam.

All but one student accessed the Moodle site, with the total number of accesses being 551,830. All students who logged into the site accessed the course material, with the total number of resource views being 203,073. Regarding logins, there was no difference between those students who achieved honors scores [n=85] and those who achieved passing scores
[n=77], with 2907 [Range: 472-10290] and 2926 [Range: 1040-4869] logins respectively, p > 0.05. However, there was a statistical significant difference (p=0.025), between the students who passed and those who failed [n=37] the exam. The fail group had an average number of logins of 2280 [Range 523-5357]. The number of logins and resource views positively correlated with the final examination scores.

All of the 44 quizzes were specifically analyzed to determine whether the students who failed the exam could be differentiated from those who passed the exam. [See Table 4.1] 25 of the 44 quizzes distinguished between the students who achieved a pass grade [excluding those who achieved an honors grade] from those who failed the examination. [p<0.05] 45% [n=19] of the students who achieved an honors grade attempted all of the available 44 quizzes. 31% [n=13] of those who failed the final exam attempted all the available 44 quizzes. None of the students who failed the repeat examination attempted all of the available quizzes.

Students were divided into four groups in relation to their mark achieved in the final examination; those who achieved an honours grade ‘Honours’, those who passed ‘Pass’, those who initially failed the first sitting of the final exam but who passed the repeat exam ‘Fail’, and finally those who failed the initial sitting of the exam and the repeat sitting ‘Fail Repeat’

There was no difference between the four student groups [Honors, Pass, Fail and Fail Repeat] in the mean time taken to complete the online quizzes. [0:07:07, 0:09:40, 0:07:54, 0:09:12, p>0.05]
The average number of times students attempted the quizzes did not distinguish between those who achieved Honors, Pass, Fail and Failed the Repeat, grades in the final examination. [1.2, 1.5, 1.3, 1.2, p > 0.05]

Combining the data from 2007 – 2010, 49.7% of those who achieved an Honors degree completed all of the quizzes [n=44], compared to 45.9% of those who achieved a pass grade, and 41.1% and 39.4% of those who achieved a fail grade in the first sitting of the final exam and those who failed the repeat examination. There was no difference between the groups as regards the number of attempts or time taken to complete the quizzes. A logistic regression analysis was performed on the quiz result data from 2007-2010. The online quiz results did not reliably predict final exam scores (R²=0.04, p>0.05).

4.5 Discussion

The Department of OBGYN was determined to facilitate change in curriculum delivery, although challenging and difficult on many levels.⁴² The Department acknowledged the higher expectations¹¹⁸ of the student body, compared with previous generations of students. In line with WFME and IMC recommendations we sought to ensure assessment methods were linked to defined learning outcomes.¹³⁹ Each topic within the course was carefully mapped to the broader Medical Graduate Profile⁴² as part of a wider curriculum reform process at the institution.
The 99.5% rate of student login and resource view demonstrates the ability to deliver the course lecture material electronically as on-line tutorials\textsuperscript{78} in a technologically advanced\textsuperscript{140} manner.

While many publications emphasize students' satisfaction and enjoyment with a blended learning environment\textsuperscript{140} it is not possible to determine whether this is as a result of the educators' enthusiasm, the particular way the material is presented, the course itself or any combination of these facets. Many reports\textsuperscript{116, 140, 141} focus on particular skills or knowledge sets rather than an entire course evaluation.

The systematic presentation of the course material, in a standardized manner allowed consistent navigation through the on-line course. Each tutorial had clearly defined learning knowledge and skills objectives. These objectives help define the end-point of the learning process which is a critical part of the quality improvement process\textsuperscript{103} E-learning has found favour because it offers many advantages in educational settings. This is not only because of its 'reach' but also because of its inherent capability for non-linear interaction.\textsuperscript{121, 143} Students can control the pace and sequence of their instruction and make personally meaningful choices which should help them in their understanding\textsuperscript{144}

E-learning is a component of, but not a substitute for, other forms of teaching.\textsuperscript{145} The use of VLE-based tutorials means that students can cover the basics of the course, as an 'advance primer'\textsuperscript{121} before attending small
group teaching sessions and can engage in the more interactive elements of courses when they physically attend. Following the course, further exercises and self-assessments can be made available online. This is deemed to be a more efficient and educationally superior approach to delivering education.\textsuperscript{146}

The writer sought to demonstrate that the VLE delivered course was not detrimental to education and in fact was valuable.(139, 147, 148) In line with Irish Medical Council recommendation R.33,\textsuperscript{6} it was necessary to make E-learning available across all clinical teaching sites and informed its implementation from international developments in medical education.\textsuperscript{149}

This chapter demonstrates the feasibility of using Moodle to manage a large question bank successfully. Online quizzes are a useful tool for students to test their level of knowledge.

Moodle provides a wide range of quiz types. In this course we have chosen questions that can be of two types: true/false and multiple-choice questions. Moodle facilitated the adaptation of the quizzes: the date and time when a quiz is available, the time available to complete it, the number of attempts, score specific feedback. Students may receive immediate or delayed feedback. Each time the students try to solve one of them the questions are automatically shuffled to appear in different order.\textsuperscript{142} Figure 3 demonstrates students' view of a true/false quiz item.
The on-line quizzes promote practice testing and distributed practice\textsuperscript{143} believed to benefit learners. The term distributed-practice effect refers to the that distributing learning over time (either within a single study session or across sessions) typically benefits long-term retention more than does massing learning opportunities back-to-back or in relatively close succession.\textsuperscript{144,145} It is considered a high utility learning aide. The availability of the tutorial material, and the subsequent quizzes blended with face-to-face bedside teaching affords a learning environment that maximizes students learning opportunities. The distributed-practice effect refers to better learning when learning episodes are spread out in time compared with when they occur in close succession. Distributed practice testing is better than distributed study\textsuperscript{146} as would be expected from the large literature on the benefits of practice testing.

Practice testing can also improve learning and later performance, even when the practice test [Quizzes] doesn't match the criterion test [Final Exam].\textsuperscript{147} Evidence also demonstrates that multiple practice tests positively influence performance.\textsuperscript{148} Our study demonstrated a correlation between the students who accessed the site more frequently and final scores. Our study was also able to differentiate between students with a pass grade [50-59\%] and those who failed [\geq 49.9\%] in 26 out of 44 quizzes.

The theory behind the implementation of an online tutorial course is firmly grounded in evidence and provides a foundation for future refining of the quiz delivery and reduction in non-discriminatory questions.
It is important to acknowledge the limitations of our study. A randomized controlled trial would better address the issue of CAL vs didactic teaching. However, in the context where students perceive the usefulness of CAL,\textsuperscript{40,42,43} and the high stakes that directly relates to degree awarded, ethical approval for such a randomized study would be unlikely.

While the quiz questions were taken directly from the material contained within the associated tutorials, there was no formal standardization of the questions, or measure of difficulty of the quiz. Thus, it is premature to draw conclusions about the quizzes as they relate to final examination performance. Student perception was not addressed in this chapter. Chapter seven will address the student perceptions of the online course. Finally while we infer that the efficiencies afforded by the Moodle course allowed instructors to engage their students more deeply during bedside teaching,\textsuperscript{24} this was not measured in this study.

4.6 Conclusions

Moodie has successfully replaced the didactic lecture format at the RCSI Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, in favor of a user-centered, semi-structured, self-directed blended learning environment. Our adult learners have the opportunity to prepare ahead of bedside clinical teaching session. Moodle has evolved to be a great way for faculty to organize, manage and deliver course materials, over multiple sites, and more importantly build on the
experiences of the previous academic year. Studies have demonstrated that a considerable proportion of students want E-Learning platforms to serve as adjuncts to face-to-face teaching environments.\textsuperscript{149} This is addressed in Chapter seven. The students who used Moodle regularly during the semester have obtained higher scores than the students who did not.

Medical educational and regulatory bodies have placed a lot of emphasis on using E-Learning. This is because it fits with the distributed nature of today’s learning society and it can support the increasing size of the student population.\textsuperscript{121} We must take care to evaluate the introduction of new technology. Great care must be taken when drawing inferences from the vast amounts of data on students’ on-line usage available to teachers. The true challenge will be to find the balance between the ‘the razzmatazz of the latest technology’\textsuperscript{121} and the judicious use of technological advances that support deep learning.\textsuperscript{111}

The relationship between students’ on-line activity within an undergraduate obstetrics and gynecology curriculum is complex. On-line-based course activity or assessment results should not replace formal assessments without further validity and reliability evaluation. The next step is defining the usefulness of the pre-clinical course preparation using Moodle. E-Learning is a worthwhile supplement to traditional teaching,\textsuperscript{69} and defining its optimal use is vital.
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### Chapter 4 Tables

**TABLE 4.1**  
All 44 2007 Quiz results comparing those students who passed the Final Exam with those students who failed the Final Exam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiz Number</th>
<th>Pass Grade [Range]</th>
<th>All Fail Grades [Range]</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 1</td>
<td>86.12 [44-100]</td>
<td>81.10 [54-100]</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 2</td>
<td>83.7 [61-100]</td>
<td>77.65 [48-96]</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 3</strong></td>
<td>87.85 [43-100]</td>
<td>85.4 [65-95]</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 4</td>
<td>86.89 [70-97]</td>
<td>80.82 [53-100]</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 5</td>
<td>84.78 [34-100]</td>
<td>79.24 [59-100]</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 6</td>
<td>87.30 [78-100]</td>
<td>82.47 [53-100]</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 7</strong></td>
<td>85.66 [13-100]</td>
<td>81.25 [66-100]</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 8</td>
<td>85.06 [13-100]</td>
<td>76.66 [52-96]</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 9</td>
<td>86.74 [60-100]</td>
<td>77.65 [43-100]</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 10</strong></td>
<td>91.86 [7c-100]</td>
<td>83.34 [56-100]</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 11</strong></td>
<td>86.133 [60-100]</td>
<td>86 [40-100]</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 12</td>
<td>95.15 [65-100]</td>
<td>89.01 [60-100]</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 13</td>
<td>89.448 [37.5-100]</td>
<td>78.32 [52-100]</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 14</td>
<td>86.61 [55-100]</td>
<td>82.75 [35-100]</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 15</td>
<td>86.73 [50-100]</td>
<td>82.94 [55-100]</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 16</td>
<td>87.19 [60-100]</td>
<td>81.65 [60-100]</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 17</strong></td>
<td>85.34 [62-100]</td>
<td>80.58 [52-96]</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 18</td>
<td>80.93 [0-100]</td>
<td>71.0 [44-96]</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 19</strong></td>
<td>94.23 [50-100]</td>
<td>91.2 [80-100]</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 20</strong></td>
<td>86.31 [41-100]</td>
<td>79.02 [50-96]</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 21</td>
<td>86.31 [41-100]</td>
<td>77.92 [49-100]</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 22</strong></td>
<td>93.84 [44-100]</td>
<td>82.81 [45-100]</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 23</td>
<td>90.39 [67-100]</td>
<td>80.94 [50-100]</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 24</td>
<td>86.65 [66-100]</td>
<td>76.35 [50-100]</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 25</strong></td>
<td>88.80 [60-100]</td>
<td>90.37 [55-100]</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 26</strong></td>
<td>89.96 [50-100]</td>
<td>93.25 [55-100]</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 27</td>
<td>91.96 [47-100]</td>
<td>79.3 [55-100]</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 28</strong></td>
<td>95.44 [80-100]</td>
<td>92.18 [60-100]</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>Score [Range]</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 29</td>
<td>91.14 [63-100]</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 30</td>
<td>87.69 [45-100]</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 31</strong></td>
<td><strong>88.49 [34-100]</strong></td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 32</td>
<td>90.01 [80-100]</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 33</td>
<td>92.79 [50-100]</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 34</td>
<td>91.77 [47-100]</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 35</td>
<td>85.41 [41-100]</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 36</strong></td>
<td><strong>86.25 [45-100]</strong></td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 37</td>
<td>85.69 [55-100]</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 38</td>
<td>86.61 [40-100]</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 39</td>
<td>92.26 [30-100]</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quiz 40</strong></td>
<td><strong>88.60 [70-100]</strong></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 41</td>
<td>86.14 [61-100]</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 42</td>
<td>88.08 [66-100]</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 43</td>
<td>87.71 [58-100]</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz 44</td>
<td>83.39 [60-100]</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER FIVE - Pre-placement Tutorials

5.1 Aim

To determine whether an on-line undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology pre-clinical attachment tutorial series can be implemented using a Moodle format.

5.2 Hypothesis

Moodle [Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment] can deliver a pre-clinical attachment tutorial series to undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology students.

5.3 Abstract

Medical education undergoes a continuous process of renewal in terms of medical education.\textsuperscript{121} The RCSI Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology sought to determine ways to maximize the effectiveness of clinical attachment experience for students.\textsuperscript{108} An on-line pre-clinical attachment series of eleven tutorials and associated quizzes was developed and made available to students through Moodle.

The relationship between the pre-course tutorial series quiz results, resource activity and the end-of-year exam was examined. A positive overall correlation was identified between the quiz results and final examinations.

However, results, number of attempts, and time taken to complete the quizzes
did not predict whether or not students would pass or fail the end-of-year examination in obstetrics and gynaecology.
5.4 Introduction

In Chapters Three and Four the writer outlined the challenges\textsuperscript{69} of the medical education environment in Ireland and specifically within the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology at RCSI – increasing student numbers, decreased clinical attachment time, increasing medical knowledge requirements, and a multi-site clinical environment.\textsuperscript{150} While not unique to a particular medical school they nonetheless pose significant challenges. We work from the premise that new knowledge is linked to existing knowledge\textsuperscript{142} and that bedside tutorials are more beneficial if they are based upon links with existing knowledge.\textsuperscript{83} This study attempted to deliver a pre-clinical attachment tutorial series using Moodle. This would facilitate focused bedside instruction. We later correlate these findings with final professional examination results.

5.5 Background

Experiential Learning Theory\textsuperscript{83} determines that drawing on students' prior knowledge and experiences facilitate bedside learning.\textsuperscript{69,151} Engaging the student unlocks prior learning in advance of bedside clinical experiences and facilitates deep learning.\textsuperscript{69,111} Accepting that much of our clinical learning occurs during unscheduled, incidental encounters with unintended patient sources, the investigator wanted to prepare the students for the rich learning environments that exist within maternity units. The pre-course tutorial series emphasizes 'purpseful' learning\textsuperscript{152} – learning with the imminent clinical rotation in mind.
The development of a knowledge society, with an emphasis on how to apply knowledge, requires a deeper conceptual understanding that is complimented by Moodle. Students actively participate in their own learning. The pre-course tutorial series allows students prepare for the upcoming clinical environment and allows tutors know what prior knowledge the student group has, in order to facilitate meaningful learning.

In order to build on existing knowledge, teaching must engage prior knowledge. Educators are faced with an array of students with different levels of knowledge. Relying on one-on-one, face-to-face learning is neither practical nor feasible in the Irish medical education context. Thus the investigator conceived of a pre-course on-line programme which would allow students prepare for bedside teaching, and provide a reference point for educators from which they could build on a student's existing knowledge. This concept was instigated based on evidence that computer assisted learning was at least equivalent to traditional teaching methods.

The development of a pre-course tutorial series facilitates the acquisition of verbal information, and intellectual skills in preparation for their application in cognitive strategies and assimilation of attitudes.
Cognitive explanations for learning lead to the concepts of surface learning versus meaningful learning. Meaningful learning occurs when links are made with new and existing knowledge. To understand new knowledge the learner examines and activates prior knowledge. This process is called deep learning. The most important key is to establish what student already knows and teach accordingly. The pre-course tutorial series ensures that all students have been exposed to a basic knowledge level. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how Moodle may be considered as an advance organizer with a structured preparatory work-book with interactive exercises prior to a clinical attachment. All participants were familiar with Moodle prior to commencing the OBGYN course.

5.5.1 Study Population:
All students’ participation in the 2007, 2009 and 2010 academic years for obstetrics and gynecology was examined.

5.6 Methods
All participants were familiar with Moodle prior to commencing the OBGYN course. All students were instructed to complete a pre-specified list of eleven tutorials and linked quiz assessments prior to commencement of their clinical attachment, using the established Moodle platform. Students were enrolled in the course via the Department of Medical Informatics as described in Chapter three.

An Introductory tutorial series covering eleven topics in total was developed as described in Chapter 4. Six topics covered basic obstetrics and five topics
covered basic gynaecology. [See Table 5.1] The tutorial material and quizzes were developed as previously described.

Table 5.1: List of Pre-Course Tutorials

OG 1.0 Introductory Tutorials Obstetrics
OG 1.1 Obstetric History QUIZ
OG 1.2 Obstetric Examination QUIZ
OG 1.3 Antenatal & Pre-Conceptional Care QUIZ
OG 1.4 Normal Labour & Delivery QUIZ
OG 1.5 Abnormal Labour & Delivery QUIZ
OG 1.6 Postnatal History & Examination QUIZ

OG 2.0 Introductory Tutorials Gynaecology
OG 2.1 Gynaecological History & Exam QUIZ
OG 2.2 Anatomy of the Female Pelvis QUIZ
OG 2.3 Normal Menstrual Cycle QUIZ
OG 2.4 Peri-operative Care QUIZ
OG 2.5 Essential Obstetric & Gynaecologic Terminology QUIZ

Students could access the tutorial material and quizzes four weeks prior to commencement of the academic year. Students were mandated to achieve a pass mark of 80% on each quiz. No explicit sanction was imposed on those students who failed to achieve the arbitrary minimum grade. Students who failed to complete the 11 linked quizzes were not allowed to commence their clinical rotation. The number of quiz attempts was limited to five, [based on data from Chapter 3] and the highest mark was recorded for statistical analysis. SPSS 15.1 was used for analysis. A model was built to attempt to predict whether a student will fail the course based on the results of the pre-course
quizzes. Logistic regression was chosen as a suitable technique in predicting a binary outcome such as pass or fail, i.e. 1 or 0. The statistical computer package used for this analysis was MINITAB. The variable ‘PassOrNot’ was used as the outcome. An outcome variable, in this case is one that has two possible values, 1 or 0. ‘PassOrNot’ represents whether or not a student passes the course or not. Means and standard errors are reported for all of the grouped data. One-way ANOVA and Student's t test for independent samples were used for data analyses. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were also used to describe associations between continuous variables.
5.7 Results

201 students were enrolled in the 2007 academic year, 199 student final examination results were examined in relation to their pre-course tutorial quiz activity. Two students' data were incomplete and so were omitted. After initial 2007 analysis, a further group analysis was completed on a combination of the 2007, 2009, and 2010 data, comprising 681 students.

For the 2007 group, all but one student participated in the quizzes. Considering the mean results of all 11 pre-course quizzes, there was a statistically significant difference between the students who passed the final exam and those who failed it, 84.3 percent compared to 77.0 percent, $p=0.028$. The mean number of quiz-attempts for the pass group was 1.33, which was not significantly different from the fail group at 1.36 attempts [$p=0.58$]. The mean time taken was also insignificantly different between the two groups at 0:08min:25sec and 0:08min:36sec respectively, $p=0.692$. The range of attempts for both groups was 1-5 attempts.

Table 5.2 demonstrates the relationship of the quiz scores with the final examination scores. All but two of the eleven quiz results correlated with the final examination scores [$p<0.001$]. Neither the average time taken to complete a quiz [$F=0.003$, $p>0.05$], nor the number of attempts [$F=0.006$, $p>0.05$] correlated with final scores. Neither the Gynecological History Quiz nor the Obstetrics and Gynecology Terminology Quiz were able to differentiate between high scoring and low scoring students. Overall the quiz grade correlated with final examination scores [$F=0.422$, $p<0.001$].
This demonstrates the relationship of the quiz scores with the final examination scores. All but two of the eleven quiz results correlated with the final examination scores [$p<0.001$].

**Variables for correlation:**
1. Grade: First Class Honours, Second Class Honours, Pass and Fail
2. Pass or Fail
3. Moodle and Quiz variables:
   1. Average quiz grade for the 11 quizzes
   2. Average number of attempts of the 11 quizzes
   3. Average time taken for the 11 quizzes
   4. Average time taken for the 11 quizzes rounded to the nearest minute
   5. Students who took longer than average to complete quizzes or not
   6. Average number of attempts to achieve the 80% pass mark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quiz</th>
<th>QUIZ Number</th>
<th>Quiz Result Correlation with Final Scores</th>
<th>Quiz Result Correlation with Pass or Fail</th>
<th>Quiz Attempts Correlation with Final Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstetric History</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.224*</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstetric Examination</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.246*</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Labour and Delivery</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.253*</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal Labour and Delivery</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.288*</td>
<td>0.244*</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenatal and Pre-conceptional Care</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.226*</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>-0.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postnatal History And Examination</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.311*</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynaecological History and Examination</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Menstrual Cycle</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
<td>0.248*</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peri-Operative Care</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.337*</td>
<td>0.266*</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatomy of the Female Pelvis</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.289*</td>
<td>0.235*</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstetrics and Gynaecology Terminology</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Denotes significant correlation, where $p<0.001$.  
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Table 5.2.1

Correlations with Final Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg Quiz Grade</th>
<th>Final Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg No Of Attempts</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Time Taken</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a significant positive relationship between Average QUIZ Grade and Final Score: The higher the students average QUIZ grades the higher the Final Score.

Table 5.2.2

Correlations with Pass or Fail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg Quiz Grade</th>
<th>Pass Or Not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg No Of Attempts</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Time Taken</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The higher the students' average quiz grades the higher the final exam scores. A univariate logistic regression was conducted [See Table 5.3], however as before, quiz results significantly predicted final exam scores (R2=0.01, p<0.05). For every one-unit increase in quiz results, we expect a 0.046 increase in the log-odds of final exam scores.
Table 5.3
Univariate logistic regression

A logistic regression was run with each of the variables *singly* to discover the variables, which discriminated between the two categories, "Passes" and "Fails". If a variable matched the criteria given below, it was deemed as statistically *insignificant*.

- Odds ratio of approximately one;
- Confidence Interval that includes one;
- P value of greater than 0.05

Unfortunately the variables, which were hoped would prove significant in the model all proved statistically insignificant.

These variables include:-

- 'More than One attempt' i.e. whether the student requires more than one attempt to complete the QUIZ.

- 'Time Greater than Average', i.e. whether or not the student spends more or less than the average time doing the QUIZ.
The table shows the parameter estimates for the logistic regression model. In this study, the equation is as follows:

\[
\text{Log (odds of passing final exam)} = 1.000 + 0.046 \text{ Quiz Results}
\]

where \( \text{odcs} = \frac{p}{1-p} \) and \( p \) is the probability.

Combining all the complete 2007-2010 data sets, 679 students are represented [549 passes and 130 failing the first sitting of the final exam]. There was no significant difference between the mean result of the quizzes for the pass group, (84.6 percent and 73.06 percent) and for the fail group, \( p=0.72 \). [See Table 5.4]
Table 5.4

Combining all the complete 2007-2010 data sets, 679 students are represented [549 passes and 130 failing the first sitting of the final exam]. There was no significant difference between the mean result of the quizzes for the pass group, (84.6 percent and 73.06 percent) and for the fail group, p=0.72.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Students Who at least passed</th>
<th>Students Who Failed</th>
<th>p-value for pass v fail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Number Students</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of students for whom we have complete data</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of students for whom we have complete data</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Result of All 11 Quizzes</td>
<td>84.65522</td>
<td>73.06042</td>
<td>.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of Results for All 11 quizzes</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>4-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std Dev of results for all quizzes</td>
<td>12.27215</td>
<td>13.49528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.8 Discussion

Practice testing enhances learning and retention.\textsuperscript{144} The importance of learning to a criterion level is well-documented\textsuperscript{144,145} in this case an arbitrary 80% pass mark was instituted. There is clear evidence that increasing the criterion level or prescribed benchmark for initial learning has a positive impact on knowledge retention.\textsuperscript{144} A Moodle-based pre-course learning module facilitates conditions that theoretically promote durable and efficient learning. Re-testing has been identified as a learning method that promotes information retention.\textsuperscript{161} Distributed practice – practice spaced out over time, has also been identified as a learning approach that improves knowledge retention. Students who undertake a pre-course tutorial series are required to complete the tutorials and associated quizzes in advance of the clinical setting. Students therefore cover the material on subsequent occasions during the clinical attachment, thus facilitating distributed practice and learning, leading to higher knowledge recall.\textsuperscript{145} These learning strategies are aligned with the self-directed nature of adult learning theory.\textsuperscript{144}

This study demonstrates the feasibility of providing a pre-course on-line tutorial series in undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology. Previous researchers have demonstrated that students with lower pre-knowledge benefitted more from face-to-face teaching, while students with higher pre-knowledge benefitted more from an on-line teaching model.\textsuperscript{162} This study identified students with lower knowledge as determined by the pre-course quizzes. Nine of eleven quizzes identified students that would later go on to fail the final examination. They also differentiated between students who achieved honours grades and passing grades. This pre-course of 11 tutorials serves to standardize the
baseline knowledge of students as well as identifying students with lower pre-course knowledge. Pre-course quiz series acts as a motivator\textsuperscript{117} and a building block toward a higher level of knowledge comprehension and application.\textsuperscript{139} Quiz number eleven results had the weakest relationship with the final examination score. The quiz “Essential Obstetric and Gynaecology Terminology” was the least interactive and essentially composed a list of terms with explanations. Student short-term memories would have fared better in the associated quiz that only tested declarative knowledge.\textsuperscript{72} The quiz on Gynaecological History and Examination did not correlate with end-of-year results. This may be explained either because it demonstrates that a multiple choice question is not the most appropriate way to examine the understanding of the material, students were sufficiently able to draw on prior knowledge to pass the quiz.

There are a number of limitations in this study which are recognized. The time of the year at which the quizzes were undertaken in relation to the final exam was not included in the analysis. The closer the time between the quiz and the final exam could logically explain the results. The content of the individual quizzes, in the context of the broader OBGYN curriculum, was not evaluated. Neither the lead-time between each quiz nor the access to the related lecture were evaluated. While each of the quizzes were based directly on their associated PowerPoint presentation, no formal evaluation of level of difficulty was established. Future work may examine these limitations in the analysis. Students’ perception of the pre-course work is addressed in Chapter seven.
Based on these data relating to the pre-course quizzes, a reliable model cannot be produced that could predict with a useful level of statistical accuracy whether or not a student will pass or fail the course. This may be because other variables come into play which impact on whether a student passes or fails the course that are not provided for here, such as the number of clinical tutorials attended, time spent studying, learning style etc. The scores relating to the pre-course quizzes do however predict the overall final result in the course.

A relationship between online activity and final examination performance exists. However, this relationship is complex and attempting to quantify the relationship based on arbitrarily manufactured true-false quizzes, and gross login data appears to be overly simplistic in terms of contributing to a summative assessment. What may be more relevant is how this data interact with other more patient orientated assignments. Alternatively the opportunity exists to raise awareness of potentially struggling students early in their clinical attachment.

5.9 Conclusions:

It is feasible to develop a pre-course on-line module using Moodle in an undergraduate OBGYN curriculum. In this study there was a positive correlation between end-of-year examination results and a pre-course assessment based on self-directed learning. However, there are insufficient data to reliably predict students' performance in end-of-year formal examinations based on a pre-course assessment of a self-directed on-line learning course in OBGYN. This is consistent with the intensive nature and rich learning environment that exists in the hospital ward. It highlights the
importance of the clinical learning environment and of clinical interactions for students, such that computerized learning cannot replace traditional bedside teaching. Rather, CAL has an important role to play in the provision of foundation or basic knowledge for students in addition to bedside teaching. The interaction data may be used to identify those students who may fail the end-of-year examination, and allows these students potential for remediation.
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Chapter 5 Additional Table Information

Table 5.1: List of Pre-Course Tutorials

Table 5.2

This demonstrates the relationship of the quiz scores with the final examination scores. All but two of the eleven quiz results correlated with the final examination scores [p<0.001].

Explanation of Correlation Analysis

In order to determine the strength of the relationship between the variables, for both analytical purposes and also as a precursor to more in depth statistical analysis it was decided to conduct a Pearson-Product moment correlation analysis in which the correlation is measured by the metric “r”.

Correlation is a 'measure of association between two variables'. Variables may be:

- Perfectly correlated (e.g. move in perfect unison)
- Partly correlated (some interrelationship but not exact)
- Uncorrelated (no relationship)

Values for correlation can range from “perfect negative correlation” with a value for “r” of -1, that is as Y increases X decreases, to r = 1 indicating a “perfect positive correlation”, that is as Y increases, X increases. A correlation in which “r” is zero means there is no linear relationship present between the two variables.

All of the variables discussed were entered into the statistical software package SPSS. Using the function ANALYSE >> CORRELATE >> BIVARIATE all variables listed were correlated against one another. The next step was to select all relationships between two variables that were of interest. The criteria chosen for inclusion were variables that SPSS had highlighted as being statistically significant at the 99.9% significance level.
These tables show a number of variables correlated with ‘Final Score’, that is the score achieved by the student in the final exam and ‘PassOrNot’, which is whether or not a student passes the course.

Table 5.3

Univariate logistic regression

A logistic regression was run with each of the variables *singly* to discover the variables, which discriminated between the two categories, ‘Passes” and ‘Fails”. If a variable matched the criteria given below, it was deemed as statistically *insignificant*.

- Odds ratio of approximately one;
- Confidence Interval that includes one;
- P value of greater than 0.05

Unfortunately the variables, which were hoped would prove significant in the model all proved statistically insignificant.

These variables include:-

- ‘More than One attempt’ i.e. whether the student requires more than one attempt to complete the QUIZ.
- ‘Time Greater than Average’, i.e. whether or not the student spends more or less than the average time doing the QUIZ
Table 5.4

Combining all the complete 2007-2010 data sets, 679 students are represented [549 passes and 130 failing the first sitting of the final exam]. There was no significant difference between the mean result of the quizzes for the pass group, (84.6 percent and 73.06 percent) and for the fail group, p=0.72.
CHAPTER SIX – Case Uploads

6.1 Aim

To demonstrate the feasibility of establishing a case-based e-portfolio in an undergraduate obstetrics and gynecology curriculum.

To determine the relationship between students’ participation and end-of-year examination results.

To develop an e-portfolio-based objective structured clinical examination [OCSE] question station.

6.2 Abstract

A clinical log of student activity has been a longstanding component of the undergraduate obstetric and gynecology curriculum at our institution.

Technological advances have facilitated the measurement of this student activity. We integrated this student activity into existing summative assessments with a view to correlating student activity to end-of-year final examination scores.

The subsequent implementation and development of a novel case-based reflection portfolio for undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology is demonstrated. The writer set about to develop a complimentary clinical case-based reflective diary for students and to embed this into the summative assessment process. The detail of the project’s progress from initiation in 2007
to 2010 is outlined. The novel incorporation of the case-based uploads into the existing objective structured clinical examination is outlined. The correlation with end-of-year final examination results is discussed. Looking at the word counts of the uploaded cases and specifically the reflection word counts [where students considered the learning points of cases encountered] the pass group had an average word count of 105.4 [Range 35-738, SD 113.6] while the fail group had an average word count of 62 [Range 0-297.8, SD 75], p=0.028, which is statistically significant.

This project moves medical educators closer to the Holy Grail of objectively identifying struggling medical students in advance of high stakes final examinations and better meeting their educational needs.

6.3 Background

The importance of undergraduate medical students maximizing the benefits from the clinical environment in which they are rotating is well described.\textsuperscript{163} So too have been the merits of computer assisted learning, however all too often these two facets have an uncomfortable relationship.

Computer assisted learning has long been suggested as an alternative to clinical interaction between student and patient.\textsuperscript{69} There can be no replacement for the skills gained from an interaction with a real patient in the clinical environment.\textsuperscript{164} However, the challenges of sicker patients being not suitable for teaching purposes, shorter inpatient hospital stays, increasing medical student numbers, and reduced clinical exposure time all result in an increased pressure on tutor and student alike to maximize the benefits of this clinical
exposure. The specific role of clinical portfolios in the undergraduate obstetrics and gynaecology curriculum remains unclear. The Irish Medical Council, as well as supporting literature, emphasize reflection as a key element of learning. Reflection, a meta-cognitive process that involves awareness of experience, analysis of experience and planning of future actions, has been identified as an important attribute to deal with complex professional personal development. Reflection is a key ingredient of personal development and learning. Its definition and therefore characteristics will depend on its intended purpose. Clinical portfolios have developed from paper-based logbooks to comprehensive electronic platforms with inherent benefits and drawbacks. One of the key factors in securing success is defining the purpose of the portfolio and making the process for students straightforward. The introduction of e-logbooks has already been seen as successful by students and staff, who acknowledged the opportunities to reflect and draw on the data collected. Problems with additional time required for their successful implementation are well documented.

Adult learning theory underpins the theoretical basis for the use of portfolios in medical education. Portfolio preparation can help to nurture and develop these adult learning strategies. The portfolio approach is based on experiential learning where the learner is actively involved in their own learning. This allows students build on existing knowledge, and engage prior
knowledge through a process of reflection.\textsuperscript{71} Reflection gives the students opportunities to analyze the state of their knowledge in a safe environment that allows optimal academic engagement.\textsuperscript{119}

Portfolios are used in the assessment of medical students\textsuperscript{69} and their learning outcomes.\textsuperscript{178} Murrell et al\textsuperscript{179} found that not only did portfolios enable theory and practice to be brought closer together, but that they could lead to improvements in practice and facilitate students taking control over their own learning.

Criticism of E-portfolios include cost, increased time required for tutors, and students' perceived lack of benefit.\textsuperscript{180,181} These benefits and challenges have been to the forefront of the development of this learning resource.\textsuperscript{174}

6.3.1 Learning Theory

An E-portfolio may be used as a catalyst for self-reflection and to facilitate change from passive to active learning.\textsuperscript{182} Attempting to apply lessons learned in classrooms is difficult in the context of the complexity of clinical practice.\textsuperscript{183} The context specificity\textsuperscript{71,76} of some learning points is an important factor in clinical education. The case upload resource attempts to merge the bed-side learning events with declarative knowledge in an attempt to reach a deeper learning.\textsuperscript{76,169,172,184,185} A reflective practitioner is the essence of epistemology of professional practice.\textsuperscript{165,177,178} Reflection is a key ingredient of personal development and learning\textsuperscript{125} The concept of building a bridge between theory and practice both in action and on action is the key stone of reflection.
6.3.2 Case Uploads

In an effort to maximize the benefit of student–patient interactions and blend more traditional bedside teaching with newer e-learning techniques we developed a weekly clinical electronic case upload assignment. Students were asked to reflect on clinical scenarios from their attachment. This replaced the existing paper-based student logbook. These cases may be graded and feedback given through Moodle. An arbitrary minimum number of case uploads [one per week of clinical attachment] was agreed by faculty. Once again students’ participation has been overwhelming, with students consistently exceeding the minimum requirements in term of cases uploaded. A deadline for submission was set at 7am each Monday. These clinical scenarios are further examined as a formal Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) station in a face-to-face viva setting. The OSCE \(^{186,187}\) is a reliable method of assessing clinical competence, and uses a series of standardized tasks assessed using structured score sheets.

6.3.3 Methods

All students were enrolled in the course as described in Chapter 3. All students since 2007 were directed to document clinical cases that they had encountered and had presented to a tutor, similarly to what they would have done using a written logbook. A recommended list of 11 cases that needed to be encountered and documented was provided through the Moodle site. In addition, using Moodle, additional instructions for using the ‘assignment’ task were provided. A standardized Microsoft Word [Redmond, Washington, USA]
template was provided for students. [See Appendix 6] Students were instructed to compose a summary of each of their cases for submission. Students were asked to submit at least one case per week, and a nominal deadline of seven o’clock Monday morning was implemented, although students were not prevented from uploading after the deadline. The hospital-based clinical tutors could provide provided feedback either face-to-face or electronically through the Moodle assignment resource, (see Figure 6.1). The total word count of the cases uploaded was evaluated. A subsection within the case upload was developed, where students were encouraged to reflect on the learning points of the case encountered was specifically evaluated. This is referred to as Reflection Word Count below.

Figure 6.1

Demonstrates the screen that examiners see when grading the students’ case uploads within the moodle platform.
All students undergo an Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) at the end of the OBGYN attachment. This OSCE contains clinical skills stations, including one assessing cases uploaded by students as part of their E-portfolio. All OSCE examiners undergo general training in examination technique. Faculty used a standardized institutional OSCE scoring system. This allowed the group to decide on a score required to achieve a pass standard and to ensure a reliable assessment of each student.

In 2009 an institutionally developed E-portfolio [See Appendix 7] replaced the MS Word based upload template. This was embedded in the OBGYN Moodle website page. Students entered the case information directly into this template. In addition to the case upload fields outlined in Appendix 6 a drop down menu was created where professionalism issues and clinical skills encountered were listed. These were outlined by a interdisciplinary faculty group within the medical school. These are detailed in Appendix 7. Students were required to print off their uploaded cases and bring them with them to the end-of-clinical attachment OSCE. A designated OSCE station [one of ten] examined the students on one of the aforementioned recommended obstetric or gynaecologic topics. This topic was pre-determined by the faculty examination committee at the time of setting the examination questions. Examiners for this station were instructed to examine in a structured format the concept underpinning that particular clinical theme, but were free to explore the examination topic as it pertained to the particular case that the student had written up.
All data relating to the case uploads were downloaded from the Moodle website. Data were manually recorded from the 2007 cases and electronically exported from the 2009 and 2010 cases. [The 2008 datasets were incomplete and so omitted for the purpose of this evaluation] These results were correlated with the end-of-rotation OSCE results and the end-of-year final examination results. Means and standard errors are reported for all of the grouped data. One-way ANOVA and Student’s t test for independent samples were used for data analyses. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were also used to describe associations between continuous variables.
6.4 Results

A total of 197 students provided 2,743 case uploads in 2007. There was 99% participation over the time period examined. The mean number of uploads was 13.9, [Range 4-26]. Mean number of uploads for students that passed was 13.4, [Range= 4-27 SD=4.9] while the mean number of uploads for students that failed was 12.1, [Range= 4- 26, SD= 6.0]. The mean number of uploads for honors students was 16, [Range 5- 24, SD 4.0]. Considering just the students who passed, the mean number of was 14.15. The differences in numbers of uploads between the pass group and the fail group was not statistically significant p=0.072. The total word count between the passing students and the failing student groups was 1526 words [Range 438- 7763, SD 889.5] and 1240 words [Range 179 – 7763 words]. The differences between the groups did not reach statistical significance, p=0.072. Looking at the reflection word counts the pass group had an average word count of 105.4 [ Range 35-738, SD 113.6] while the fail group had an average word count of 62 [Range 0-297.8, SD 75], p=0.028, which is statistically significant. Table 6.1 shows that there is a positive correlation between average reflection word count and final score. Table 6.2 demonstrates a logistic regression analysis to determine if the average reflection word count significantly affects final examination scores. Average reflection word count significantly predicted final exam scores (R2=.03, p<.05).
Table 6.1
Examines the relationship between the average word count from the reflection component of the case uploads and the final examination scores.

Correlation Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final Score</th>
<th>Average Reflection Word Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 shows that there is a positive correlation between average reflection word count and final score.

The researcher conducted a logistic regression analysis to test if average reflection word count significantly affects the final examination score.
Table 6.2
Examines the predictive value of the reflection word counts from the case uploads and the final examination scores.

Logistic Regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Wald</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>.255</td>
<td>15.993</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Reflection</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>4.684</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.030*</td>
<td>.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Count Cox and Snell</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows the parameter estimates for the logistic regression model. In this study, the equation is as follows:

Log (odds of passing final exam) = 1.000 + 0.006 Average Reflection Word Count

where odds = p/(1-p) and p is the probability.

These estimates explain the relationship between the independent variable and the dependent variable. In the study, the dependent variable is on the logit scale. Average reflection word count significantly predicted final exam scores (R²=0.03, p<0.05). For every one-unit increase in average reflection word count, we expect a 0.006 increase in the log-odds of final exam scores.
In 2009 and 2010, 387 students achieved at least a pass mark, while 93 students failed the first sitting of the final end-of-year examination. 2,490 cases were uploaded in 2009, while 2,699 cases were uploaded in 2010. There was no statistically significant difference in the numbers of cases uploaded between the students who passed and those that failed these particular final examinations [9.73 vs 9.70 respectively, p>0.05]. The students who passed the exam submitted on average 6.7 cases prior to the nominal deadline compared to 4.46 for the fail group, p=0.007. The pass group submitted on average 67.8% of their cases prior to the nominal Monday morning deadline compared with 53.1% for the fail group, p=0.002. They also submitted their cases earlier compared to the fail group, on average 43.9 hours prior to the deadline for passing students compared to 35.2 hours before the deadline for failing students, p=0.042. The number of professional issues or clinical skills used per patient interaction was not significantly different between the groups 13.1 versus 15.0, p>0.05, and 10.1 versus 10.7, p>0.05 respectively.

A correlation analysis was undertaken to test the relationship between the number of cases created before the time deadline, the percentage of cases created before this deadline, the number of clinical skills, the average number of hours created before the deadline, the number of professionalism issues, the average number of hours uploaded before the time deadline and the final examination scores, (both OSCE and Clinical/Oral results). [See TABLE 6.3]
Table 6.3
Examinig the relationship between Professional issues, timing of case upload, clinical skill, % of cases uploaded before deadline and final scores and Clinical Oral scores.

Correlation Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clinical Oral</th>
<th>Final Score</th>
<th>Cases Created Before Deadline</th>
<th>% of Cases Created Before Deadline</th>
<th>Num Clinical Skills</th>
<th>Num Professionalism Issues</th>
<th>Average Num Hours Created Before Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.728**</td>
<td>.176**</td>
<td>.179**</td>
<td>-.020</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.125*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.702</td>
<td>.809</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.728**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.184**</td>
<td>.162**</td>
<td>-.036</td>
<td>-.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.497</td>
<td>.312</td>
<td>.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.176**</td>
<td>.184**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.837**</td>
<td>.201**</td>
<td>.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.183</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.179**</td>
<td>.162**</td>
<td>.837**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.008</td>
<td>.147**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.886</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>-.020</td>
<td>-.036</td>
<td>.201**</td>
<td>-.008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.283**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.702</td>
<td>.497</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.886</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>-.053</td>
<td>.092</td>
<td>.147**</td>
<td>.263**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.809</td>
<td>.312</td>
<td>.183</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.125*</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.848**</td>
<td>.732**</td>
<td>-.007</td>
<td>.103*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.898</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.5 Discussion

It is accepted that professional and personal development in the context of medical education are multi-faceted skills. These skills can be developed by critical reflection both while doing a task and after completion of the task; reflection in action and reflection on action, respectively.\textsuperscript{172} Encouraging these skills within the clinical learning environment is recommended in the academic medical education literature.\textsuperscript{135,171,186} This is the first reported project in undergraduate obstetrics and gynecology that merges traditional clinical case reports\textsuperscript{173} with modern examination techniques, such as OSCE's in the context of a blended learning environment.\textsuperscript{117,186} Our findings are consistent with existing evidence on the value of student portfolios in undergraduate clinical education.\textsuperscript{187} Students who contributed more words in their individual cases, and those that submitted more cases overall, tended to perform better in the end-of-year final examination scores. While there was no statistically significant differences between the pass and failing groups [p=0.072], when we looked specifically at the average word count of the reflective element of the case uploads there was a durable difference between the pass and fail student groups each year, [105.4 v 62 words, p=0.028]. This potentially demonstrates the value of reflection on action as a learning tool.\textsuperscript{178} The role of reflection in E-portfolios\textsuperscript{172} is undeniable but difficult to objectively quantify. Its benefits may be similar to small group teaching,\textsuperscript{173} in that there is an opportunity to critically evaluate one performance in a safe environment.\textsuperscript{188,189}

The e-portfolio provides a mechanism for students to reflect on clinical interactions and feedback provided to them from tutors. Each case would have
been already reviewed with a tutor or faculty member prior to on-line submission. It facilitates a period of deliberate practice\ref{143,147,161} to engage in all aspects of the case. A major challenge for the integration of a portfolio into medical education is that its importance must be maintained in the eyes of assessment-driven students. This review suggests that it must be part of the institutional assessment procedures,\ref{69} as learners need clear directions and guidance to support development and assessment.\ref{190} The clinical cases uploaded by students represent a huge volume of work for both students and tutors, and their inclusion in a formal summative assessment gives recognition to this effort. This also facilitates repeated learning and re-testing which is known to assist with longer-term knowledge retention\ref{190} and deep learning.\ref{111,145} It also provides the necessary incentive for students to engage with the process.

The significant difference between the pass and fail groups in the gross numbers and overall percentages of cases submitted before the arbitrary deadline \[ p=0.007\text{ and } p=0.002 \text{ respectively} \] may demonstrate differences underlying attitudes towards professionalism. However, it is noted that when specifically subjectively measured there was no durable difference between the mean numbers of clinical skills encountered per case, or the mean number of professionalism issues encountered \[ p>0.05 \]. This likely indicates that self-evaluation is unreliable in relation to these metrics. A VLE may assist with the development of practical skills, with virtual demonstrations of practices assisting trainees by preparing them for their first experience in clinical training\ref{50}: the early stages of a learning process defined as ‘knows’ and ‘knows how’ in Miller’s triangle\ref{191} (Figure 6.0). This is especially accurate for the basic
skills a medical student is expected to be able to demonstrate at the end of their training. However, we have been unable to quantify this learning objectively in this study.
**Figure 6.0:** Miller's Triangle.\textsuperscript{191} This illustrates the levels of knowledge understanding. Fundamentally a solid foundation of knowing, and knowing how to do something, facilitates deeper knowledge levels of showing and doing.

One of the major criticisms of E-Portfolios, as with small group teaching,\textsuperscript{173,192} is the amount of time required by faculty to evaluate them. We circumnavigated this by ensuring that all cases were presented to a tutor prior to upload, so that the uploaded cases served primarily as a reflective tool for students. Students were made aware that uploaded cases would not individually be graded prior to the examining OSCE station.

A higher volume of cases submitted may just represent more motivated students\textsuperscript{182} who would score better in final examinations regardless of what educational technology is used. However, we believe that the E-portfolio, in the context of a wider VLE, provides an effective way of maximizing the impact of obstetrics and gynecology by making the teaching more effective, promoting student-centered learning and enhancing clinical knowledge.\textsuperscript{178}
These were examined in an OSCE scenario, covering the themes in the topic but related to the case upload. This builds on Miller’s concept of demonstrating understanding, as evidence of deeper learning.\textsuperscript{111,119,155}

Students are required to apply the knowledge gleaned from the resource material, associated quizzes and bedside tutorials, thereby indicating appropriate application of this new learning. The case uploads focused only on information that related to the individual cases and tried not to collect unnecessary information, in an effort to maximize engagement and simplify the experience for users.\textsuperscript{115}

\textbf{6.5.1 Limitations}

There are a number of limitations with this study. The individual themes of reflection were not explicitly examined. There may be valuable information to assist in the understanding of how students approach student-patient interactions and the application of theoretical knowledge to clinical scenarios, which were not examined. This aspect is a recurring criticism of portfolio use, and should be examined in future evaluations of e-portfolios.\textsuperscript{193} User feedback regarding the e-portfolio and Moodle platform is addressed in Chapter seven. E-portfolio implementation is time-consuming\textsuperscript{193} but was not explicitly quantified in this study. Future portfolio research could focus on the user-friendliness of the system, and address time constraints in addition to the variety of cases covered by students. Word count was used as a surrogate for content but may not be reflective of quality or understanding. Future investigations may identify the optimal word counts for case uploads in the portfolio, and specifically the reflection component.\textsuperscript{169}
6.6 Conclusions

We have examined the implementation of an E-portfolio within the context of a VLE, and attempted to quantify students' interaction with it. It is feasible to facilitate a clinical case-based E-portfolio in undergraduate obstetrics and gynecology. The E-portfolio captured the student–patient clinical interactions and facilitated re-learning and re-testing for students. Students who use the E-portfolio tended to perform better in end-of-year examinations. Incorporating case upload scenarios into summative assessment is feasible, and avoids large volumes of on-line case grading activities for tutors. There may be a role in limiting the word count and number of case uploads to reduce unnecessary computer based activity for students. Self-reporting of professional issues encountered, or clinical skills used, during clinical case interactions do not correlate with final examination scores.
CHAPTER SEVEN – Conclusion, Questionnaire & Future Directions

7.1 Introduction

The Department of OBGYN at RCSI introduced a new VLE, (Moodle), in the 2005-2006 academic year as part of an institution-wide programme. This was done in the context of increasing medical student numbers at RCSI, as well as new recommendations from the Irish Medical Council,² and international standards produced by the WFME.⁶ The Department of OBGYN tailored its undergraduate curriculum delivery to meet the ever-changing needs and expectations of a technology-literate student body,¹²⁰ with the goal being to meet and exceed national² and international standards, as well as leading the development of a virtual learning environment within the institution.

In the increasingly more competitive and demanding arena of medical education, self-assessment of teaching methods and their delivery has become an indispensable tool for institutions such as the RCSI to ensure that the training offered and the students produced are of the highest quality. There is little evidence on the integration of Moodle to undergraduate OBGYN. By careful appraisal and review the writer studied the use of Moodle and correlated it to the Final Professional Examination results. A Moodle-based portfolio is promoted as an active process involving collecting, synthesizing and organizing all possibly relevant educational items, which will reflect the best evidence of achievement of the module learning outcomes.¹² By assessing how often Moodle is used, when it is used, where it is used, in what way it is used, what components of it are used and by which sections of
the student population we aimed to learn valuable lessons which could then be applied across the entire medical school in both undergraduate and postgraduate teaching and training.

By understanding what students gain from Moodle we can modify and streamline our on-line course components, making them more efficient, and more learner friendly. In this chapter the writer considers the feedback from the 2010 student group and places it in the context of the entire project. Finally, areas for future investigation are considered.

7.2 The Questionnaire

Questionnaires allow feedback and student involvement in curriculum development and monitoring, more effective use of assessment strategies, and more effective use of instructional technology. A 23-item Questionnaire [See Appendix 8] was open from 20th June 2010 to 10th July 2010 at the end of the teaching semester. All students from that academic year were asked to participate via the Moodle-based questionnaire. Students were contacted using the Moodle course forum. Students participated anonymously, without inducements or sanctions for non-participation. Grounded theory was the method used to guide the analysis of narrative data. In grounded theory, hypotheses are not preconceived. Instead, the method is used to extract themes and patterns that are embedded, ("grounded in"), complex narrative data. This approach allowed us to discover course dynamics that could not be anticipated in our original design, but might affect outcomes. Narrative data are
broken down into individual comments. Similar comments are assigned a code. Coded statements are categorized into concepts or themes that were used to design subsequent course improvements. The process was repeated throughout the project and is ongoing.

7.3 Questionnaire Results

177 students responded to the questionnaire giving a response rate of 77.0% [n=177]. 72% of responders [n=128] were aged 20-25 years, 24%, [n=43] were aged 26 – 30 years, 3%, [n=3] were aged 31 – 35 years and 1%, [n=1] was aged greater than 35 years. Twenty-five nationalities were represented, with Ireland [n=62], Canada [n=23], Malaysia [n=22], Kuwait [n=14], America [n=13] and United Arab Emirates [n=12] representing the majority of participants. For 63% [n=111] of students surveyed, this was their first third-level degree, while 38% [n=67] were formally enrolled in the recently established graduate entry programme. 32% used English as a non-native language.

[See Appendix 9]

No student disagreed with statement 7, ('Overall I found the on-line Moodle O & G program useful for my studies), with 96% [n=174] either agreeing or strongly agreeing with this statement. 96% [n=170] either agreed or strongly agreed that “Overall I found the 11 Precourse Tutorial series useful in my preparation for the O&G clinical attachment”, with only 1% [n=2] disagreeing with the statement.
Regarding the MCQ’s, only 11% [n=19] either disagreed or strongly disagreed with statement 11, “I find the MCQ Quizzes helpful with my studies”. 10% [n=18] of respondents agreed with statement 12, “The MCQ’s were a complete waste of my time”. 87% [n=154] of students wanted more detailed feedback in explaining the answers to the quizzes.

Regarding the case uploads and E-Portfolio the following answers were obtained. Only 141 of a possible 177 students answered question 14, ‘I found the E-Portfolio easy to use’, and of these 66% [n=112] at least agreed that it was easy to use. 78% of students [n=134 /171] found the case uploads a useful way to review a particular topic. There was no consensus on whether the number of quizzes should be reduced or whether there should be a shortened version of the case uploads. 73% [n=129] believed the case upload OSCE station was a fair way to assess their understanding of a particular topic, with only 11% disagreeing [9%] or strongly disagreeing [3%].

There was general support for a formal continuous assessment process, based on a combination of Moodle-based MCQ results, with 61% [n=107] either agreeing or strongly agreeing with the concept, and 22% [n=39] either disagreeing or strongly disagreeing.

There was no strong support for a final landmark MCQ being run through the Moodle site, with 50% [n=87] either disagreeing or strongly disagreeing with the notion.
Question 21 asked the students: “Give one thing that you would change to the on-line delivery of the O & G course”. Students’ commentary [n=31 of 81], focused mainly on the quizzes ranging from correcting syntax, correcting spelling errors, to wanting more feedback. 15 comments suggested no changes were needed, while references to lecture material, case uploads and additional video presentations were referred to on 9, 8 and 8 occasions respectively.

Question 23 asked students what they wanted to see more of. Students liked the organization that the Moodle site provided, in particular the interactive nature of the quizzes and the case uploads. Question 22 asked students to: “List the poor aspects of the on-line delivery of the course that in your opinion need to be addressed. Give your suggestions for improvements where appropriate.” Seven main themes were drawn from the questionnaire’s free-text submissions. In order of frequency, these suggestions included a need for better quizzes, [n=56] either referring to minor corrections, changing format to EMQ (extended matching questions), or clinical vignettes.

Criticisms on content occurred on 28 occasions, either specific tutorial material requiring review or topics not covered that were subsequently examined in the final exam. Recommendations relating to the functionality of Moodle occurred on 27 occasions, referring to tracking the quizzes or the functionality of the case uploads. Insufficient multimedia [n=14], insufficient feedback [n= 13], recommendations for fewer quizzes [n=9] and fewer uploads [n=8] accounted
for the remaining negative commentary, while 25 comments recommended no changes be made.

Students were asked to "list the good aspects about the on-line delivery of the course that you would like to see more of next year". The main theme of these answers revolved around the organization of the on-line programme [n=55], praise for the quizzes [n=36] and their content [n=33]. The remaining aspects of the course students liked were the case uploads [n=11], the multimedia aspects of the content delivery [n=10], the feedback [n=8] and the pre-course tutorial and quizzes [n=5]

7.4 Discussion

This survey represents a very high response rate [77.0%] when compared to similar evaluations previously studied.\textsuperscript{196-198} As VLEs continue to evolve and gain popularity, further research is needed to assist educators and students in identifying the most effective ways to use these technologies.\textsuperscript{45,199,200} The questionnaire mechanism built into Moodle facilitates efficient feedback from users. This questionnaire is a demonstration of how research into education / assessment techniques is fed back into the program and informs how we change things.

Chapters 3 & 4 demonstrated the feasibility of implementing a comprehensive online program that supported the clinical education environment. When gender and age was analysed with respect to final examination results there was no meaningful data that correlated with end of year examination results. Here we demonstrated the feasibility of delivering an entire didactic course
through a virtual learning environment, Moodle. Ours is a “Net Generation”
student population, with 96% of 2010 questionnaire responders being less than
30 years of age. The gender mix was reasonably balanced [44% male and
56% female] when compared to national data [IMC 2007], and with 24 different
nationalities represented being similar to the 2006 [28 nationalities] and 2007
[25 nationalities] student groups. Interestingly 32% of respondents spoke
English only as their second language. This may explain some of the site’s
success. 63% of these adult learners,²⁰¹ had previously completed an
undergraduate degree. 38% of these postgraduate learners were enrolled in
the recently commenced [2006] Graduate Entry Program, a 4 year medical
school program. This provided them with the opportunity to study at their own
pace, in a self-directed manner. The resource material could be used as an
advance organizer,¹¹¹ allowing preparation before clinical teaching and patient
interaction. 98% of the respondents found the Moodle-based obstetrics and
gynecology course useful for their studies. The initial evaluations of Moodle
[Chapter 3 & 4] demonstrated a significant relationship between on-line activity,
logins, resource views and quiz results and final examination scores, however
this was not predictive of final examination scores. There are multiple
confounders that explain why the results were not predictive. Students may
have studied using traditional books, and may not have had access to
broadband in this initial roll out phase. Broadband services in Ireland are only
recently [2013] becoming reliable regardless of geographic location. We
examined the potential value of a pre-course tutorial series for students. This
was in the context of a known relationship between students’ activity and final
examination scores, expanding medical knowledge, and shortened allocated
course time for obstetrics and gynecology. A significant correlation was identified between students pre-course quiz scores and final examination scores. There was no relevant relationship between the numbers of quiz attempts or time taken to complete individual quizzes. This may be explained by students pre-quiz study behaviors that were not established in this study. The pre-course quiz encouraged deliberative practice and re-testing among students, both established high value study techniques.\textsuperscript{145} Moodle sets a benchmark for what is expected of students, and allows students distribute their learning over an extended period – a strategy that has been shown to improve knowledge recollection in the longer term. 80\% of students found the MCQ quizzes helpful in their studies. This is consistent with the high rate of interaction of students with the site and specifically the quizzes. A consistent finding throughout the course of the project was students' intolerance of errors within the quizzes, whether these errors related to syntax, formatting or incorrect answers. 87\% of respondents wanted more feedback on the quiz answers. There was limited feedback available at the quiz engine level. Users were required to revisit the relevant PowerPoint tutorial or supplementary material to check answers. Given the level of response, additional feedback at the quiz engine level is warranted. There were 44 quizzes analyzed from the 2007-2010 academic years. Additional quizzes were added in 2009 and 2010. The investigators wanted to determine the students' perception of the numbers of quizzes, and were conscious of the potential of overloading the students with unnecessary mandated quizzes. There was no consensus among the respondents on this topic. 47\% wanted fewer quizzes in favor of combined topics being tested while 42\% disagreed or strongly disagreed with this concept.
and 17% were undecided. One potential solution would be to offer a list of mandatory quizzes and optional quizzes. Future analysis could determine the uptake of each quiz type. There was no majority in favor of running the final examination MCQ component through Moodle, [27% in favor, 23% undecided, and 50% opposed to Moodle hosting the final MCQ examination]. This may reflect students’ concerns over question reliability and errors in the question syntax. It likely relates to errors in the copy of the course from the 2009 year which caused errors to appear in the quizzes. This “frustrated” students. The writer dealt with each case individually, and all quiz results were adjusted if necessary using the inbuilt Moodle manual quiz correcting function.

Chapter 6 examined the role of clinical case uploads within the Moodle environment. A recent publication by Hudson 2012[^202], described a similar approach. Our findings are consistent with this report. Our data highlight the importance of critical reflection for students. While there was a range of total number of cases uploaded and in the word count of those uploads, only the reflective word count correlated with final examination scores. 18% of users disagreed with the statement that the e-portfolio was easy to use. This is a considerable proportion of students and must be considered when reviewing the case upload data. Despite this finding, 77% of respondents found the case uploads a useful way to review a particular topic. This was the original intent of the case upload concept. Students reflecting on the clinical case histories provided the opportunity for them to gain a deeper understanding of the concepts behind the topic. Regarding the length of the upload, the questionnaire findings were consistent with previous studies. Less is indeed

[^202]: Hudson, 2012
more. Students would prefer a shortened template. There is scope to at least omit the clinical skills and professionalism issues encountered. These fields added little in the determination of which students subsequently passed or failed the final examination.

Students were asked for one thing they would change in the on-line delivery of the OBGYN course. The majority of these answers related to the MCQs and the case uploads. Students wanted the standard of the questions improved, both in terms of their content and their delivery [syntax errors, duplicate questions]. Students also wanted more question-related feedback, both immediately after a quiz is completed and when reviewing their overall quiz grades. Students also complained that the case upload mechanism was cumbersome and time consuming. This is consistent with substantial existing literature on portfolios.174,203,204

Students were also asked to list the positive aspects of the online delivery of the OBGYN course. The organization of the course was highly complimented, as was the opportunity for students to test their knowledge using the online quizzes.

Despite the clear improvements that could be made to the delivery of the online course, specifically the quizzes and the uploads, 61% of the surveyed students were in favor [18% neither agreed nor disagreed, and 22% disagreed or strongly disagreed] of a continuous assessment mark being derived from a combination of the Moodle-based MCQs and the case uploads. This project specifically addresses this prospect but stops short of defining a reliable mechanism that would reward diligent students while at the same time
encouraging underperforming students, with the over-arching aim being to optimize the student blended learning experience.

7.5 Conclusion / Future Work

This work demonstrates how consistent review of the on-line obstetrics and gynecology curriculum informs how students are instructed. It illustrates how the circle of research in education can impact an academic department. Moodle’s modular design makes it easy to create new courses, adding content that will engage learners and it is designed to support a style of learning, referred to as social constructionist pedagogy.\(^{149}\) This style of learning believes that students learn best when they interact with the learning material, construct new material for others, and interact with other students about the material. Moreover, our students have communicated us that their general feeling is that Moodle helps them to reinforce their abilities and knowledge. These results encourage us to continue with the improvement of our Moodle virtual space.\(^{63}\)

This work illustrates the potential of a vibrant interactive modern learning environment, harnessing technology, not because of the novelty factor, but because it optimizes students’ learning and helps educate better doctors.\(^{50,51}\)

The potential for a continuous assessment process led through a Moodle-based system is clearly demonstrated. What is less obvious is determining a
rigorous and fair mechanism that rewards excellence in academic achievement and merits clinical knowledge while at the same time offering an optimal environment for those students who perform below what is expected. There is room for the development of a number of mechanisms to facilitate a better learning environment for students.

1. An algorithm that would reliably identify underperforming students early enough to facilitate remediation

2. Determining the optimal number of MCQs

3. Elimination of non-discriminatory MCQs

4. Greater emphasis on Extended Matching Questions (EMQs) and quiz-related feedback

5. A more streamlined E-portfolio, removing some fields and limiting word counts to uploads to minimize unnecessary online activity

6. Development of a course-specific algorithm that identifies students who would benefit from further academic supervision from a faculty member.

7.6 Summary

This body of work is consistent with existing evidence that computer assisted learning is a viable alternative to traditional didactic teaching methods. The adoption of Moodle as a platform for the delivery of key components in the undergraduate obstetrics and gynecology curriculum is grounded in reasoned theory, driven by necessity. This VLE is more than simply PowerPoint slides made available on an intranet. It utilizes many interactive features of the Moodle software, and allows medical students engage in a self-directed, adult learning process. This work
adds to existing knowledge by demonstrating a course-wide adoption of a VLE. After 1,051 students, almost 80,000 quiz attempts, and in excess of 8,000 clinical case-uploads the writer can contribute new knowledge to the use of a VLE in an undergraduate obstetrics and gynecology curriculum. Moodle offers an opportunity to identify "strugglers", 91,149 students that underperform compared to their peers. However, it is likely that this identification process would better be done using a combination of prior formal examination scores in parallel with on-line activity in previous modules. It has the capacity to demonstrate patterns in student course participation. The decision on what remediation process should take place in the context of this student group is beyond the scope of this project.

This project demonstrates the importance of comprehensive course evaluation, particularly in the setting of innovative practice. In 2006 we were able to demonstrate a proof of concept that students would engage with on-line resource material and that measurement of this interaction would indicate students' final examination scores. We were able to develop an entire on-line course and facilitate adult learning among our students. The Moodle platform facilitated students' engaging in high utility study mechanisms: deliberate practice and re-testing. All students participated in the quizzes recording 16,327 quiz attempts in 2010, compared with 134 students attempting a quiz in 2006 recording 257 attempts. The merging of clinical work with the on-line programme encouraged distributed practice and reflection in action. The clinical upload cases encouraged our medical learners to build mental representations of disease
processes, a library of patients that increases in number and depth over time. This is a prime example of the constructivist theory of learning as an active process that uses facts in context to build knowledge.\textsuperscript{99}

The feedback that this generation of students desire\textsuperscript{205,206} may be tailored accordingly, while the organization's need to deliver a quality module is also simplified. Students' voluntarily feedback regarding the on-line delivery bolsters the Moodle delivery of the course and, while some problems were identified, the over-arching theme was positive. Students are well placed to contribute to the development of the module\textsuperscript{29} in a constructive manner.

Moodle has promoted a culture of 'Continuous Renewal' where the Department's delivery of the curriculum is robustly evaluated.\textsuperscript{2} Moodle has been demonstrated to be an integral component in maximizing the preparation students can have to complement their structured bedside learning events. It assists the medical school in developing systematic methods of obtaining feedback from students.\textsuperscript{2,6,13,131,207}

It is important that there is no retreat from genuine face-to-face clinical encounters. Traditional bedside examinations, which evaluate students' history-taking capability and patient interaction skills, still have a major role to play. Exposure to real patients remains crucial.

Growing numbers of medical students learning in major teaching hospitals are putting a strain on the hospital system. Moodle offers a balance between structured and self-directed learning, blended with the rich environment of the hospital bedside.
The level of VLE use is clearly associated with subsequent performance in end-of-year examinations, and is consistent with previous studies.\textsuperscript{2} VLE use among students is variable, and its incorporation into summative assessment should only be encouraged after further rigorous validity testing.
7.6.1 Key recommendation to implementation of VLE

1. Relentless communication
2. Evaluation
3. Act on problems identified
4. Absolute connection between developer and educator (196)
5. CAL is not intended to replace face to face learning nor should one try to make it. It's an additional mode of learning.
6. Know why something is being implemented. Theory, not just innovation for the sake of innovation.
7. Keep it simple
8. Be organized
9. Lead from the top
10. Content is Key
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1 – The Bologna Process

The European Higher Education Area

Building on our rich and diverse European cultural heritage, we are developing an EHEA based on institutional autonomy, academic freedom, equal opportunities and democratic principles that will facilitate mobility, increase employability and strengthen Europe’s attractiveness and competitiveness.

The Bologna Process and the European Higher Education Area

The overarching aim of the Bologna Process is to create a European Higher Education Area (EHEA) that promotes mobility, attracts students and staff from Europe as well as from other parts of the world, and is open to widely shared values. It aims at making the Bologna Process's degree systems and institutions more transparent, by enhancing their quality and comparability, between the diverse higher education systems and institutions across Europe and by harmonising their quality.

The Bologna Process is a set of commitments agreed by the European Ministers responsible for education in the European Council Declaration of 1999, the Bologna Declaration of 2005, and the Lisbon Agreement of 2007. The Bologna Process aims to enhance the attractiveness of higher education in Europe and to improve the mobility of students, academic staff, and researchers.

An important characteristic of the Bologna Process is the strong cooperation between governments, higher education institutions, students, staff, employers and quality assurance agencies, supported by the manifold international organisations. A full list of members and consultative members of the Bologna Process can be found on pages 10 and 11.

LINKS

The European Union: www.eupa.eu
The European Quality Assurance Register for Higher Education: www.eqar.eu
The Study in Europe portal: www.studyin-europe.org
WHAT ARE THE REFORMS ALL ABOUT?

Easily readable and comparable degrees: a qualifications framework of three cycles

The Bologna Process is widely, best known for its objective to establish higher education along three cycles (Bachelor-Master-PhD), converging formerly very diverse higher education structures in Europe and bringing them in line with international standards. In 2019, Ministers adopted an overarching framework for Qualifications in the European Higher Education Area consisting of three cycles and they agreed to develop national qualifications frameworks that are compatible with this overarching framework.

National qualifications frameworks describe the qualifications of an education system and how they interact. They describe what graduates know, understand, and are able to do on the basis of a just qualifications, as well as how learners can move from one qualification to another within a system. The self-certification report, which is the final stage in development of national frameworks, demonstrates how the national frameworks made in the overarching Frameworks for Qualifications in the European Higher Education Area.

Access to the second cycle (Master's) usually requires successfull completion of first cycle studies (Bachelor's), being a maximum of three years. The degrees awarded after the first cycle could be be relevant to the European University as an approximate level qualification. Countries are currently defining learning outcomes for qualifications at each of the three cycles, using the frameworks for Qualifications in the European Higher Education Area as a common reference point. Work on definition of outcomes is being significant component in the broader move towards open access to learning and teaching.

Mobility

Mobility of staff, students and graduates is one of the core elements of the Bologna Process, creating opportunities for personal growth, developing international cooperation between individuals and institutions, enhancing the quality of higher education and research, and giving assurance to the European dimension.

The European Commission has identified the need for a more flexible framework for qualifications.

Each being mobility is one of the main objectives of the creation of a European Higher Education Area and much progress has been made. The European and international student and staff mobility have become an essential part of European higher education culture. Efforts are being made to face the remaining challenges, particularly regarding visa, residence and work permits as well as students' participation.

In the Bologna Process, higher education institutions in Europe offer a good variety of level programmes for domestic and international students. Europe provides a unique real-life experience in a dynamic, multicultural and international environment with highly qualified teaching and research staff.

Recognition of Qualifications

The purpose of recognition is to make it possible for learners to use their qualifications in another education system or country without having to face multiple or higher requirements. Each country in the European Higher Education Area has a national information service where students, graduates, employers and others can obtain information about recognition.

The main international legal text that aims to further the recognition of qualifications in the Council of Europe (COSCE) Convention on the Recognition of Qualifications concerning Higher Education in the European Region (Lisbon Recognition Convention).

Declaratory education - generally following a coursework of 3-4 years full-time - was introduced to the Bologna Process as the third cycle by Ministers in 2019, when they agreed that:

1. the core component of declaratory learning should be the advancement of knowledge through empirical research;
2. doctoral programmes would prepare interdisciplinary training and the development of transferable skills not to repeat the model of the traditional market;
3. participation in third cycle programmes should be considered both students and early stage researchers;
4. more doctoral candidates should be allowed to take up research careers within the European Higher Education Area.

Joint Degrees

The Bologna Process has paved the way for increasingly innovative, collaborative, cross-border study programmes and a growing number of joint degree programmes are being developed across Europe.

The following key features are currently associated with qualifications described as joint degrees:

1. the programmes leading to them are developed in cooperation between institutions;
2. students spend significant periods of time at partner institutions;
3. periods of study and exams passed at one partner institution(s) are recognized fully and automatically by all institutions involved;
4. teaching staff from each participating institution contribute to the curriculum together, form joint administrators and examiners who are shared and particularly in reality for teaching purposes and;
5. students who have completed the full programme should obtain a degree which is awarded jointly by the participating institutions and is usually recognized in all countries.

Tasks that facilitate the recognition of qualifications are the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) and the Diploma Supplement. The ECTS broaden a programme's appeal, while the Diploma Supplement provides a comprehensive record of an individual's education and qualifications. The Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area adopted by Ministers in 2015 and currently referred to as European Standards and Guidelines (ESG) provide guidance on ensuring quality in all institutions.

The European Quality Assurance Register for Higher Education (EQR) is a register to list those agencies which operate in accordance with the European Standards and Guidelines and is the appropriate national legal provision. The register aims to increase confidence and transparency, regarding quality assurance - i.e. ultimately qualifications - in higher education.
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The social dimension and equal opportunities

"We share the societal aspiration that the student body entering, participating in, and completing higher education at all levels should reflect the diversity of our populations. We reaffirm the importance of students being able to combine their studies without obstacles related to their social and economic background. We therefore continue our efforts to provide accessible student services, create more flexible learning pathways into and within higher education, and to widen participation at all levels on the basis of equal opportunity." -- Recommendation for the Higher Education Area in the Social Dimension in the Lisbon Process, European Commission, May 2002

The European Higher Education Area aims at providing learners with equal opportunities in higher education, fostering social cohesion and reconciling the potential of individuals in terms of their social and economic development and their contribution to a sustainable and democratic knowledge-based society. By 2020, countries will report on their national strategies and policies for the social dimension, including action plans and measures to increase their effectiveness.

Employability

In the context of the Bologna Process, employability is defined as the ability to gain initial employment, to maintain employment, and to be able to move within the labor market. Employability has been one of the main objectives of the Bologna Process from the very start. Each stage of higher education should be reviewed by the labor market. Further development is needed between public and private employers, students, universities, higher education institutions and governments, especially related to flexible qualifications in order to relax this year briefly.

European Higher Education in a Global Context

The development of the European Higher Education Area is stimulating growing interest in other parts of the world and has prompted discussion between European and international partners on a range of policy issues. To create a framework for cooperation at European, national and institutional level, countries adopted in 2007 the strategy "The European Higher Education Area in a Global Context." This strategy encompasses the following priorities:

- improving information on the European Higher Education Area
- promoting European Higher Education to enhance bilateral and multilateral cooperation
- improving policy dialogue
- strengthening cooperation based on partnerships
- enhancing the recognition of qualifications

These five priorities provide a common strategic framework to which all stakeholders in the European Higher Education Area can make their full contribution, building on a wide variety of initiatives and new initiatives.

**COUNTRIES PARTICIPATING IN THE PROCESS OF CREATING THE EUROPEAN HIGHER EDUCATION AREA**

- Albania
- Andorra
- Armenia
- Austria
- Azerbaijan
- Belgium
- Bulgaria
- Croatia
- Cyprus
- Czech Republic
- Denmark
- Estonia
- Finland
- France
- Georgia
- Germany
- Greece
- Hungary
- Ireland
- Italy
- Latvia
- Lithuania
- Luxemburg
- Malta
- Moldova
- Monaco
- Netherlands
- Norway
- Poland
- Portugal
- Romania
- Russian Federation
- Serbia
- Slovak Republic
- Slovenia
- Spain
- Sweden
- Switzerland
- Ukraine
- United Kingdom

**ADDITIONAL MEMBER**

European Commission

**CONSULTATIVE MEMBERS**
- European University Association (EUA)
- European Association of Institutions in Higher Education (ERIH)
- European Students' Union (ESU)
- Council of Europe
- UNESCO/CEU European Centre for Higher Education (UNESCO-CEU)
- European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA)
- European Space Agency
- Education International Pan-European Network (EIN)
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Appendix 2 - Literature Search Strategy

The searches for your topic were run using the OvidSP search platform in the following databases: MEDLINE, EMBASE and Eric; ProQuest search platform in the following database Dissertations & Theses (PQDT). Search results include articles indexed as of the November 1, 2012 access date. We retrieved a total of 1,446 references. All references were saved in an EndNote library used to identify the 87 duplicates. The remaining 1,359 unique references can be reviewed against your inclusion criteria in addition to the articles identified searching the reference lists. The following tables record the search strategies and terms used in each of the databases.

**MEDLINE:**

The search strategy for OvidSP MEDLINE (1946 to October Week 4 2012) retrieved 430 articles of which 420 were unique and not duplicated in other database search results. I used a combination of MeSH and free text terms for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>History</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>exp Education, Medical, Undergraduate/</td>
<td>16984</td>
<td>Undergraduate Medical Program terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>gynecology/ or obstetrics/</td>
<td>21344</td>
<td>Specialty Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>Base Clinical Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Medical Informatics/ or Database Management Systems/ or programmed instruction as topic/ or computer-assisted instruction/ or &quot;learning management system&quot; or (learning adj2 management adj2 system).ti.ab. or (&quot;e-learning&quot; or (electronic adj2 learning) or LMS or (course adj2 management adj2 system) or CMS or LCMS or (managed adj2 learning adj2 environment) or MLE or (learning adj2 support adj2 system) or LSS or (learning adj2 platform) or &quot;education via computer-mediated communication&quot; or ((educat* or train* or teach* or learn*) adj3 (computer* or mediated or assisted)) or &quot;online education&quot; or ((online or Blended) adj2 (learning or educat* or training)).ti.ab. or (moodle or blackboard or &quot;WebCT&quot; or &quot;top class&quot; or &quot;illias&quot; or claroline).ti.ab.</td>
<td>36265</td>
<td>Medical Informatics, LMS Moodle Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Program Development/ or program evaluation/ or educational measurement/ or (&quot;clinical trial, all&quot; or clinical trial).pt. or clinical trials as topic/ or clinical trial, phase i.pt. or clinical trials, phase i as topic/ or clinical trial, phase ii.pt. or clinical trials, phase ii as topic/ or clinical trial, phase iii.pt. or clinical trials, phase iii as topic/ or clinical trial, phase iv.pt. or clinical trials, phase iv as topic/ or controlled clinical trial.pt. or controlled clinical trials as topic/ or meta-analysis.pt. or meta-analysis as topic/ or multicenter study.pt. or multicenter studies as topic/ or randomized controlled trial.pt. or randomized controlled trials as topic/ or cohort studies/ or longitudinal studies/ or follow-up studies/ or prospective studies/ or case-control studies/ or retrospective studies/ or cross-sectional studies/</td>
<td>2219447</td>
<td>Study design methodology Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 and 4 and 5 (3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>OBGYN specific Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 and 4 and 5 (430)</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>General Undergraduate Results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**EMBASE**

The search strategy for OvidSP EMBASE (1974 to 2012 Week 43) retrieved 299 articles of which 253 were unique and not duplicated in other database search results. I used a combination of EMBASE and free text terms for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>History</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>exp medical education/</td>
<td>230625</td>
<td>Undergraduate Medical Program terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>gynecology/ or exp obstetrics/</td>
<td>38892</td>
<td>Specialty Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>3156</td>
<td>Base Clinical Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>((programmed adj2 (instruct* or teach* or learn* or educat* or train*)) or (&quot;computer-assisted instruction&quot; or (computer adj2 assist* adj2 (instruct* or teach* or learn* or educat* or train*)));ti,ab. or (&quot;learning management system&quot; or (learning adj2 management adj2 system));ti,ab. or (&quot;e-learning&quot; or (electronic adj2 learning) or LMS or (course adj2 management adj2 system*) or CMS or LCMS or (managed adj2 learning adj2 environment*) or MLE or (learning adj2 support adj2 system*) or LSS or (learning adj2 platform*) or &quot;education via computer-mediated communication&quot; or ((educat* or train* or teach* or learn*) adj3 (computer* or mediated or assisted)) or &quot;online education&quot; or ((online or Blended) adj2 (learning or educat* or training)));ti,ab. (19548) or (moodle or blackboard or &quot;WebCT&quot; or &quot;top class&quot; or &quot;ilias&quot; or &quot;claroline&quot;));ti,ab.</td>
<td>21121</td>
<td>Medical Informatics, LMS Moodle Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ct.fs. or clinical trial/ or phase 1 clinical trial/ or phase 2 clinical trial/ or phase 3 clinical trial/ or phase 4 clinical trial/ or controlled clinical trial/ or randomized controlled trial/ or multicenter study/ or meta analysis/ or cohort analysis/ or longitudinal study/ or prospective study/ or case control study/ or hospital based case control study/ or population based case control study/ or retrospective study/ or program development/ or ((educat* or program*) adj2 (eval* or measure* rating* or assess*));ti,ab.</td>
<td>1672667</td>
<td>Study design methodology Terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 and 4 and 5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>OBGYN specific Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 and 4 and 5</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>General Undergraduate Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6 or 7</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>Final Results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ERIC:**

The search strategy for OvidSP EMBASE (ERIC 1965 to September 2012) retrieved 178 articles of which 145 were unique and not duplicated in other database search results. I used a combination of ERIC and free text terms for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>History</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>medical education/ or medical school faculty/ or medical schools/ or medical students</td>
<td>14767</td>
<td>Undergraduate Medical Program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>History</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>moodle</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Software term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Medic*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Setting term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 and 3</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>Final results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dissertations & Theses (PQDT)**

The search strategy for ProQuest Dissertations & Theses (PQDT) to November 1, 2012 retrieved 541 dissertation articles of which 541 were unique and not duplicated in other database search results. I used a combination of free text terms for
APPENDIX 2 - Moodle Resource types

Moodle supports a range of different resource types that allow you to insert almost any kind of web content into your courses.

Text page
This type of resource is a simple page written using plain text. A number of formatting types are available to help turn your plain text into nice-looking web pages.

More about these text formats.

This sort of resource makes it easy to develop a complete single web page within Moodle, especially when you are using Moodle's WYSIWYG HTML editor.

The page is stored in the database, not as a file, and you have a lot of freedom to do almost anything you like using HTML, including Javascript.

Files and web pages
This resource type allows you to link to any web page or other file on the public web. It also allows you to link to any web page or other file that you have uploaded into your course files area from your own desktop computer.

Normal web pages are simply displayed as they are, while multimedia files are dealt with more intelligently and may be embedded within a web page. For example, MP3 files will be displayed using a built-in streaming player, as will movie files, flash animations and so on. There are many options for displaying your content in popup windows, framed windows and so on.

In particular, if your resource is a web application or other type of content able to accept parameters, you can choose to send information to your resource such as the user's name, their email, the course they are currently in, and so on.

directory
The directory resource can display a whole directory (and its subdirectories) from your course files area. Students can then browse and view all those files.

IMS Content Packages

IMS content packages can be created and edited using a variety of content-authoring software. Content is usually displayed over several pages, with navigation between the pages. The content-authoring software produces a zip file, which can then be uploaded to your course in Moodle.

The zip file is unzipped automatically in Moodle, and the content of the package displayed.

There are various options for displaying content in a popup window, with a navigation menu or buttons etc.

Labels

Labels are a little different from other resources because they are text and images that are actually embedded directly among the other activity links in the course page.
APPENDIX 3 - Moodle Activity Modules

Moodle contains a wide range of activity modules that can be used to build up any type of course.

Assignments
Assignments allow the teacher to specify a task that requires students to prepare digital content (any format) and submit it by uploading it to the server. Typical assignments include essays, projects, reports and so on. This module includes grading facilities.

Books
Book is a simple multipage study material

Chats
The Chat module allows participants to have a real-time synchronous discussion via the web. This is a useful way to get a different understanding of each other and the topic being discussed - the mode of using a chat room is quite different from the asynchronous forums. The Chat module contains a number of features for managing and reviewing chat discussions.

Choices
A choice activity is very simple - the teacher asks a question and specifies a choice of multiple responses. It can be useful as a quick poll to stimulate thinking about a topic; to allow the class to vote on a direction for the course; or to gather research consent.

Database Activity
The Database module allows the teacher and/or students to build, display and search a bank of record entries about any conceivable topic. The format and structure of these entries can be almost unlimited, including images, files, URLs, numbers and text amongst other things. You may be familiar with similar technology from building Microsoft Access or Filemaker databases.

Forums
This activity can be the most important - it is here that most discussion takes place. Forums can be structured in different ways, and can include peer rating of each posting. The postings can be viewed in a variety for formats, and can include attachments. By subscribing to a forum, participants will receive copies of each new posting in their email. A teacher can impose subscription on everyone if they want to.

Glossary
This activity allows participants to create and maintain a list of definitions, like a dictionary.

The entries can be searched or browsed in many different formats.

The glossary also allows teachers to export entries from one glossary to another (the main one) within the same course.

Finally, it is possible to automatically create links to these entries from throughout the course.

Journals
This module is a very important reflective activity. The teacher asks the student to reflect on a particular topic, and the student can edit and refine their answer over time. This answer is
private and can only be seen by the teacher, who can offer feedback and a grade on each journal entry. It's usually a good idea to have about one Journal activity per week.

**Labels**
This is a not a true activity - it is a "dummy" activity that allows you to insert text and graphics among the other activities on the course page.

**Lesson**
A lesson delivers content in an interesting and flexible way. It consists of a number of pages. Each page normally ends with a question and a number of possible answers. Depending on the student's choice of answer they either progress to the next page or are taken back to a previous page. Navigation through the lesson can be straightforward or complex, depending largely on the structure of the material being presented.

**Podcast**
This activity allows participants to create and maintain a RSS feed for an entire course not just an activity.

Included in this feed is a more streamlined way of adding video and audio Podcasts.

Many additional iTunes extended tags are available with this RSS feed.

Attachments download are also iTunes compatible.

icon **Questionnaire**
The questionnaire module allows you to construct questionnaires (surveys) using a variety of question types, for the purpose of gathering data from users. It is based on phpESP, and Open Source questionnaire tool. See http://phpesp.sourceforge.net

**QUIZZes**
This module allows the teacher to design and set QUIZ tests, consisting of multiple choice, true-false, and short answer questions. These questions are kept in a categorised database, and can be re-used within courses and even between courses. QUIZZes can allow multiple attempts. Each attempt is automatically marked, and the teacher can choose whether to give feedback or to show correct answers. This module includes grading facilities.

**Resources**
Resources are content: information the teacher wants to bring into the course. These can be prepared files uploaded to the course server; pages edited directly in Moodle; or external web pages made to appear part of this course.

**SCORM/AICC Packages**
A package is a bundle of web content packaged in a way that follows the SCORM or the AICC standard for learning objects. These packages can include web pages, graphics, Javascript programs, Flash presentations and anything else that works in web browsers. The Package module allows you to easily upload any standard SCORM or AICC package and make it part of your course.
**Wikis**

A *Wiki* enables documents to be authored collectively in a simple markup language using a web browser.

"Wiki wiki" means "super fast" in the Hawaiian language, and it is the speed of creating and updating pages that is one of the defining aspects of wiki technology. Generally, there is no prior review before modifications are accepted, and most wikis are open to the general public or at least to all persons who also have access to the wiki server.

The Moodle Wiki module enables participants to work together on web pages to add, expand and change the content. Old versions are never deleted and can be restored.

This module is based on Erfurt Wiki.

**Workshop**

A Workshop is a peer assessment activity with a huge array of options. It allows participants to assess each other's projects, as well as exemplar projects, in a number of ways. It also coordinates the collection and distribution of these assessments in a variety of ways. The Workshop module is contributed by Ray Kingdon.
APPENDIX 4 - Moodle QUIZ Hyperlinks

☑ QUIZzes

This module allows the teacher to design and set QUIZ tests, consisting of multiple choice, true-false, and short answer questions. These questions are kept in a categorised database, and can be re-used within courses and even between courses. QUIZzes can allow multiple attempts. Each attempt is automatically marked, and the teacher can choose whether to give feedback or to show correct answers. This module includes grading facilities.

Introduction
About the Richtext HTML editor

Availability: The HTML editor is available

The Richtext HTML editor provides a word-processor interface embedded in your web page to allow you to edit text in an intuitive way, and produces normal HTML code.

In addition to formatting text, this editor provides a number of extra features you may find useful.

Paste text in from other Applications

You can cut and paste rich text from other Windows applications such as Microsoft Word straight into this editor, and your formatting will be preserved. Just use the normal cut and paste menus in your web browser (or Control-C and Control-V).

Inserting images

If you have images that are already published on a web site and accessible via a URL, you can include these images in your texts using the "Insert Image" button.

Inserting Tables

To add layout to your texts, you can use the "Insert Tables" button in the toolbar.

Inserting Links

To make a new link, first type the text that you want to be a link. Then select it and click the link button in the toolbar. Type the URL you want to link to and it's done!
**Inserting smilies (emoticons)**

To embed these small icons in your text, click on the smiley icon in the toolbar. A dialog will pop up that allows you to select from the following smiley icons. (Alternatively, you can just type the corresponding code straight into your text and it will be converted later when your text is displayed).

| smile    | :-| sad   | :-( |
| big grin | :-| shy   | 8:- |
| wink     | ;| blush | :-I |
| mixed    | :)| kisses| :-X |
| thoughtful| V-| clown | :o |
| tongue out| :-| black eye| P-|
| cool     | B-| angry | 8-|
| approve | ^-| dead | xx-P |
| wide eyes| 8-| sleepy| | |
| surprise | 8-| evil | }-|

**Opening and closing the QUIZ**

You can specify times when the QUIZ is accessible for people to make attempts.

Before the opening time, and after the closing time, the QUIZ will be unavailable.
Time limit

By default, QUIZzes do not have a time limit, which allows students as much time as they need to complete the QUIZ.

If you do specify a time limit, then several things are done to try and ensure that QUIZzes are completed within that time:

- Javascript support in the browser becomes mandatory - this allows the timer to work correctly
- A floating timer window is shown with a countdown
- When the timer has run out, the QUIZ is submitted automatically with whatever answers have been filled in so far
- If a student manages to cheat and spends more than 60 seconds over the allotted time then the QUIZ is automatically graded zero

Time Delay between first and second attempt

If you set a time delay, then a student has to wait for that time before they can attempt a QUIZ after the first attempt.

Time Delay between additional QUIZ attempts

If you set a time delay here, then a student has to wait for that time before they can attempt their third or later attempts.

Questions per page

For longer QUIZzes it makes sense to stretch the QUIZ over several pages by limiting the number of questions per page. When adding questions to the QUIZ page breaks will automatically be inserted according to the setting you choose here. However you will also be able to move page breaks around by hand later on the editing page.

Shuffle questions

If you enable this option, then the order of questions in the QUIZ will be randomly shuffled each time a student attempts the QUIZ.

This is not related to the use of Random Questions, this is only about the displayed order of questions.

The intention is to make it a little harder for students to copy from each other.

Shuffle within questions
If you enable this option, then the parts making up the individual questions will be randomly shuffled each time a student starts an attempt at this QUIZ, provided the option is also enabled in the question settings.

The intention is simply to make it a little harder for students to copy from each other.

This only applies to questions that have multiple parts, such as Multiple Choice or Matching Questions. For multiple choice questions the order of the answers is shuffled only when this option is set to "Yes". For matching type questions the answers are always shuffled, this setting controls whether in addition the order of the question-answer pairs is shuffled.

This option is not related to the use of Random Questions.

**QUIZ attempts**

Students may be allowed to have multiple attempts at a QUIZ.

This can help make the process of taking the QUIZ more of an educational activity rather than simply an assessment.

**Adaptive mode**

If you choose Yes for this option then the student will be allowed multiple responses to a question even within the same attempt at the QUIZ. So for example if the student's response is marked as incorrect the student will be allowed to try again immediately. However a penalty will usually be subtracted from the students score for each wrong attempt (the amount of penalty is determined by the penalty factor, set by the next option).

This mode also allows adaptive questions that can change themselves in response to a student's answer. Here is how the IMS QTI specification defines adaptive questions (items):

An adaptive item is an item that adapts either its appearance, its scoring (Response Processing) or both in response to each of the candidate's attempts. For example, an adaptive item may start by prompting the candidate with a box for free-text entry but, on receiving an unsatisfactory answer, present a simple choice interaction instead and award fewer marks for subsequently identifying the correct response. Adaptivity allows authors to create items for use in formative situations which both help to guide candidates through a given task while also providing an outcome that takes into consideration their path.
In adaptive mode an additional Submit button is shown for each question. If the student presses this button then the response to that particular question is submitted to be scored and the mark achieved is displayed to the student. If the question is an adaptive question then it is displayed in its new state that takes the student’s answer into account and will in many cases ask the student for another input. In the simplest adaptive questions this new state may differ only in the feedback text and prompt the student to try again; in more complicated question also the question text and even the interaction elements can change.

Each attempt builds on the last

If multiple attempts are allowed and this setting is set to Yes, then each new attempt contains the results of the previous attempt. This allows a QUIZ to be completed over several attempts.

To show a fresh QUIZ on every attempt, select No for this setting.

Grading method

When multiple attempts are allowed, there are different ways you can use the grades to calculate the student’s final grade for the QUIZ.

Highest grade

The final grade is the highest (best) grade in any attempt.

Average grade

The final grade is the average (simple mean) grade of all attempts.

First grade

The final grade is the grade gained on the first attempt (other attempts are ignored).

Last grade

The final grade is the grade gained on the most recent attempt only.

Apply penalty

If a QUIZ is run in adaptive mode then a student is allowed to try again after a wrong response. In this case you may want to impose a penalty for each wrong response to be subtracted from the final mark for the question. The amount of
penalty is chosen individually for each question when setting up or editing the question.

This setting has no effect unless the QUIZ is run in adaptive mode.

Decimal digits

By using this setting you can select the number of digits that should be shown after the decimal point when displaying student scores or grades. For example choosing '0' means the displayed grades will be rounded to integers.

This setting only effects the display of grades. It does not affect the internal calculations and rounding of the grades.

Allow review

These options control what information users can see when they review a QUIZ attempt or look at the QUIZ reports.

Immediately after the attempt means within two minutes of the attempt being finished by the user clicking 'Submit all and finish'.

Later, while the QUIZ is still open means after this, and before the QUIZ close date.

After the QUIZ is closed means after the QUIZ close date has passed. If the QUIZ does not have a close date, this state is never reached.

Users with the capability 'View hidden grades' [moodle/grade:viewhidden] (typically teachers and administrators) are not affected by these settings and will always by able to review all information about a student's attempt at any time.

Browser security

This option offers various ways to try to restrict how students may try to 'cheat' while attempting a QUIZ. However, this is not a simple issue, and what in one situation is considered 'cheating' may, in another situation, just be effective use of information technology. (For example, the ability to quickly find answers using a search engine.)

Note also that this is not just at problem of technology with a technical solution. Cheating has been going on since long before computers, and while computers make certain actions, like copy and paste, easier, they also make it easier for teachers to detect cheating - for example using the QUIZ reports. The options
provided here are not fool-proof, and while they do make some forms of cheating harder for students, they also make it more inconvenient for students to attempt the QUIZzes, and they are not fool-proof.

You should also consider other ways to make it harder for students to cheat at your QUIZ:

- You can use a large question bank, which the QUIZ picking a selection of questions randomly, so different students see different, but similar questions.
- You can use the shuffle answers option, so that the right answer to question 1 is not always option A.
- You can ask questions that required students to analyse the given information, rather than just recalling facts.

With the above warnings in mind, here is the description of the available options.

None

No impediments are put in the way of students attempting the QUIZ.

**Full screen pop-up with some JavaScript security**

There is a limit to what the QUIZ, with runs on a web server, can do to restrict what the student sitting at their computer can do while attempting the QUIZ. However, this option does what is possible:

- The QUIZ will only start if the student has a JavaScript-enabled web-browser.
- The QUIZ appears in a full screen popup window that covers all the other windows and has no navigation controls.
- The students are prevented, as far as is possible, from using facilities like copy and paste.

**Require the use of Safe Exam Browser**

This option will only appear if your administrator has enabled it.

Safe Exam Browser is a customised web browser that must be downloaded and installed on the computer that the student uses to attempt the QUIZ. The restrictions placed on students are similar to those in pop-up window case, but because Safe Exam Browser is software running on the student's computer, it can do a much more effective job of restricting their actions. If you select this option:
- Students will only be able to attempt the QUIZ if they are using Safe Exam Browser.
- The browser window will be fullscreen (without any navigation elements).
- The window cannot be closed until the test is submitted.
- Shortcuts keys such as Win, Ctrl+Alt+Del, Alt+F4, F1, Ctrl+P, Printscreen, are disabled.
- Copy and paste, and the context menu, are disabled.
- Switching to other applications is disabled.
- Surfing to other web sites is prohibited.

**Require a password**

This field is optional.

If you specify a password in here then participants must enter the same password before they are allowed to make an attempt on the QUIZ.

**Require network addresses**

This field is optional.

You can restrict access for a QUIZ to particular subnets on the LAN or Internet by specifying a comma-separated list of partial or full IP address numbers.

This is especially useful for a proctored QUIZ, where you want to be sure that only people in a certain room are able to access the QUIZ.

For example: **192.168. , 231.54.211.0/20, 231.3.56.211, 231.3.56.10-20**

There are four types of numbers you can use (you can not use text based domain names like example.com):

1. Full IP addresses, such as **192.168.10.1** which will match a single computer (or proxy).
2. Partial addresses, such as **192.168** which will match anything starting with those numbers.
3. CIDR notation, such as **231.54.211.0/20** which allows you to specify more detailed subnets.
4. A range of IP addresses **231.3.56.10-20** The range applies to the last part of the address, so this means all the IP addresses from 231.3.56.10 to 231.3.56.20.

Spaces are ignored.
Group Mode

The group mode can be one of three levels:

- No groups - there are no sub groups, everyone is part of one big community
- Separate groups - each group can only see their own group, others are invisible
- Visible groups - each group works in their own group, but can also see other groups
APPENDIX 5 - Course topics and associated quizzes
A complete list of course topics and associated quizzes. Those quizzes in grey font were not included in the analysis with 2007 as they were not available at that time.

OG 1.0 Introductory Tutorials Obstetrics
OG 1.1 Obstetric History QUIZ
OG 1.2 Obstetric Examination QUIZ
OG 1.3 Antenatal & Pre-conceptional Care QUIZ
OG 1.4 Normal Labour & Delivery QUIZ
OG 1.5 Abnormal Labour & Delivery QUIZ
OG 1.6 Post natal History & Examination QUIZ
[OG 1.7 Operative Delivery QUIZ 2010]

OG 2.0 Introductory Tutorials Gynaecology
OG 2.1 Gynaecological History & Exam QUIZ
OG 2.2 Anatomy of the Female Pelvis QUIZ
OG 2.3 Normal Menstrual Cycle QUIZ
OG 2.4 Peri-operative Care QUIZ
OG 2.5 Essential Obstetrics & Gynaecological Terminology QUIZ

OG 3.0 Fetal Medicine Tutorials
OG 3.1 Embryological Development QUIZ 2007
OG 3.2 Placental Function QUIZ 2007
OG 3.3 Fetal Abnormalities & Genetics QUIZ 2007
OG 3.4 Ultrasound and Fetal Well-being QUIZ 2007
OG 3.5 Abnormal Fetal Growth QUIZ 2007
OG 3.6 Preterm Labour and PPROM QUIZ 2007
OG 3.7 Antepartum Haemorrhage Lecture QUIZ 2007
OG 3.8 Multiple Gestation QUIZ 2011
[OG 3.9 Anaesthesia in Obstetrics QUIZ 2012]

OG 4.0 Maternal Medicine Tutorials
OG 4.1 Physiological changes in pregnancy QUIZ 2007
OG 4.2 Hypertension in Pregnancy QUIZ 2007
OG 4.3 Diabetes in Pregnancy QUIZ 2007
OG 4.4 Medical Disorders in Pregnancy QUIZ 2007
OG 4.5 Infectious Diseases in Pregnancy QUIZ 2007
OG 4.6 Medications and Drug Use in Pregnancy QUIZ 2007
OG 5.0 Intrapartum and Postpartum Care Tutorials
OG 5.1 Analgesia for Labour and Delivery QUIZ 2007
OG 5.2 Induction of Labour and Post-term Pregnancy QUIZ 2007
OG 5.3 Perinatal Asphyxia and Stillbirth QUIZ 2007
OG 5.4 Breech QUIZ 2010
OG 5.5 Postpartum Care QUIZ 2010
OG 5.6 Obstetric Emergencies QUIZ 2010

OG 6.0 Early Pregnancy Tutorials
OG 6.1 Miscarriage QUIZ 2010
OG 6.2 Ectopic Pregnancy QUIZ 2010
OG 6.3 Gestational Trophoblastic Disease QUIZ 2010
OG 6.4 Termination of Pregnancy QUIZ 2010

OG 7.0 Benign Gynaecology Tutorials
OG 7.1 Diagnostic and Surgical Procedures QUIZ 2007
OG 7.2 Menorrhagia QUIZ 2007
OG 7.3 Dysmenorrhea QUIZ 2007
OG 7.4 Infectious Diseases and Gynaecology QUIZ 2010
OG 7.5 Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence QUIZ 2010
OG 7.6 Menopause QUIZ 2010
OG 7.7 Prolapse QUIZ 2010
OG 7.8 Urinary Incontinence QUIZ 2010

OG 8.0 Gynaecologic Oncology Tutorials
OG 8.1 Cervical Cytology QUIZ 2007
OG 8.2 Cervical Malignancy QUIZ 2007
OG 8.3 Uterine Malignancy QUIZ 2007
OG 8.4 Ovarian Abnormalities QUIZ 2010
OG 8.5 Vulvar Abnormalities QUIZ 2010
OG 8.6 Chemotherapy/ Radiotherapy in Gynaecology QUIZ 2010

OG 9.0 Human Reproduction Tutorials
OG 9.1 Contraception QUIZ 2007
OG 9.2 Amenorrhoea QUIZ 2007
OG 9.3 PCOS QUIZ 2007
OG 9.4 Pathophysiology of Infertility QUIZ 2007
OG 9.5 Infertility QUIZ 2007
OG 9.6 Medico Legal Aspects QUIZ 2007
APPENDIX 6 - Case upload Template

Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland

Students should record and upload cases presented during their clinical attachment

Instructions

1. Complete the form below (all fields must be filled)
2. Enter case notes into the spaces below
3. Upload completed file via Moodle within 24 hours of seeing patient

Note: By completing and submitting this form electronically students declare that the work described here is entirely their own.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student ID Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attached Team:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Time patient seen:</th>
<th>Location: (Ward)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCHD:</td>
<td>NCHD Grade:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Initials:</td>
<td>Patient Age:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Date of Admission:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 – Presenting Complaint:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2 - History of Presenting Complaint:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

3 - Past Medical / Surgical History:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4 – Past Obstetric History:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

5- Past Gynae. History

6 – Medications / Allergies:

7 – Family History:

8 – Social History:
CLINICAL SKILLS LIST

Auscultate heart sounds
Auscultation of chest
Assess for shifting dullness
Assessment of tracheal deviation
Blood pressure
Body Mass Index
Chest Expansion Measurement
Cranial Nerve Exam
Hand Exam
Knee Exam
Lower Limb Coordination
Lower Limb Power
Lower limb Reflexes
Lower Limb Sensation
Lower Limb Tone
Palpation of AAA
Palpation of Abdomen
Palpation of Apex beat
Palpation of Liver
Palpation of spleen
Percussion of chest
Peripheral Pulses
Pulse
Respiratory Rate
Temperature
Upper Limb Coordination
Upper Limb Power
Upper Limb Reflexes
Upper Limb Sensation
Upper Limb Tone
PROFESSIONALISM ENCOUNTERS LIST

Analyze my role and performance as a leader
Apply ‘duty of care concept’
Communicate well with members of law enforcement
Comply with RCSI ‘Fitness to be a medical student’
Consider legal and ethical responsibilities in a clinical case
Consider role of doctor in forensic medicine
Consider role and functions of other team members including managers
Contribute to teamwork
Explore my reactions to patients with disability, social disadvantage, elderly patients, the death of a patient
Identify my own learning needs in a given situation
Maintain confidentiality
Manage issues of boundaries between patient and doctor
Manage my time and priorities
Obtain informed consent for procedures
Provide effective constructive feedback to my peers
Recognize the limitations of my expertise
Recognize and can manage stress
Reflect and learn from experience
Solve problems
Support peers and colleagues through stressful situations
Take advice from others
Treat all patient with respect
Understand role of doctor as patients’ advocate
Understand the role of ethics committees, guidelines and research
Undertake continuous professional development
Work collaboratively with in an interprofessional multidisciplinary team
APPENDIX 8- Questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*1 How old are you?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*2 English is my first language.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*3 What gender are you?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*4 What is your nationality?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*5 Medicine is the first full time degree course I have studied?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*6 I am a medical student in the graduate entry program.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*7 Overall I found the Obstetrics &amp; Gynaecology course useful for my</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>studies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*8 Overall I found the 11 Pre-course Tutorial series useful in my</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preparation for the Obstetrics &amp; Gynaecology clinical attachment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*9 I would prefer the pre-course Tutorials to have an accompanying</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explanatory voiceover.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*10 I find the explanatory voiceover lectures helpful with my studies.</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*11 I find the MCQ Quizzes helpful with my studies</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The MCQ's were a complete waste of my time.</strong></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13. I would like more feedback throughout the quizzes, explaining the answers for example
- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

14. I found the E-Portfolio easy to use.
- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

15. Overall, I found the case uploads a useful way to review a particular topic.
- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

16. I would prefer fewer quizzes, perhaps a single quiz for each segment eg. through cytocentrifuged quiz.
- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
- No answer

17. I would prefer to use a shortened version of the case upload.
- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
- No answer

18. The Case Upload OSCI station was a fair way to assess my understanding of the topics I was questioned on.
- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

19. I am in favour of using a combination of the MODULE MCQ results and the UPLOADED CASES as a part of a formal continuous assessment for the final Professional examination in O & G.
- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

20. I think the Final MCQ should take place through the MODULE site.
- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

21. Give one thing that you would change to the on-line delivery of the O & G course.

22. List the poor aspects of the on-line delivery of the course that in your opinion need to be addressed. Give your suggestions for improvements where appropriate.

23. List the good aspects about the on-line delivery of the course that you would like to see more of next year.
Appendix 9 - Questionnaire Results.

View All Responses. All participants. Responses: 177
Obstetric & Gynaecology Noodle Course Review

1. How old are you?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-24yrs</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34yrs</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35+yrs</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. English is my first language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. What gender are you?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MALE</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMALE</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. What is your nationality?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Belgian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>British</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Canadian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Iranian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Irish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Jordanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kuwaiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>LuwWelil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kuwaity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Malaysian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Medicine is the first full time degree course I have studied?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. I am a medical student in the graduate entry program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Overall I found the online Moodle O & G program useful for my studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Overall I found the LJ Pre course Tutorial series useful in my preparation for the O&G clinical attachment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. I would prefer the precourse tutorials to have an accompanying explanatory voiceover.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. I find the explanatory voiceover lectures helpful with my studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. I find the MCQ quizzes helpful with my studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. The MCQ's were a complete waste of my time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>104%</td>
<td>166/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
13. I would like more feedback throughout the quizzes, explaining the answers for example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>179/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. I found the E-Portfolio easy to use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>141/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. Overall, I found the case uploads a useful way to review a particular topic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>179/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16. I would prefer fewer quizzes, perhaps a simple quiz for each segment eg. Benign Gynaecology Quiz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Agreement nor Disagree</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>171/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17. I would prefer to use a shortened version of the case upload.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Agreement nor Disagree</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>172/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
18. The Case Upload OSCE station was a fair way to assess my understanding of the topic I was questioned on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>179/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. I am in favour of using a combination of the MOODLE MCQ results and the UPLOADED CASES as part of a formal continuous assessment for the Final Professional examination in O & G.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20. I think the Final MCQ should take place through the MOODLE site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither Agree nor Disagree</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>177/177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21. Give one thing that you would change to the on-line delivery of the O & G course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accuracy of quiz answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Amenorrhea add detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>block on repeating quizzes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Case uploads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Change portfolio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Clearer deadlines - timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>correct mcq answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Correct MCQ answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Emg's rather than mcq's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>efPortfolio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>errors in the mcqs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>examination Video links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Explanation for quizzes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Explanation of MCQ answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Extended matching Mcqs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Feedback on case uploads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>fewer “selected readings”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Format
Include OSCE notes
Increase limit of trials
It's good the way it is
Lecture notes numbering:
less quiz
less quizzes
Less quizzes, better quiz
Less topic repetition.
Less topics
Mandatory lectures
MCQ answer explanations
MCQ less mistakes
more can/less please =)
More detail
More MCQs
More quizzes for topics
More video links
more voice overs
Neonatology lectures
no change
no comment
no pre-course quizzes
no quizzes/more relevant
10 Nothing
Nothing, the perfect
Please correct grammar
pre lectures quizzes
Provide mcq answers
quiz answers CORRECT
quiz for topic & segment
quiz
record of complete quizzes
reduce MCQ pass mark
relevance of quizzes
short note questions
Some lectures more concise
The end of year exams
The Epitrochlo
too many quizzes
Tracking of the quizzes.
Upload .doc for cases
uploads in 'word' format
Very well done
Videos of clinical exams
Videos of exam technique
Videos of examinations
Wrong answers in MCQ's
Wrong quiz answers
22. Let the poor aspects of the on-line delivery of the course that in your opinion need to be addressed. Give your suggestions for improvement where appropriate.

**Response**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | - no poor aspect, only would be helpful if videos of physical exams (practical stuff) were included  
- also to have notes as instruments in EQs would be nice  
- not sure where to check to see which quiz has been done, so have an easily accessible checklist with our progress |
| 1 | Limited trial |
| 3 | - marking of the cases had a huge therapeutic between the two tutors, she was handing out 50%, another was handing out 70%, and it is not that the students were just better, therefore if it is considered that these marks be used in the future, a standardisation of the marking must be put in  
- videos of clinical exam on patients should be added to moodle, cartoons or something of that nature |
| 1 | - MCQs - need answers as to why answer is wrong  
- some questions were misleading, namely medications in pregnancy  
- ALL LECTURES need to follow a similar format and be consistent: i.e., definition, etiology, pathology, etc.  
- Overhead was absolutely horrible, hard to understand  
- need a lecture for Rhoseus and EDO: if these questions are worthy of coming up on the short notes, then they should be included in course content PROPERLY. 2 slides on rhesus incompatibility in the miscarriage lecture doesn't count (until RCSI students are used to not expecting anything normal on exams, hence not cover the material on their own). Rhesus is the biggest concern in obs & gynae, and every other medical institute that is noteworthy covers this topic inside out. Why does RCSI not? It's not a secret. Give us a lecture on it. |
| 1 | - The 'itches' in the MCQs - wrong answers, gibberish questions and answers - were very annoying  
- MCQs that were more representative of material likely to be asked in the final exams would be appreciated, rather than merely copied and pasted sentences from lectures.  
- The MCQs at the end of each topic need working on as they sometimes are corrected wrongly. I realise that the course coordinators are aware of this and it is an ongoing practice to improve them with the students' help  
- More MCQs as they were very helpful in remembering details and statistics. Made it more interactive too |
| 1 | - fewer MCQs would have made doing them more beneficial academically. I was just doing them to get through them, not as a learning tool which they should have been.  
- many wrong answers in the quizzes  
- more clinical based quiz  
- more voice over with the lecture notes  
- upload the tutorial presentation in the moodle |
| 1 | - Not enough info on choos iatrogenic/action. Expand on twin to twin transfusion syndrome. Is there a way to organise the course to prepare more for the MCQs? Examples of EMQs etc. Those that have done the USMLEs are at great advantage as half the class will have never seen an EMQ before. More preparation for the long case. Even written material on what is going to be discussed in one document would be a great help. The neurosurgery teaching seems to vary to a great degree in each hospital. This should be addressed. Everyone should have to do neurosurgery uploads (maybe post 1 or 2). One more thing, could info on current fresh practices be added. For example, learning about breech and multiple gestation delivery, a short note on the fact that in practice (as opposed to in theory), most of these women undergo elective C-section. It would be good if the end of rotation assessment covered more marks. It was a great weight off your shoulders in packs. |
| 1 | - Some information regarding numbers and percentages of the same topic are different in different lectures  
- lack of time.  
- Some of the answers to the online quizzes are incorrect. In direct contrast to the lecture material  
- MCQ answers were often incorrect or incorrectly written which was frustrating at times - these should be reviewed. It would have greatly benefited from receiving feedback on case uploads. |
| 1 | - Would be nice to get feedback from MCQ or explanation for answer  
- feedback from case uploads |
| 1 | - Quizzes: I think it would be better if you could repeat the quizzes straight away if desired, I don't think the lock-out back of when you can repeat the quiz is helpful.  
- Some of the answers to the questions in the quizzes are wrong. I know that the quizzes are being constantly updated and the answers changed when they are reported as being wrong. I'd be nice if this was completed, as it is frustrating when they are marked wrong.  
- The neonate lectures are slightly messy, they aren't as clear and well presented as the rest of the obstetrics page. It would be easier to study neonates if these were better presented and the information in them as clear cut as the obstetrics lectures are. |
| 1 | 1. We need formal lectures on consultation for different topics such as ( how to counsel down syndrome, miscarriage...etc)  
2. I think quizzes are just waste of time I haven't seen any of them in the final EQM's exam. |

194
Otherwise the contents of the lectures were perfect.

1

Consistency in the MCQ answers - although most were rectified by the end of my attachment, it was frustrating.

Videos of some common gynaecology surgeries - e.g. Burch Colposuspension; Different type of hysterectomies to aid the lecture notes

1

EHQ's are more like the what we get in the exam at the end of course so online precise in those as opposed to mcqs would have been great. MCQs beneficial all the same. thanks.

1

Everything is well-presented for the students. I think this is the only subject I got all information from the module.

However, the case upload is a bit too lengthy, since we have quizzes too. Hope it will be in a shorter version: eg: note + History + physical exam + investigation + management.

1

Fix the MCQ questions and their answers.

Alert students that the introductory lectures should probably be completed prior to the Semester starting as they are very time consuming and take a complete weekend to complete along with associated quizzes.

This is difficult if the student has other commitments.

Make the uploaded cases Microsoft Word only as the system used for entering in the details keeps crashing and doesn't cache previously stored information. A Word format would allow the patient to complete the template offline and then just upload it when ready.

1

I feel the MCQs are a great , but need to be fine tuned and the answers need to be corrected. Some of the answers to the questions were wrong.

Also a way for the student to know what MCQs have been done like a check box on moodle seeing as they are necessary for completion of the course.

1

I think everything is great.

1

I think it should be improved by making some videos in the hard topics as well as doing a revision lecture for pictures only.

1

I think that the quizzes need to be edited to ensure the questions are correct and relevant to the topic being tested.

Supplemental material outside of he powerpoint file is very difficult to include in final preparation. Even if this material is reviewed as part of the course there is a variable time period to the final exam which may favour groups with Obst/Gyn later in their schedule. It would be very helpful if all the examinable material was included in the core powerpoints.

1

I think there should be a video/audio commentary for all the lectures especially the physical examination. I found it very helpful where the tutor elaborates on some important points which are not in the notes.

1

I would make the MCQ question more applicable to the lecture it is suppose to be covering.

More bedside tutorials would be beneficial to cover the major topics in both obstetrics and gynaecology.

Enquire learning is more proactive in clinics, perhaps have students seeing their own patients rather than just sitting in on consultations.

1

Material examined in both the end of course OSCE and final exams were not fully covered neither in tutorials or modules.

Even if I had access to all the lecture notes I wouldn't have been able to answer the final MCQ. If they wanted us to read around and more about a topic (as they asked in the MCQs) they should have provided us with the extra reading material or at least added to the lecture notes.

There was a lot of material to study for the course in the first place and asking questions outside the course's scope was a bit unfair.

2

none

1

One thing, the quizzes need to be reviewed as some of the quizzes have wrong answers (not just in my opinion) which can result in not getting the marks for something which is correct and lead to a lot of frustration if it's late at night and one is trying to get the quizzes done.

There are a large amount of quizzes so it may be, as suggested, there were a different number of compulsory review quizzes, larger obviously than the others i.e. one per section and then the rest of the quizzes could be available for learning purposes.

1

Overall it was a great course, one of the best organised courses I have done to date. The quizzes were however a little bit annoying as some of the answers were wrong and not the same as the lectures.. I just found myself doing them and... sometimes multiple attempts and not gaining much from them in the way of learning. The OSCE lectures were fantastic and I liked how the RCOG guidelines were included in some of the subjects. Many thanks...xx
Overall the online delivery of the course was excellent. However the main issue I had with the lectures was that they were sometimes presented in a way that was not clear or easy to follow. When given specific information, such as dates or times for practicals, the information was not always accurate or consistent. This made it difficult for me to keep up with the schedule and prepare for upcoming exams.

Some lecture notes were up-to-date, as in the 'Medications in Pregnancy' lecture. It could have been delivered in a much better way.

There could be a logbook or a checklist of things that are student 'must-sees' during the O&G rotation.

More self-directed learning time (less to know, little time to study for it)

More time for the history taking stations and the stations after that (writing the history and deciding what investigations need to be done and the differential for the history) in the end of rotation OSCE.

More standardized questions for the consultants to ask in the Clinical Oral exam at the end of the year.

Not enough exposure to neonates. Moving it to Paediatrics or giving it more time during the O&G rotation would be preferred.

Some of the MCQs had either incorrect answers, or answers that were different to those in the lectures. This was a little confusing.

Some of the online notes answers were incorrect and did not match what was said in the lecture notes, but I assume that these ones were corrected for the other groups that followed us. Explanation why specific answers are correct would add to the overall learning experience.

Structure the neonates course online like the O&G course - which was very well organized.

Online voice over excellent, especially if the topic is hard. But don’t take away the powerpoints - these are good for when you are not peripheral (and your 3G phone actually work that well in most), or if you need to review the topic quickly - it when cramming.

MCQs - a good few mistakes in them. This is grand because they just have to be done, but I would not recommend they count for marks as part of continuous assessment as there are too many inaccurate ones, and a good few questions that don’t even make sense as a sentence or question English wise. I found them however extremely good for motivating me to get through all the lectures and sent my study goal directed.

The answers to the quizzes should be correct, especially since passing grade is required.

There should be a record of what quizzes you have completed and which ones you have failed, instead of having to click into each one separately, there should be explanations for quiz answers, and topics should only be from that lecture, as there is such a high pass mark it is unfair to include anything that isn’t expected. Portfolio was also unreliable and twice lost all the material. After transferring a whole day from word, they should also be corrected before the OSCE.

This is with regards to neonates.

I would have preferred if there was an announcement on the moodle page stating that we ought to complete one notes a week to avoid the problem of losing marks due to thinking that the neonates notes were of the same format as the one in gynaec ones.

we need more tutorials:

- More additional fact notes on the pre-course topics
- Perhaps more MCQ quizzes for each individual topic
- More or links to other online sources would be helpful

- More detail needed in the lectures, even though they were great anyway.
- I felt that a couple of the lectures had some information that could have been a little outdated/contradicting to the guidelines/doctors' teaching
- MCQ's had a good number of mistakes

- Quizzes should be trackable - I would like to see which quizzes I have completed to the passing standard and which quizzes I have not.
- While I do not think that there should be a voiceover to the lectures (I prefer to study at my own pace), if there are any additional comments that a lecturer would make, it would be nice if they were noted at the bottom section of the powerpoint presentation. Many of the slides already have this.
- Taking a quiz per lecture was tedious, and sometimes stressful. I would have just finished the lecture and a particular statistic would be fresh in my mind and I would properly answer it on the online MCQ. However, a few weeks later I would not be able to recall the statistic. I think this can be alleviated if we had to take a quiz per block (1-5). That way, I would have studied the series of lecture within that block, and the quiz would be a much more accurate assessment of my knowledge as it takes more than just half an hour to complete an entire block.
- My e-portfolio cases were never graded, so I don't know what my standard was and I don't know if I did poorly
A lot of errors in the notes. They were fixed (apparently) when we emailed about them but sometimes it meant taking a quiz 2 or 3 times because of being marked incorrectly.

A lot of the MCQ answers were either incomplete or incorrect. I think it's important to review these to ensure their accuracy.

A lot of the quiz questions were just sentences quoted directly from the lecture so I felt they were not testing an overall understanding of the topic, and because there were so many you were avoiding your time not necessarily helping yourself for the final exam preparations, just doing the quizzes for the sake of having them done. Some questions had no right answers, which is frustrating.

The case studies need to have the requirement is explained clearly. There was a lot of confusion about when it was acceptable to submit, based on being within 48 hours of seeing the patient but also having had your letter correct it so it was not possible to miss the edits while still trying to get 2 cases submitted per week - and whether this actually mattered at all. The place for uploading them was unclear as you could still upload a week 1 case in week 5 so it was just confusing. I think the guidelines for uploading should be clearer, and having them part of continuing assessment might be a good idea.

A set amount of quizzes/case uploads to be completed each week to avoid backlog might be an idea.

An additional online video resource, even just a short clip, reviewing what the examiners are looking for in the physical examination would be extremely useful in revising before exams.

Answers to MCQs
Not all topics were covered that we were examined on e.g. Rhesus Incompatibility should have had a lecture devoted to it.

At times the portfolio wasn’t working appropriately sections of cases were lost or not saved properly resulting in a lot of time wasting but I did feel the cases were instrumental in learning certain topics and relating them to appropriate patient taking. I think if there was a new test prototype made or like a word document template that was uploaded this might lead to less problems with the portfolio system.

Recently wrong answers to many of the MCQs need to be corrected IMMEDIATELY to prevent incorrect knowledge from being remembered as correct.

Change portfolio for uploaded of MS Word documents instead

During the course, I have difficulty to get track all the quizzes that I have done. Therefore, we need help from the tutor to check which quizzes that we have missed. Hopefully in the future, there will be a trek list of all the quizzes that we have done.

Everything was great but we need more essays to extend the course to 6 or 10 weeks

Feedback on quizzes
Carusalis are sometimes useful

Give practice with the extended multiple choice, was really prep for the final one cause I didn’t know how detailed they were actually going to be.

Having MCQ questions with clinical scenarios would be useful

I can’t write more than a few words in the section on what to change hence I’ll add my comments here. I would add a feedback/questions section attached to each lecture/session to allow students to ask questions. Then make the questions/answers available to all students (anonymised).

I can’t remember specifics - did obviously before Christmas

I did not find any poor aspects of the online delivery of the course at all.

I didn’t feel there were any deficiencies in the online delivery.

I feel that, the case studies for this course was not focused on during the OSCE. A great amount of time was spent working on these cases, and they were not efficiently used during the OSCE. Furthermore, the number of cases should NOT be increased or decreased.

The MCQs were full of flaws and contain many errors. However, if they can be fixed, they should continue to be used.

I felt the topics we covered in the first 6 weeks and for the end of year exam was a lot to get through. Maybe there would be some way of condensing a little or removing topics that are not too important.

I found the online moses helpful, but full of mistakes. This improved as time went on so I presume I am no longer a problem. The online moses questions were completely different to the end of year assessment. Lack of familiarity with the end of year format made it difficult. I would like to see more extended matching examples available online. I don’t find getting through the material difficult, but some students did. Perhaps it would be useful to include a suggested timetable for students so that they can see and do that immediately when they are falling behind. The nephrology section could be developed to be laid out as the OSCE sections are.

I like the online moses.

I think it is already fine.

I think it is well organised.

I think it would be easier to write out cases in Word and then upload the doc file to Moodle, rather than use portfolio with its annoying html editing, etc.

I think that the online lectures should be optional. Some of them were good, but some of them were very poor quality. I would rather read about important topics in a book than through those lectures. Because these lectures were mandatory, I had to do both, which was a waste of my time.

I think the only thing I could say is that the gynaecology oncology lectures could be more comprehensive especially vaginal and ovarian lectures. Maybe the contraception lecture could also be reviewed. Apart from that the lectures are actually brilliant.
I think they should put a list that we can all look at so that we know how many quizzes left that we haven't done.

I thought it was good overall, nothing much to complain about!

I thought it was very well organised

If possible, on the O&G page, if there was a way to show us that we've already completed quizzes satisfactorily, instead of searching through forums and profiles, that would be very helpful. Perhaps a tick or line through the quizzes.

A downside of the pre-course work is ideal, as no one has any idea what is going on, however, voicemails for the rest of the course are useless. At this time, we have already found an appropriate style of studying and the voicemails can be tiresome.

With respect to the case uploads, if possible, one should be due by the end of the first week and this case upload should be corrected as soon as possible as these students have an idea of what to do for the rest of them. Logistically this may be difficult but I think it would improve the quality of the subsequent case uploads.

In general, I found it great except for exorphias. The use of exorphias increases the workload hugely due to formatting issues (i.e. having to insert paragraph breaks manually; it also has a tendency to crash and delete your work in the process). This means that you have to write your case as a word document, paste it into exorphia, and then fix the formatting. It is also difficult to read when printed in that format. A direct upload to Moodle of a word document (as is the case with midwifery) would be much easier.

incorrect answers in the mocks

It was very organized, but it lack of time to study, only have 6 weeks.

It was a good site.

It was very hard to determine whether you have actually finished all quizzes unless you had kept track yourself. It would be more helpful to have a page on Moodle clearly outlining which quizzes have been taken and the scores received on those quizzes.

The MCQ/EMQ section of the final examination did not mirror the online quizzes whatsoever. I felt like a majority of the class was unprepared for the style of questions posed in the end of course MCQ and may have done poorly.

Changing the moodle MCQs to those which will actually be examined would be very beneficial to students.

It would be good to have a zip folder apart from individual powerpoint links as it's easier to download notes.

It would be very helpful if students could see an moodle whether or not they had completed a quiz after having taken the quiz, so there are many to keep track of. Also, fewer quizzes covering more content with accurate questions would be helpful too.

Less time devoted to quizzes and case uploads which I feel took away time from actually learning the basics and learning from patients. Students were so focused on just the particular cases they had to upload and the quizzes they had to complete that they did not see the point in just taking histories, presenting theses and learning from the patients. It was very distracting at times and impossible to do both in the amount of time that we are given for this course.

It's time to change for OB&GYN, excellent course.

for the neonatology course, would suggest a review of the lectures, some are obviously very old and need to be updated.

Many of the Moodle MCQs test trivia details - questions that change one word or one number in a sentence from the lecture, making them false. This isn't a helpful way to test understanding; it tests recall of often useless details and encourages keeping the lecture open to check if the correct answer.

Many questions in the MCQs had wrong answers. Some topics are too short to have their own individual MCQ. An MCQ for each section might be a better revision for the entire section, especially if it provides explanations of answers, etc.

maybe should improve the learning objective and lecture notes in the maternal subject.

MCQ's were not correct sometimes, vague and difficult to deal with.

1. mistakes in the quizzes which are already being addressed

1. More clinical teaching - maybe a video on examination of a pregnant woman, and pictures with descriptions of instruments etc. for recall before exam

1. More feedback online for tutor or progress whether good or bad!

1. More standardisation in terms of layout. Links to MCQ online quizzes were sometimes not on the same webpage as the ppt files (e.g. TOP lecture)

1. Most lectures are not assisted with explanatory voice/hence since no formal lectures conducted to cover all notes, it would be good if this matter can be tackled online.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Neonatology lectures were not as well constructed as the OB&GYN. Less direction given. Eportfolio assignments were not available to tutor to be corrected and so not very useful in getting feedback initially. Should be included in overall mark due to amount of work put into them.

There should definitely be a method of following what lecture notes have been completed as it is easy to miss one. Having to go into each one to redock is tedious and time consuming.

No

No issues.

no poor aspect that I've found, O&G on line delivery course is perfect.

No poor aspects.

No poor aspects.

no suggestions, except that the material of the lecture notes were not adequate to answer the final MCQ exam.
nothing in particular

podcasts might be a good idea but I think the CBG moodle page is excellent

Quite a few mistakes in MCQs.

sheer number of lectures is intimidating, consolidation into fewer lectures would be easier to manage; assigning deadlines for each quiz (e.g. on a weekly basis, as for neonates) would make it easier to keep up with the curriculum. Some lectures have more immediate relevance to students than others (e.g. management of PET vs. gynaecological oncology) and should be learned first. A condensed E-portfolio upload format more focused on CBG would be appreciable.

Some answers from the quizzes were wrong but I think many amendments had been made.

Some lectures did not provide as much explanation as I thought they would have. They were basically repetitions of the printed lecture, which made them a bit redundant.

Some lectures needed to be more concise and flowing, making some topics more difficult then others.

Some MCQs are incorrectly programmed to the wrong answer and marks are deducted although the candidate gave the correct answer.

Some mistakes in mcq questions.

Some of the MCQ answers were incorrect, for example the same question would be asked in both a positive and a negative way and the same answer would be marked correct.

Some of the MCQs contained inaccurate answers or information that was not part of that lecture.

Some of the mcqs gave you the mean mark if you try them multiple times instead of the best mark you got. This seems only to be the case for some of the mcq's.

Some of the MCQs don't make sense and need to be proofread. Also many of the questions in a quiz following a particular lecture did not actually relate to that lecture.

Some of the quizzes had no relevance to the corresponding lecture (i.e. multiple questions about dawson in the PCOS lecture, when dawson was only briefly mentioned in the on-line lecture).

Some of the quizzes have been marked incorrectly by the computer and some of the questions are from a different lecture.

Some questions had the wrong answers. They should all be reviewed to ensure no mistakes.

The 30 minute time out between exams is too long in my opinion.

The format of the online MCQs, while being good for learning, were utterly useless when it came to setting the actual end of year MCQ. I personally found the EMQs to be extremely difficult and had no practice in them. The end of year questions were much harder and I think similar questions should be included in the moodle quizzes.

Some questions on the online MCQ were wrong and need revision

Some of the quizzes had wrong answers and this made it difficult.

sometimes, the answer of the mcq is opposite the lecture notes

Sometimes it is hard to find a particular case such as infertality. The case upload should be for things that are more common to find in hospital setting.

Suggestions to review the latest developments for certain topics.

Switch gynaecology into paediatrics. One week in the 3 maternity hospitals dedicated to neonatology means people would have a decent grasp of the subject and it wouldn't take from obstetrics teaching.

The answer on moodle were wrong a lot of the times and therefore it was confusing to know whether the information given in lectures was correct.

The answers in some of the quizzes are wrong. They should have some links on how to interpret a partogram better.

The answers to some of the mcqs & gynae quizzes are not correct.

The answers to the quizzes are not always correct or match what was delivered in the online content, making it sometimes difficult & frustrating to achieve the required mark.

the averaging of quiz marks was sometimes incorrect, making it difficult to get above the required mark

The Eportfolio is quite difficult to use at times and a lot of the links for case uploads are unnecessary. It randomly deletes work you have done sometimes so you have to have a word backup.

The eportfolio upload is a bit confusing. There should be only one link to upload each week.

The headings of the notes should be consistent, e.g. not O G 3 1 Obst history, then reviseversusgynaecology examination.

The lecture notes had so much details which covered the written paper; however, it did not help with the MCQ paper as more explanations needed and the 6 weeks course is not long enough to gain such more details from external sources especially we have to cover all the lectures to pass the on-line MCQ.

The MCQ's that we do after each lecture was nothing like the MCQs that came in final exam.

The moodle mcq answers need to be looked over because some of them are incorrect.

The neonatology lectures could have been more structured

The number of quizzes are too many

they would be very helpful if the correct answers were correct. Sometimes the answers are the opposite of what the lecture notes say, this causes much confusion and made me wish that I didn't do the MCQ. MCQs should consolidate the info we just studied instead confusing them.

The OGS/GYN moodle page is superbly organised. Regarding improvements, if students could be guided as to what specific elements of "data reading" are most relevant to each topic, it will help expand our knowledge beyond the basic lecture material while still maintaining a focused study schedule, as it is not always feasible to review the entire NCBO guidelines for each condition.

Also, regarding the MCQs, if questions that test the application of knowledge, rather that they accusation of the factual knowledge, this would be a better learning tool; for example, MCQs that start with a clinical vignette.
A very crucial point that I wish to mention, not relating to the online aspect of the course, is its length. I believe that the vast proportion of the student body would agree that the course is far too short for the amount of material to be covered, and to be covered at a high degree of competence and understanding. If no provision can be made to increase the length of the course, I would support the old system of delivering lectures prior to the start of a rotation such that the six week rotation is entirely dedicated to clinical learning and less so to theoretical study. I believe that this is a sentiment echoed by many students in fourth year.

1. The online assessment was suitable.

1. The only thing I would think of adding would be to give you the explanations to the answers in the quizzes. This might help students identify where they are going wrong. Other than that...nothing.

1. The quizzes for the HR part of the course did not really assess the information for the lectures very well, but otherwise I thought the online part of the course was very effective.

1. The quizzes frequently had wrong answers, incorrect grammar, and in some places, in order to get the 'right' answer, I had to try and predict what answer was wanted, not the actual right answer. I found the quizzes useful to keep me on my toes and make sure I was getting enough work done throughout the course. To make them more useful, I suggest someone go through the quizzes and check all of them for correctness. Also, the e-portfolio was useful, but the cases expected were very long and time-consuming, and the e-portfolio format did not easily accommodate an os of gynaecology.

1. The standard of the online MCQs was hit and miss - please correct grammar and incorrect/misleading questions.

1. There are a lot of similarities between many risk factors and complications of different maternal problems - examples: preeclampsia, preterm labour, amniotic fluid embolism etc. It would be useful to have an additional lecture summarising all the three risk factors in order to be able to visualise the similarities and differences in a table for example, and that way it would be less confusing.

1. There are a multitude of questions in the MCQs in which the answers that are marked as correct are not in fact correct according to the lecture. This NIEOS to be fixed as it is so incredibly frustrating when you study the material and end up not passing the quiz due to false answers.

1. There are some quizzes with answers either wrong or contradictory to the lecture content (off top of my head: oligohydramnios in pregnancy and trophoblastic disease). There are some lectures where the lecture content does not match the quiz content (termination of pregnancy). Finally, there are some discrepancies albeit small between obstetric emergencies and the topics covered in different lectures (e.g. pre-eclampsia).

1. There are too many assignments and online assignments to be completed, there is no time to learn from books, which would have been more useful in the end of course assessment. The quizzes are not useful, as they are same very often the online course and have the expected clinical skills at the end of attachment. It made the os and gynaecology course very grueling and unenjoyable and time consuming.

1. There were errors in the online MCQ's which resulted in me wasting trying to obtain the 85%. I was quite a number of mistakes in the questions

1. There were wrong answers in the online mcqs, if those could be corrected it would be great.

1. Too many cases

1. Too many quizzes

1. Upload cases in word format: easier to format that way, and once a file is uploaded, tutors know that is the final version rather than a work in progress.

1. Use emg instead of mcqs so that students can be familiar with exam type questions.

1. Voice overs are a waste of time. We can all read, the topics are not complicated we just need to learn them, or at least have a powerpoint alternative. A lot of the questions in the quizzes are irrelevant. They take time away from clinical time and study.

1. While the MCQs were a useful tool, they could be very frustrating when the questions/answers were incorrect or incomplete. Including explanations for the MCQ answers would be very useful and writing them could also serve the purpose of weeding out faulty MCQ questions.

1. Would have liked to be able to monitor my progress online, and results on in-course quizzes. It would also be nice for the information to be presented in word format in addition to slide format.

1. You could central F for any of the quizzes. If the upload cases were made a mandatory number per week that would actually take pressure off students at the end

1. You were ALOT of time reformulating whatever you upload to e-portfolio. When you write a case up in Word and then copy and paste the various sections of all the formatting discrepancies (whatever browser you use) and so very end up spending 45mn just making it not look like a mess. e-portfolio tech support say the formatting should transfer but it doesn't. It's a waste of time when we could just upload them in Word templates instead.

23. List the good aspects about the on-line delivery of the course that you would like to see more of next year.

# Response

1. Lectures with voice-overs where instructor could draw on the slides were the best.

1. The MCQs within a lecture notes were very helpful.

2....

- Extremely organized. Most organized course I have experienced in my 3 years in RCS1. Learning outcomes well defined. Lectures also made by the same person, format easy to follow. Very comprehensive.

- More online MCQs. Great way of learning. Important details.

- The voice overs were fantastic. Easy to remember lectures. The individual who made the clip about colposcopy was great, more of him please!!

- The MCQs included with each lecture was very clinically relevant. Good to compare with textbook answers. Please continue to update these in the years to come, I really did appreciate them and let them help me prepare for E8/9?!
Thanks for a great course. Thoroughly enjoyed it.

- quizzes don't test true knowledge, but they're good to get thru a topic and make sure you know it decently well
- course notes was probably more valuable than the course content itself as it covered EVERYTHING

- the quizzes are absolutely fantastic in keeping us on track
- the lectures are really good
- the website is well organized
- pre-quizzes I found very useful
- having to do cases was essential in my opinion

- the information given is accurate, up-to-date, and what we need to know.
- the lectures notes is very good plus with the TNO guidelines.
- the quizzes in every topic.
- the important topics for case upload

- This was without a doubt the best lecture material we've had in the college, it was (almost) a pleasure to learn. It was extremely logical in layout. This was the most enjoyable rotation of the year and the one for which I worked the hardest. The people in the Coombe made it a very enjoyable experience.

- ?

- good online resources.
- perfect tutorials.
- Well organized.
- Logical sequence of lectures

Well organized, the quizzes were a good way to test our knowledge. Also the lectures highlighted the subjects we were to focus on.

- Very well presented. A few videos of physical examination etc. could be a useful adjunct to the pre-course material.

- It is very organized and it was the only module that is like this. It should be used as a template for the rest of the modules.
- Having the episiotomy cases corrected and commented on is excellent and is really helpful to understand where you are going wrong and how to improve.

- online material was very good
- hints if where to get more material for topics that is correct and appropriate to Ireland
- Videos on certain procedures - as not all of us get to see everything

- online quiz for each topic
- pre-course quizzes
- online case upload

1. We should have separate 6 weeks for neonate and another 6 weeks for gen/gyn because I think we haven't had enough time to do neonatology.
2. Peripheral hospital was just wasting of time, we went there and we didn't get enough teaching. I preferred if we stayed in Dublin.
3. end of rotation exam - it was very stressful time as doing two exams in one day.
A: It should be in two separate days (on day for neonate and the next for ob/gyn)
B: I think every 5 min there should be at least 5 min break to prepare for the next station and read the instruction for the test.
C: we need feedback from the exams as I think we did very good but we marked down as far the future career we need feedback for improvement what is the point if we pass and we don't know what are our mistakes

- Easy to obtain and good revision material

Excellent organisation of topics and lectures on Moodle, really helped with a busy stressful course. I know always exactly what I had to get through to do ok in the exams (and so I could plan that I would do 15 lectures per week etc), and even each lecture had nice clear knowledge objectives at the start and moos at the end. The best organised Moodle site and course in general. I have experience so far. There were no online Cantasks that had no downloadable file to go w/ it, and all the files were powerpoint and in the same clear format - no admite slides you can't edit, or powerpoint slides with silly backgrounds and colour schemes.

If this could be incorporated (particularly the structuring) into the neonates section on Moodle this would be good, otherwise the neonates lecture are good. Also in the neonates section there is no contact details of who is overseeing the neonates course and who you can email if you have a query. This would be helpful.
OHSyn was the best organised course I have done so far. It made what was seen as the hardest rotation the most enjoyable for me. Maybe I’m stepping off the topic but the Paediatrics course going in particular, and the GP and Psychiatry courses would be so much easier if they were structured in this simple and organised format.

Excellent Moodle course.

1  Good MCQs, helped reviewing the topics.
   Good distribution of topics.

1  I found the menstrual cycle cartoon to be extremely helpful - first time I ever read a period of words - now all came together.

1  I liked that the lectures had notes on them to test what we have learned from them and focus on our weak points.

1  MCQs for self assessment are very useful. Case uploads and notes take a lot of time, can be stressful worrying about getting them done and feeling like you are wasting time not having as much time for self-directed learning, at the time you don’t see them much but they really help you to learn about topics and what’s actually important, and you end up learning a lot in a more focused way than just being self-directed the whole time. I always really appreciate the feedback I get on my cases, they are very helpful. Thanks.

1  None.

1  nothing, just keep it like this year.

1  Provide simple illustrations to aid learning.

1  The clarity of the lecture content, MCQ’s scattered throughout the lectures.

1  The lectures were helpful in guiding the extent of knowledge we need to know.

The structure of this course was excellent, the only worry on the students is knowing the information in the lectures, the rest is all done for us. So, thank you for that.

It has been a great experience overall.

1  The lectures were very easy to understand and straightforward, they followed in a logical order.

The feedback for the case uploads were excellent.

The bedside tutorials were extremely useful in discussing topics in Obstetrics.

1  The organisation and categorisation was great, the quizzes were good.

1  Well laid out, the lectures are excellent - full of appropriate information and not too long-winded. It was helpful to know what exactly we were expected to know.

1  Well-structured lectures - information up the point and exactly what you need to know to master Obstetrics and Gynaecology.

1  * good clear pictures
   * concise descriptions of important facts about each topic

1  * it’s well-organised

1  * The pre-test MCQs is very good as an early exposure and preparation for students.
   * The lectures are a great source of learning.
   * The MCQs are very helpful.

I think everything on moodle regarding this course was awesome and very helpful. Thank you very much for everyone’s hard work.

1  * The presentations were self-sufficient, I could read them with light textbook supplementation and have a full understanding for the topic.
   * Best organised course in SCI and thus far at RCS.

1  * Very well organised
   * Straight to the point and concise lectures
   * MCQs were helpful for reviewing the topics.

1  * Well organised
   * Contain all the informations we have to know as well as EBM.
All the notes were structured accordingly which has made it easier to look.

Although getting through the quizzes is a pain, it encourages students to get through the material early on.

As a general impression and statement, ONS/HYN has been the most well-structured rotation during 4th med. I support the provision of extra reading material such as the RCGP guidelines, but at stated above, I believe that if students could be directed as to what specific elements to focus on, this would be good.

Audio/visual is a great way to learn.

more pictures and charts
more clinical scenarios

Best organized course ever, it was systematically and logically put together to maintain good study regimes

Case Uploads and feedback were very good

every thing is good

Everything is In a perfect shape, I liked the format very much. Thank you for being very organized.

Everything is very well laid out and easy to access (unlike in Prelims/2010). Wouldn't change it much at all really.

I think some students would benefit from regular check ups to ensure they are keeping on top of quizzes as many left the majority until the last week of the rotation.

Excellent course, really enjoyed the extra topics of interest, eg. portion in Ireland, more of them next year!

Excellent lectures, very clear, very well laid out, and the MCQ's were a motivation to learn the lectures well. (80% rule helped too)

Excellent lectures, very organized

first couple of quizzes we could see the feed back on our results for MCQs but that didn't continue for the rest of the quizzes

flawless course. Everyone leaves this course with a thorough understanding of obstetrics. The best module I have ever studied at NCGP. Fantastic department.

good coverage of topics, more than enough to excel.

good coverage of topics, quizzes are good way of assessing learning from the online lectures, however many of the quizzes need to be altered to a) reflect the content of the lectures; b) to have the correct answers.

Good focused lectures on each topic

good synopsis of course

good way to study, however I do not think the online MCQs were in any way representative of the end of year MCQs. There were topics that weren't covered in the online MCQs and other topics that were covered in very little detail that formed a substantial proportion of the end of year MCQ. Also the online quizzes were exclusively MCQs and the end of course exam was exclusively MCQs, which I thought was a little unfair.

I liked how the entire content is organised & well laid out. In fact this is probably the easiest of the Moodle pages to navigate & know what we required.

I like it

I liked doing the case uploads. They made me link important topics to actual patients. I thought they were a good learning tool, and having already done several PET cases helped me in my long case. Overall, I really enjoyed this course! I am considering O&G as a future career!

I liked that the lectures uploaded were detailed and sufficient for the course. I thought they were clear and organized and the lectures in the videos supplemented this knowledge well.

Although the end of year MCQ was not a reflection of this material.

I liked the voice over in part of the syne section.

I like doing the quizzes right after the lectures because it helps to solidify the information that has just been covered.

I think ONS and Gyneac was the best organised rotation by far and I might be biased as it is my favourite subject. But genuinely the course ran very smoothly and the online interactions, feedback from tutors with cases and notes I found very helpful in assessing what level I was at; I think the online course could do a mini extended matching race after each part i.e. one for obs and one for gynae etc... for more preparation for the end of rotation EMD overall I think it has added to offer and with the additional information in papers and research links I also think my I found the articles interesting to read for additional sources of information and no other module did this so effectively.

I think the lecture notes are well written, however, they were insufficient for the final MCQs.

I think the entire O & G section is the most structured of all of our specialties and the other modules could take a leaf out of your book. The lectures literally cover everything we need to know as undergraduates which made it much easier when it comes to studying both throughout the rotation and at the end of the year.

I thought the course was extremely well organised and well taught. The online quizzes really helped me to study and learn throughout the course.

I thought the quizzes were good revision and it was a way to ensure we were covering the material as you were going along. The quality of the lectures was excellent, better than most of the books. It was very organised and easy to learn.

I thought the work/case load was just about right, and it was easy to get all the required cases.

In general the rotation was very busy but was clearly organised and very enjoyable.

It delivered good understandings of the O & G for medical students.

It helped you stay on track and update with all the material you are suppose to cover in the course.
It helps you to plan your day
It was all good.
It was good to have a comprehensive list of topics to study so we know what is expected of us in the examinations.
It was very concise, organized, and to-the-point, which helped slot in studying a particular subject.
It was very well organized, easily accessible and covered all the topics well.
Lecture content overall is laid out very well.
Lecture notes quite comprehensive and easy to read.
Lectures had pretty much of the required info.
Marks being awarded for the work we put in to the cases (which includes morphology if you're in Obstetrics).
MCQs for each lecture... ensure you cover all material. All lectures are in the same format: i.e. powerpoint. This was much better than other courses where there was a mix of case studies, aodle and powerpoint files, which were consequently harder to learn from.
MCQ's were a handy way of reviewing the lecture
MCQs after each lecture.
MCQs are good way to make you study
MCQs are great as they make sure you read, and not just skim the lectures. I would however, be helpful if there were more clinical-based questions and case vignettes (like the end of year EMQs) as this would prepare us better for the standard that is expected.
More animation in relation to topics and video links in relation to physical examination, acknowledging the right way to perform physical examination such as SIT.
More challenging mcq with expansion of the answers...
More videos?
more velcrovers.
Must achieve over 80% on each quiz to proceed.
No
No issues.
no suggestions
none
Notes
Notes were structurally outlined under specific heading-to intrapartum and postpartum care etc.
Nothing
Obstetrics & Gynaecology was one of the most organised sections in medicine compared to the other subjects. I liked the way how lectures are grouped together under certain topics, it really made things easy for us. Giving that we have limited time to study such a big specialty, the lectures that were available in medicine were very sufficient in order to gain a good understanding of the subject.
organised
Overall a good way to ensure the breadth of the obstetric course is covered.
The MCQ's are a good way to ensure lectures are covered.
Overall I felt the course was amazing! It was the best this year. The online lectures were well laid out and easy to understand. Everything that could be done to make it a really good online course has already been done I think. The only thing I feel is that the course is a lot to handle for 6 weeks.
I was in Rotorua Hospital and we were given regular feedback on our submitted cases. I found that very useful.
Overall it was brilliant especially the lectures and layout of the course. Definitely the best course for medicine.
PPS slides were excellent in their layout and content.
Quizzes were useful along with additional guidelines provided for reading. Format of lectures very good!
Quizving students on lectures is a good idea and great practice for exams.
see above
Search way to learn and superb resources. Perhaps a lecture on Rheuma disease and/ or one incorporating gynaecology into the acute abdomen in surgery/medicine.
Systematic arrangement of the topic and lecture notes to cover clear learning objective
The case uploads were a great way of covering the topic as I would like to see more emphasis placed on them and that they would be counted towards the final grade because they do take a lot of time and effort.
The clear lecture lists and topic lists, divided up as they are is good. Learning objectives could be highlighted more, with reference to text books and checklist recommended for particular topics.
The lay out, organisation and content of the lectures was excellent. The collection of lectures was extremely comprehensive and clearly categorized and this was of great benefit when it came to preparing for exams. Compared to some of the other subjects, where the lectures are just thrown up on powerpoint in no apparent order, this was a great help. Please don't change that! The MCQ's, whilst frustrating at times, served to encourage consistent study throughout the course. I felt that they were helpful overall. Overall, OGGYN has by far the best organised and most comprehensive module page and I feel you should be keeping up this organisation and clarity for next year.
The lecture material was an excellent study resource
The lecture material was an excellent study resource.

The lecture material was excellent, and the MCQs afterwards is a very good way of studying. Perhaps an additional MCQ combining all topics in the style of the one MCQ could be provided as a good practice for the end of year MCQ which was an awful experience.

The lecture notes available are of good quality and it is helpful having access to all of these in the one place. The voice overs to the lectures are also useful as they enable you to download them and listen to the material on the go. I feel that it would be useful to have these available for more of the lectures.

The lecture notes on moodle were very good for obs/gynae.

The lecture notes online were very good and detailed for OB/G curriculum.

The lectures are excellent when compared with other courses.

The lectures given are well thought out and provide a reliable amount of information. I am glad that they are there to help us and feel very organized so we know exactly what is expected for us to know.

The lectures were concise, manageable and gave good direction as to knowledge required.

The lectures were good and concise. If there were a few videos of procedures for example insertion of TVT it would help with understanding a lot. Providing the links RCOG guidelines is excellent.

The lectures were very good - condense and addressing the examined content. It was great being able to access them in the previous format as they were easy to anotate while studying.

The lectures were very useful and I used them for the basis of my learning. They contained all the important information, laid out in a comprehensive manner and were easy to learn from.

The lectures were very well done. All of the information was available and I particularly like the links to the RCOG and additional supplemental information.

The lectures were well explained.

The MCQs forced us to keep up with the course work.

The notes were a useful learning tool.

The MCQs were very good to keep the student on top of the course and is a good guide to what are the most important aspect of the lecture.

The moodle page is very well organized in sections, with relevant tools easy to identify. I thought the quizzes were a great way to ensure that I was keeping on top of things throughout the rotation.

The moodle page was extremely well organized and easy to follow.

The notes are good for my study.

The notes are very organized and easy to grasp.

The OB/G moodle page is excellent and other courses should model their pages on this format. Everything is really well laid out and the quiz for each lecture is a great learning tool.

The OB/G notes are well organized to make the course easier, so I just have to say well done OB/G staff you’ve made OB/G more easier and interesting.

The OB/G notes and Gynaec module page is very well organized and easy to use and follow. However I think it would be awesome at the end of each lecture to add in the RCOG guidelines for that topic so these guidelines feature strongly in exams. Overall though I felt it was the most organized and well taught course in 4th year. It made a subject that was completely new accessible and easy to learn. I liked that it wasn’t presume that we knew the basics and that it started from scratch.

The Obst/Gynaec module is very well-organised and is clear what material should be covered. This really helped me, and in fact, I wish the other rotations were as well-organised.

The online lecture notes covers much of what we are expected to know by the end of the OG course, which really helps in setting goals and tracking progress when studying for exams.

THE ONLINE NOTES WERE GREAT FOR STUDYING!!

the organization of lectures

The page layout is organized. However, Nematology should be in a separate page. Everything else was good.

The quizzes should be made a bit like the exams. They should mirror the standard of the end of year exam. Apart from the the lectures are fantastic, they are very comprehensive as easy to understand absolutely top notch. Overall the Obst/Gynaec module is fantastic and very enjoyable for students because the department put so much effort into teaching. It is a model for the teaching of any subject. Well done!

The topics were very well organized and presented. The knowledge objectives and skills objectives were useful in guiding learning.

The video for the gynaecology section was very informative and was presented in a very succinct manner. This kind of teaching would be useful in other parts of the course.

The way the lectures are grouped under categories is very structured and fits in to each other especially the anatomy lectures.

They covered most of the important topics on the course which made studying much easier and much focus on relevant more important areas.

Very detailed and comprehensive material

very good quality lectures

very organized I have to say, better than other module

Very well organized lectures, covers most topics well, quizzes help to make sure I understand the important aspects.

Very well organized compared to other modules. Definitely a great way to study, it would help if the lecture material was more fairly represented by the extended matching sets at the year end exam, as I felt that the moodie MCQs did not prepare us for that at all.
Very well organized, the material was easy to learn, and knew what was expected of me.

Very well organized. There was a lot of information that was categorized and presented in an effective manner, providing a good structure to study from.

Very well organized... excellent notes... I would love to have a camtasia

Very well organized.

Lectures were appropriate, succinct and well-organized.

Voiceover explanations on the topics.

Voiceovers in the gynaecology lectures were helpful. Uniform format of lectures is helpful - perhaps adding a topic/heading list as the 2nd slide in each lecture would make it quicker and easier to find pertinent information.

Well-organized Moodle page. It was good revision to do the Moodle motl's.

Well organized. Well structured. It was easy to find what you needed from the page.

Well organized.

Well organized.

Well organized and structured.

Well structured, enough information and everything required for the exam.

Without doubt, the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology is the most impressive in Senior Cycle 1 and, I believe, at RCSI. It was the most organized and enjoyable subject I've had to date at RCSI. Moodle is very accessible and the content in each of the lectures is tailored very specifically to the Final Professional Exam. Your Moodle site should be the poster-child for all of the Departments at RCSI.
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